ESTABLISHED JUNE 23,

26.

Harry F. Beedy, Esq., of the counsel for
Bates College; Hon. Joseph E. Holman and
Arthur F. Belcher, Esq., of the counsel of
the contestants; Josiah H. Thompson, Esq.,
Clerk of Courts; Elmer E. Richards, Esq.,
Register of Probate; Hon. Fred C. Perkins,
selectman of Farmington; Rev. Ozro Roys,
Capt. William True, Dr. John J. Llnscott,
Mr. and Mrs. Otis B. Butler. Miss Estelle
Higgins, David Presson, ex-Register of
Deeds Brackett, Mr. E. N. Allen, and many

Exchange Street, Portland, Me
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year.ll paid In aavance
Kates of Advertising—One Inch ot space
tbe length of column, or twelve lines nonpariel
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, *1.00 continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, *1.00; 60 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and Auction
Sales,” *2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less, *1.60.
At

97

Nov. 7.—Last Saturday evening, when Mr. D. A. Blaisdell, of the firm of
Blake, Blaisdell & Co., of Oakland, went to
his home for the night, he found his wife
lying on the floor apparently dead. He summoned the assistance of people in the house,
and a physician was also called, but all
efforts toward resuscitation were futile. It

Oakland,

thought that life bad been extinct nearly
hour. Mrs. Blaisdell was a daughter of
Rev. James Tibbetts, who formerly resided
here, aud it is supposed that heart disease
was the cause of her death.

was
an

Absolutely Pure.
This

never varies.
A
powder
and wholesomeness.

strength

marvel of purity
More economical

than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cant.
Koval Baking Powder Co., loti Wall
lit.. N. Y.
iy2d&wtf

WEATHER.

_

Washington, Nov. 7.
The indications for New England are
fair weather, slightly colder, fresh to brisk
winds, shifting to northwesterly.
Cautionary southwest signals continue at
Narragansett section, Wood’s Holl, Wood’s
Hoil section.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT,
.Portland, Me,, Nov.

The Small Point Boom.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Nov. 6,1887, 10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment ot Unit
at all stations.
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Card.
beg to inform my old friends and patrons that
1 may now be found with Allen & Company,
clothers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner
of Plum.
(i BORGF. M. UOOLl).
Formerly with F. R. Farrington.
octlflsntf

I

Bastport, Me
Portland, Me

Boston. Mass
Block Island
Nantucket...
Nortlifleld...
Albany, N. Y

NewY’ork...
Philadelphia.
Washington..

Montgomery

New Orleans

Underwear Sale
—

LADIES', GENTCand CHILDREN.
25 dozen Ladies’ Merino Pants and Vesta
at 36c each; worth 50c.
25 dozen Ladies’ Scarlet Pants and Vests
extra tine, ati)7ceach; worth $1.50.
25 dozen Gents’ Scotch Wool Shirts and
Drawers at 64c eaeh; worth 75c.
25 dozen Genuine Camel’s Hair ishirts
and Drawers at $1.17;
regular price

$1.50.

30 dozen Boys’ Scotch Wool Shirts and
Drawers at 25c each.
Uhildren’s Underwear front 12c upward.
We make these special prices as we are
overstocked in this department.

SHINE'S NEIV YORK STORE,
nov.

498 Congress Street.
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MAINE.

Improving

the

Augusta

House.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Nov. 7.—Mr. Chas.

Milliken

making

extensive improvements on the Augusta House another season
by building an addition which will increase
the capacity of the hotel thirty rooms; also

dtf
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DENT, ALCROFT & CO’S

TT

A Glove with Ventilated Fingers
for Full Dress and Party Wear.
FOR SAME

—

BY

—

HASKELL & JOHES,
Lancaster

Building,

ST.

CONGRESS
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WINTER
GOODS.

Howard Swasey.
[Special to the Press.]

Boys’

35

“

50

“

Men’s Scotch Caps
Soft Hats

Driving Gloves
All other goods in
few dajs.

proportion

for

a

as superintendent on the Rockland breakwater during the summer, and it
is believed he suffered a partial sunstroke,
his mind being affected. Two weeks ago,
while alone in his house, he fired two shots
at his head with a pistol, one of the bullets

Inflicting fatal injuries. Mr. Swasey was
formerly a custom house official in Bucksport and was highly esteemed. Business
was suspended in the village during the
funeral and flags were at half mast..
The Boys Own Up.
[Special to the Press.]
August a, Nov. 7.—The three boys, Monroe, Hyatt and Dennett, arrested here Sun-

COE,
MIDDLE

STREET.

REMOVAL
llaring Removed

How

FARRINGTON BLOCK,
i

ll

/T/kMi.nAna k! 4

lt/k

n4

where I have opened a complete stock of

Art Novelties and Manufacture of Picture Frames.
I will be pleased to see my old friends and
welcome new otes.

ROEsbL.

A.
n»v2_dlwj

UP TOWN

BAKERY !
renovated amt fully stocked the
known Brackett Street Bakery, we are
to do all kinds of plain amt fancy
now
baking with neatness and dispatch. A full line of
Kents
goods always ill stock. Tea Rolls
Goudy &
Biscuits dally at B o’clock. Beans for
and
well
HAVING
prepared

l/ot

h iking received Saturday evening until 7 o’clock.
Family trade respectfully solicited.

J. m.

PLIINIMEB,

181 Brackett St.
oct27_eoaZw

Fine Portrait Photog-

raphy.
NO. 514 CONGRESS 8TREET.
POKTI.AIVU, ME.
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Nows:

Americans

Will

Connect the

Yobk, Nov. 7.—Engineer R. E.
of the United States Navy, who has
been busy here for tlie last few days witli
the equipment of an expedition to make the
final survey for the Nicaragua Canal route,
lias much interesting information regarding
tlie new engineering company under his
command, which will sail from New York
on November 26, and regarding the project
in general.
Mr. Peary is a wiry young man of distinctive American type.
He made an expedition to Greenland merely for his own
amusement, and appears to be blessed with
a constitution which can endure with equal
indifference the frigid regions of the Pole oi
the enervating miasma on the Isthmus. He
lias already passed three months on the
Isthmus, and says that he liked the climatt
there.
•‘This expedition is not under the auspices
of the government, as lias been the cast
with several which have preceded it,” saic
Mr. Peary. “It has been organized by the
Nicaragua Canal Construction Compauy as
a preliminary to tlie actual excavations foi
the canal.”
“Has tlie right of way been settled witl
tlie Nicaraguan government?”
“Yes; the company paid 8100,000 las
spring for tlie concession. The survey:
which have already been made by A. G

Trueworthy of Waterville was
burglarized last night by breaking the rear
window. A large quantity of pocket knives
and about twenty revolvers were taken
About $200 in goods were stolen in all. The
thieves have not yet been apprehended.

Meuocal for the United States governmen
linvo virtually laid dnvvn tl»A

rnntA

and

flu

present expedition will only have to arrive a ;
the details. We expect that six months wil l
give us ample time to complete this brand
of the work, and the excavating will b i
begun immediately afterward."

Fire In Camden.

Rockland, Nov. 7.—The story ana a half
house owned by Dexter F. Thurston of thil
city, on the Camden road, burned to the
around last night. Insurance: $550 on the
house; #150 on the furniture. The fire is

incendiary.

Y. M. C. A.

Rockland, Nov. 7. -The sessions of the
State convention of the Y. M. C. A. closed
Sunday. A consecration service for mer
only was held at the Y. M. C. A. rooms at !
conducted by T. M. Singer. Shori
a. m.,
talks were made at different churches by the
following: At the Baptist, R. M. Armstront
and A. II. Whitford, both of Massachusetts
and Geo. W. E. Darrows of Bangor; Con
gregational, O. C. Morse of New York, R. A
Jordan of Bangor; Methodist, T. P. Day o
Auburn, T. M. Singer of Bates College, E
Whittemore of Lewiston. The afternooi
services consisted of a meeting for boys a ;
the Methodist chapel, conducted by Rev. F
M. Sanford, assisted by H. E. Bray; i
ladies’ meeting at the Congregational church
conducted by R. M. Armstrong, State Secre
tary of Massachusetts, assisted by T. P
Day of Auburn; song service for men onl;
at the Y. M. C. A. rooms, conducted by Sec
retary A. H. Whitford of Cambridge, Mass

grand farewell service 1
Baptist church, differen
denominations uniting. The delegates de
parted on Monday morning’s train.
At 8.30 p. m. the
were held at the

Coming to the Trial.
Farmington, Nov. 7.—The Belcher con
tested will case opens Tuesday morning ii
the Supreme Judicial Court in Portland, am I
therefore of necessity counsel, contestant 5
and witnesses were obliged to go down froi
Farmington this morning, and Conducto r
Knapp’s train had the look of a State Fai
special. Almost every seat was filled as th 6
Among th 0
cars steamed out of the depot.
more prominent members of the party wei
the following: Major S. C. Belcher an 1
u

Personal attention given to all sittings.
eodl

T iirnnr

Nkw

Two Hundred Dollars Taken.
Waterville, Nov. 7.—The hardware

to have been

Pritinn nf

Peary,

Waterville, Nov. 7.—John Foster, Jr.,
son of Prof. John Foster, of Colby University, departed for China tonight, where
he will become a missionary. Dr. Pepper
and a large party of his friends bade him
God speed at the station.

thought

fn o

Atlantic and Pacific.

day for the theft of tickets from the Yassalboro station Saturday evening, made a clean
breast of their exploits to Deputy Sheriff
Hill at Waterville tonight. They came down
from Boston with $15 in their pockets, one
week ago last Saturday, and after roaming
about the country stole the tickets Saturday
night, and Sunday evening broke into Trueworth’s store at Waterville, where they stole
the knives and revolvers.

to

n

BETTER THAN DE LESSEPS.

store of B. C.

197

T?

Bath, Nov. 7.—-H. N. Pinkham of Portland lias leased a store here, and has secured
a Western Union wire direct to Boston. Mr.
Pinkham will have all the stock quotations
and open an exchange.
Schooner Gardner G. Deering, of this port
Cupt. Rogers, arrived at Baltimore Oct, 17th
took in 1000 tons of coal, and sailed the 21st
She arrived at Boston the 26th, discharged
and sailed for Baltimore on the 30th, and ar
rived Nov. 4th, making the trip from Baiti
more to Boston and return in fourteen days
and discharged.

to China.
[Special to the Press.]

Boys’ Caps

nn

Bath

Nov. 7.—Howard Swasey,
one of the most prominent citizens of Bucksport, died last Friday evening and was
under the auspices of
buried
today
the Bucksport branch of the Ancient Order
of United Workmen. Mr. Swasey had been
Bucksport,

Missionary

25 cents
40 “

The

Esq., of Winthrop, Hon. E. E. Parkhurst of
Presque Isle, Alonzo Libby, Esq., of Westbrook, Hon. Albion Haynes of Fort Fairfield, and Elijah Smith, Esq., of Bangor,
delegates to the National Farmers’ Congress
at Chicago.

employed

GANT de LUXE,

possessions

here.

Augusta, Nov. 7.—Governor Bodwell today commissioned Hon. Frederick Robie of
Gorham, Hon. John M. Deering of Saco,

enlarging the dining room. He thus expects
to be able by another session of the Legislature to accommodate all who may apply.
Mr. Milliken is to add a pool table to the
equipments of his house at once.

CLOVES
—

a”

contemplates

The Latest Novelty
—
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Norfolk, Va.
Hatteras.
Jacksonville.
Galveston....

SPECIAL
FOB

c

Observation.

NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.

—

0)
«

411 kinds of property insured at; lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
oci
sntf
20_______
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They

Up In the

Tried to Demolish.

ed by on the other side of the street and discussed the sensational bomb finding developments of yesterday.
Police is uniform and
in plain clothes, mixed with the pedestrians
and kept them on the move.
Inside the

building the guard on the ground floor was
doubled, and every applicant for admission
was compelled to run the gauntlet of half a
dozen officers before reaching the iron door
that gave entrance to the

prisoners
of

jail

informed

were

the

bombs

if they had known all
and understood what had

proper. The
of
the dislast
night.

about the matter

men, who will be executed
Friday unless the pressure brought to bear
on the Governor, changes his reported deseven

In reply to a question as to how long i ;
would take to build the canal, Mr. Pear;
replied: “It will be ready to convey ship i
from ocean to ocean in at most six years
our route across tb
The distance by
Isthmus is 170miles; but of this we bavi
only to construct about 40 miles, as Laki i
Nicaragua supplies us with 56 miles of nav
igable water; the San Juan Kivcr gives ui
64 miles, and the valley of the Rio Sai
Francisco, which we can render navigable a t
small expense, will give us ten miles.”
“You will only have about twenty miles o
canal to build then, at each side of th ,
Isthmus, to connect with the natural wate r
route ?”
“Exactly; and we shall have none of th
deep cutting which is so fatal to the finan
cial practicability of the canal of M. Do Let
seps at Panama.”
“Do you regard that enterprise as hope
less, then ?” asked the reporter,
“The engineering feat of the great coun t
will douotless be accomplished, but at s )
enormous an outlay that it can never b 5
made profitable. '1 he Nicaragua Canal cai
be completed at a cost of $65,000,000.

Evading

the

Ceorgla Law.

Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 7.—The Atlanta win 0
selling wine and allowing it to b b
drunk on the premises. They take the pc
sition also, that they can sell a bottle of win 9
and a man can take his drink out of it, hav b
the bottle set back on the shelf, and when h e
wants another drink come in and call for hi s
bottle. This is the result of a decision ret
dered by the supreme court in the case c
It was carried u p
Bieser vs. the State.
from the city court. Bieser was prosecute ®
for selling wine by the quart and allowing
to be drunk on the premises.
Judge Va q
Epps ruled that this was an evasion of tt e
rooms are

law. The supreme court holds that “a sa e
of wines by retail means the sale in quant l*
It is such a sa
ties less than a quart.
which is prohibited, and not the drinking < f
wine in the bar room; and. therefore, whe n
one sells domestic wines in quantities m .t
less than a quart, and suffers others to drin k
it upon the premises, this does not constitu e
retailing or make the seller guilty of a viol: ition of this act.”

was

found to lie the
on

the

streets of the city again today but there
seems to be loss disposition on the part of
crowd to sign the petitions than on Saturday
and but a few names have been secured.
It is reported that the police have discovered eleven dynamite bombs secreted in the
house of an Anarchist near the gas works.
West Division street. The police were working on the case all day yesterday and it
caused great excitement in the vicinity of the

jail.

Oglesby

Isn’t Alarmed.

Sprinufield, 111., Nov. 7.—A press representative called at the executive mansion
this morning, aud talked with Gov. Oglesby
regarding the threatening epistles which he
bad received from the Anarchists’ sympathizers. ”1 am very much afraid,” said the
Governor, “that the matter has been exaggerated, as such reports usually are. It is
quite true that 1 have received threatening
comuiunications.but they have never alarmed
me.
Most of them have been received within the past week, or since the refusal of the
Supreme Court of the United States to take
up the matter, and they have usually consisted of unsigned telegrams and postal
cards, with now and then a sealed letter. I
have never wished to alarm my family, and

for that reason. tosr»n*«r with the taot that i
attuoh no importance to such threats, these
communications have generally been conI do not think I have
signed to the tlames.
received more than half a dozen threatening
communications altogether, mostly all written the past week or so. TUe newspapers
are attaching altogether too much importance to these threats.”

Troops Called Out,
Great excitement was caused tonigiit by
the announcement that Colonel Ewert, Assistant Adjutant General, had notified the
commanders of two Springfield companies
of the Fifth Kegiinent of the State militia to
hold their companies in readiness to assemble for service, the signal to be three taps of
the fire bells. Men in military uniform are
seen on the streets and all they can tell is
that they have been notified to be ready to
respond to the signal. It is not known what
tbe object of the order is nor where the
troops are expected to be sent. The belief
is prevalent that they have been ordered to
Chicago.

NATIONAL

CAPITAL.

Decision by the Court of
the French Sooliatlon

Claims

In

Casa.

Takes Laudanum.

Washington,

stupefying drug.

The watchman called in Dr. Gray, who
discovered that Engel was suffering from
poison. As soon as he brought the patient
to his senses he raved and cursed at being
disturbed in his sleep, and asked the reason
of his being awakened. He protested that
he had only drank a little whiskey and was
all right. His condition and subsequent
events showed that he was lying. He was
foreed to take emetics, and kept constantly
walking until all danger had passed.
Besides the discovery of explosives among
the effects of Lingg there was found in
Engel's cell a bottle, from which he had
taken laudanum. Three or four drops of
laudanum still remained in the bottle and
Engel at last sullenly admitted the truth of
the accusations. He preferred death by his
owu hand, he said, to the carrying out of a
sentence under any law. He refused to state
how he obtained the poison.

Will

A villainous and what was nearly a
cessful effort to destroy the East Chicago

dynamite

oc-

Don

l’lanshl of 180 Ontario street, a well-todo merchant, and Don Vetter Itivos, the
principals, are now locked up in the bastile
which they wished to demolish.
Captain
Shack, who procured the evidence against
the Anarchists, was the man whose life they
sought. A little liaw, however, blocked then
game, and now their chances forgoing to the
penitentiary are consoling to the public.
Kivos is the son of the Venezuelan consul
to Stuttgart, Germany. He is in this country
von

Troubles.
The Secretary of the Interior this after
noon received a telegram from Indian In

New Yoke, Nov. 7.—The Tribune today
•ays: “Evidence has multiplied within the
past 24 hours of the purpose of the Democratic bosses and boodlers to make an extra-

■

killed in a skirmish yesterday. Tin
balance of the Crows m camp are quiet am
No more trouble is feared
submissive.
The Crows will be peaceable and well con
tented in future.”
was

Hopkins

the bailiff they saic
sympathy with the apostles o
Chicago for the purteaching Shaack a lesson. They wll [
>

pose of
not be arraigned until after the execution.
in Conversation.

Ei gel told Dr.

Gray, the assistapt count;
physician, today, that he took sixteen mor
phine pills, Friday night, at a gulp. He ha< I
the pills when he came to the jail a year and
a half ago.
Dr. Gray said that they mus
longe ago have lost their active power. En
gel replied that he walked in the jail all Sat
urday, expecting to fall down at any mo
ment. Towards evening he resolved to tak j
laudanum, and swallowed six or seven tea
spoonfuls. Dr. Gray told him it must hav 3
been cheap, adulterated stuff, as half tha
amount ought to kill.
Engel said that he would rattier die thai
He would rather g >
go to the penitentiary.
off by poison than by the halter, and did no
think that he had a fair trial, as he only mad {
3
three speeches.
Engel seemed most to rt
gret that he had not made 30, or 300, when h
found he was to be hanged for speech-mat
ing. When asked how long he had the lac
danum, he answered, “Oh, a long time.” H 1:
would not tell how he got it or who gave it.

Spies Calls Lingg Insane.
Spies has written W. M. Salter, a solicitc r
of amnesty signatures, that no sane ma 3
would have bombs in his cell. Spies said li ®
had not spoken to Lingg for nine month '*
and believed him to be a monomaniac. H e
did not believe that any other prisoner had a
suspicion of the presence of bombs. Ling K
Beeks martyrdom, and wants the rest to e o
with him.
He expects this will help th B
cause of labor.
It is useless to condemn th B
acts of an irresponsible man.
The rei t
should not be held responsible for Lingg' 9

ordinary effort to carry Tuesday’s election
by fraud and corruption. Investigation by
Commissioner Taintor, Inspector Williams
and by detectives employed by the citizen*
committee, has brought to light over 2300
of persons believed to have been illeSeveral hundred warrants
have been sworn out for service tomorrow.
This system of registration has been carried
into other cities, and the names of 120 dead
men have been found on the registration
lists in one ward in Cohoes, while similar
frauds have been discovered in Albany and
Troy. The notorious frauds in other years
in Troy, where the chairman of the Democratic committee is the "boss.” and in Albanv. under the nose of Gov. Hill, ami the ohstacles that Democratic officials have placed
in the way of prosecuting persons indicted
for such frauds, make it doubly important
for good citizens to be watchful tomorrow.’’
names

gaily registered.

at Work.

silly imagination.

Pensions and Post Routes.
The following Maine pensions have beei i

a

stay In the

Chicago

boodle

yesterday morning.
The Mortimer apartment house in Minnewith
three
residences
near by, were
apolis,
overruled

burned yesterday morning. Loss 8140,000.
Beeves’ American band observed its semicentennial last night.
The election inspectors of the United Labor party were sworn in New York last
night in accordance with an order from the
supreme court.
In a collision between two freight trains
on the Canadian Pacific near Winnipeg, Sunday, both engineers, a fireman and a urakeman were badly hurt.
The St. Louis Fifth National Bank has
had a good deal of its fuuos borrowed by the
directors, and has closed its doors. Several
firms hate failed in consequence.
John Jambcr, convicted of attempting to
kill ex-Mayor Secor, of Racine, Wis., with a
dynamite bomb, has been sentenced to ten

years’ tmprisoment.

ORIGINAL.

Hannah A., widow of John A. Woodworth, Bai
gor.
Win. Harris, Jr., North Dixmont.
INCREASE.

Franklin Bowman, Fea Cove,
Ward 8. Yeaton. Weld.
reissue.
Ethel H. Jones, Augusta.
Daniel K. Hodsdon, Wintlirop.
Cyrus 1$. Kimball, Auburn.
The following changes |in

Star schedule s
announced:
Bethel.
to
From Novemlx
Route 160—Albany
18 to April 12, 111 each year. Leavn Alban y
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 7 a. n

are

Arrive at Bethel at ‘J a. m. Leave Bethel Tut*
days, Thursdays, aud Saturdays at 1 p. in.

Motion for
case was

[;

__

The Largest In the World.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Nov. 7.—The firs t
truss of the Poughkeepsie bridge is finlshe i
and swung clear to-day. It is 525 feet loni
82 feet deep aud 35 feet wide, the largest an il
heaviest steel truss in the world. The trui *
rests on steel towers 100 feet high, wliic
The foundation
stand on masonry piers.
are 125 feet below high water and rise 30 f**i t
The total height is X 7
above high water.
feet.

'l

v.i

__

grateful acknowledgements.
During the year we have lost by death our
associate, Capt. John A. Gallagher, a voung
man of much promise wno was
deeply interested in the affairs of the Infirmary.
From
the benefit which he designed a large sum
would undoubtedly have been realized, a sum
worthy of his efforts.
On account of the sickness of her aged parents. Miss

Pettengill

was

obliged

to

relin-

quish her position as matron. This, we felt,
was a great loss to the
Infirmary, for she
was a

person

position.
In looking

particularly

well fitted for the

for some one to fill the vacancy
we are fortunate in
securing Mrs. E. P. Eastman as matron, and Miss Ida
A. Merriman
as assistant matron.
In providing accommodations for the future of the Infirmary, it was found that for
the present we could practice
economy by
deriving an income from the use of our
rooms not needed for patients of the Infirmary. Accordingly, after due consideration,
at a special meeting of the board, it was
unanimously decided that the Infirmary
would, at present, receive (into such rooms)
from auy physician iu good standthe
the

theyeara circular letter, stating
objects and purposes of tiie Infirmary,
progress already made and especially the

need of five thousand dollars to free it from
its indebtedness, was issued.

We desire to extend our thanks to the
press of the State for their kind consideration in bringing the objects of this circular
before their readers, and to all others who
have assisted in accomplishing the desired
object. We trust that with such concerted
action we shall be able to announce in our
next report a large reduction of our debt.
To each and all of our contributors the
trustees extend their grateful acknowledgements, especially to the publishers of the
different papers, regularly sent to the infirmary.
in conclusion, we feel confident in asserting that a careful consideration of the charitable work already accomplished, will convince auy one that this institution is one of
the greatest instrumentalities for doing good
among the poor throughout the State, and
that no charity has ever done so much benevolent work in so short a time, with so little expense. We therefore feel that it should
awaken the benevolent spirit of all good
people, and receive such assistance as will
it upon a permanent basis, and enable
place
It to carry on its noble work to the fullest
extent.
After the reading of this report, the fol-

lowing

officers were elected for the

eusuing

year:
President—H. J. Libby.
First Vice President—rayson Tucker.
Second Vice President—Albion Little.

Secretary—A. A. Montgomery.
Treasurer—George K. French.

CENERAL NEWS.

r

Last year Hopkins, the youth who sen ;
Chief Justice Waite the bogus infernal ma
chine, startled the wilds of New Uampsliir
by sending to a paper in Manchester In tha t
State an account of the gambling propensi
ties of certain Congressmen. Later on hi
discovered the connection of a Keprosenta
tive with the mysterious and unexplainei ;
disappearance of a woman iu New England
Then again he found an accomplice of thi
Kaliway murderer, south of Pennsylvanii !
His latest feat was to put a bulle
avenue.
through his foot—on paper. Tins was abou
ne was able to walk th 1;
a month ago.
streets of Washington an hour after the oc
doesn't seem to have hat
it
and
currence,
any perceptible effect whatever upon hi

granted:

new

Frauds in New York.

specter Armstrong at the Crow Agency
Montana, saying: "Refractory Indians ari
all delivered and in the guard house but one
He will be delivered tonight. The leade;

<

dictionary

will be completed during the coming year, and will probably be
on
sale
placed
by next July. The total cost
of preparing it will be about 830,000.

The Indian

lockedup.

Engel

igin,
The

It is stated at the Treasury Departmen
that all the Democratic clerks from Nev
York, Maryland and Virginia have goni 1
home to vote tommorrow, but the clerk;
with Republican proclivities show little in
terest in the elections.

purpose oi oeing laugiu r.ngnsn. uis
confederate is a low browed character, unknown to the police. When the plan was
concocted to destroy the
station is not
known; but it is evident that the conspiracy
between the men was more than a dav old.
Since the decision of the United States Supreme Court was announced, which settled
almost everything regarding the stay of the
condemned on earth, the station has been
guarded. At 1.30 o’clock the prisoners were
seen in the vicinity of the station.
Thej
were watched.
After prying open an iror
grating a large sized bomb was inserted ir
the orifice made and ignited.
The several
officers fell upon them and they were exam
ined. On the person of each was found two
revolvers and seimyal dynamite cartridges

they
anarchy,

Retire ?

The Democratic Civil Service.

iorme

were
an interview with
were in
and came to

Luce

Admiral concerning his retirement from tin
command of the squadron. The Admiral, sc
it is said, has made formal application to be
relieved from the command of the squadroi
and placed in charge of the War College
Navy Department officials say they are igno
rant of the alleged correspondence.

suc-

at 2 o’clock.

will be used in this word and other words of
the same class. All words of recent origin
which convey distinct ideas and are recognized and used by reputable authors will be
incorporated in the revision.
The word
‘dude’ I delieve to convey a specific idea, expressed by no other word, and though it maybe hard to give the meaning which the word
conveys, I think it will be incorporated in
the system. The word ‘boycott’ is also a
word of definite meaning and of recent orand it will also probably be incorporat-

Once more rumor has it that Hear Admlra
S. B. Luce is about to resign his command ol
the North Atlantic Squadron, and assume
charge of the Naval War College at New
port. The original announcement, souk
two months ago, that Rear Admiral Luc*
had forwarded his resignation to the Navj
Department was at first vigorously denied,
but afterwards admitted and the correspond
ence published.
It is now understood thai
further correspondence has been tearried or
between the Navy Department and the Real

the Police.

station
by
yesterday morning

ever.

court also ruled upon the allowances for insurance, freight and salvage.

wuKiurr tu

Irishmen Alarmed for the

The Southern Pacific Company’s steamer
Icharris has been lost with cargo, on Toros
reef. The crew was saved.
The trouble between the National Rubber
works and their employes is settled and
work will soon begin.
Charles A. Corbett, editor of the Daily
Despatch, of Providence, R. I., has been
found guilty of libel against Daniel R. Hallow. Damages 8500.
i.. ———i ■

A Brilliant Lecture.
Last evening Rev. L. H. Hallock delivered
a lecture on i“The Age of Gold” at the St.
In most felicitous
Lawrence St. Church.
language, the lecturer described tlio characteristics of the golden age which is yet to
come—an age to be measured by deeds, not
by words, when manhood educated and refined will become the ideal end of life. An age
when moral and intellectual advantages will
be generally valued more than wealth or
An age when public libraease or fortune.
rles in every town will be the pride and resort of the young. An
age when labor
unions will be unknown because ignorance

was

voted to adjourn.
Colby University.

Friday

the Junior class elected the following officers:
President—Henry B. Woods.
Vice President—Henry W. Tappan.
Secretary and Treasurer—Lincoln Owen.
Orator—l>av!d F\ Smith.
Poet—Hattie M. Parmenter.
Historian—John P. Pepper.
Toast Master— Flank K. Nye.
Marshal—Janies King.
Awarder o( Prizes—Parker P. Burleigh.
Committee of Arrangements—Nelson S. Burbank, Fiugene L. Sampson, Hiram E Karnham.
Committee on Odes—Edward F. Stevens, Parmenter, Mary L. Tobey.
Professor Rogers left Waterville yesterday
to attend the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, of which he is a member.
Tlie meeting will be held in New York the
present week. Professor Rogers will read a
paper before the Academy; subject. “The
Variations of
Behavior of Metals under

Temperature.”

The smaller Junior

night.

was

burned

Friday

_

Knights

of Pythias Fair at Buxton.

The Narragauset Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of Buxton, are to hold a fair at their new
hall at Buxton Centre on November 15th,
lftth and 17th. The funds realized therefrom
to be used iu furnishing the hall.
Portland
firms have contributed through N. Meserve
<& Non as follows:
Cousens « Tomlinson, chest of tea.
Portland Stove Foundry Co., one parlor stove.
L. F. Joues & Co., one hanging lamp.
C. A. Perry, the Hatter, one carriage robe.

& Co., Faucy goods.
Kicker, essences.

Chenery
11.
H.

W. H. Mllilken A Co., dry goods.
Lord, Haskell A Co., boots and shoes.

Burbank, Douglass A Co., stand, lamp, commode

set.

Loring. Short A Harmon, stationery and books.
E. L. Stanwood A Co., toilet articles.
West A Calderwood, barrel crackers.
From 1784 to 171*2 New Hampshire had a
“President” instead of “Governor” as its
chief executive officer.

Health of

Leader.

Demonstrations at the Jail and Ex*

presslons of Sympathy Elsewhere.
Dr.

MacKenzIe

Summoned

the

to

Side of the Crown Prince.

Duusin, Nov. 7.—Eight thousand persons
in front of lullamore jail last
night, accompanied by bands of music playing "God Save Ireland.” O’Brien appeared
at a window and waved a handkerchief enassembled

thusiastically.
The Freeman’s Journal says that O’Brien
and Mandeville were put on bread and water
as a punishment for refusing to wear the
prison garb.
On motion of Thomas Sexton, M. P.t at a
of the city corporation, they

meeting today

adjourned without transacting any business,
mark of respect for Mr. O’Brien. Mr.
Sexton was horrified by the reports of the
barbaious treatment of O'Brien in the jail.
He says the government tried to break
O’Brien’s gallant spirit, and failing, have
determined to take his life.
Mr. Moorhead, a Catholic magistrate, visited O’Brien today.
He says that the
atmosphere in his cell and a bread and water

anuuu ui

hu

likely to have a fatal effect in a consumptive. The breaking down of O’Brien’s

diet is

constitution is only a question of time.
Mr. Pyne. member for West Waterford,
has decided not to answer the summons
served upon him under the crimes act

The Crown Prince Worse.
T

AWWAW

V

«r

...

n.

HANCOCK

and

the

people

Ue telegraphs as follows: “There
has been a recurrence of the growth lower
down In the throat.
I Issue an unfavorable
bulletin tonight.’’
A Loss to the Cause.

Wolverton, who died suddenly at
Brighton yesterday, was a stanch friend of
the Irish cause. He donated £100,000 toward
the expenses of Home Rule candidates in
the parliamentary elections of 1S86. and had
frequently intimated since that he would
spend a like amount at the next general election. He was one of Mr. Gladstone’s closest
friends.
The Freeman’s Journal of Dubliu
speaks In high praise of his services In behalf of Ireland.
Baron

Salisbury and the Alliance.
Lord Salisbury has given in Ills adhesion
to the new triple alliance, thougli not without some important reservations.
What
those

reservations are remain a secret, so
well kept that some of the best Informed diplomatic circles in Europe can ouly guess at
them. On the whole. Salisbury is Judged to
have secured most of the advantage of the

combination, and at the same time to
have guarded himself against the most serious of its risks.
However, the important
fact is that England must henceforth be regarded as weighing in with the central powers In all diplomatic controversies of the future.
Probably nothing like an offensive
and defensive alliance has been concluded,
but something short of this most certainly
seems probable.
The triple alliance is now
a triple alliance, with an English anuex.

new

Dull, but Capable.
Lord Stanley, of Preston, is said to be
about to exchange the presidency of the
board of trade for the governor-generalship
If so, Salisbury must expect to
of Canada.
be told that he has put a dull man into one
of the most important positions In the empire. In reality, however, the appointment
would not be a bad one. Stanley is not a
great politician, and never will be, hut is a
highly re-pectable and fairly competent gentleman of a type which often succeeds very
well as governor generator viceroy. Stanley
has plenty of discretion, and might be trusted not to embroil himself with parties or
persons, and generally to make a highly ret,
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KKNNKBEC COUNTY.

By the resignation of J. L. Folsom the
office of General Secretary of the Young
Men's Christian Association of Gardiner
was left vacant, and at a meeting held Tuesday evening of last week J. M. L. Bates was
unanimously elected as Mr. Folsom’s successor.
Mr. Bates at present holds a position in the Kichards mills.
COUNTY

Knights of Labor hall
burned Sunday.
Loss $1000;

$600.

at Oxford
insured for

Cause unknown.

PENOBSCOT

throat.

1\1 A

COUNTY,

Down in Castine there is every evidence
that the fir pillow craze is not yet over. Men
there take contracts to get out fir by tbe ton,

The

summoned to San Reino in consequence of
serious symptoms in the Crown Prince's
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CEN1S.

is secured, work ought to be commenced *t
once, but in the face of the balance sheets of
last teason it is hard to decide whether to
risk it once more or not. It is evident that
the management are at a loss to decide how
the base hall public in this city will support
them if they go ahead and make up a team,
and it seems as if those who wish to see the
city represented next year ought to make
themselves heard in some way and lend their
Influence towards turning the scale in favor
of a club. The standard of the New England league will be high next season as can
be seen from the players that are being
signed by other clubs.
Everything tends
toward the best set of clubs ever put together in New England, and Portland ought to
be among them.
Manager Spence can be
secured without much doubt and with such
a
team as he can get together,
playing
against the strong teams the other cities are
base
ball
would
be
much
more
organizing,
interesting than it has been the past season
in this city
But will the Portland public
support a team in a way that will allow it to
pay its expenses? This is tbe question that
puzzles, and all base ball sympathizers who
would like to see a team here should make
known to the management their ideas andlensure them the support that w ill guarantee a
good team.

as a

COUNTY.

People who passed the Maine State College at Orono. Saturday morning, were startled hy the sight of a grinning skeleton hanging twelve or fifteen feet in the air, in the
rear of Brick Malt, says the Commercial.
Some of the Sophomores were out Friday
night.
Leonard George, aged 18 years, was found
In the wood.three miles from Bangor, yesterday. with a revolver under him and three
bullet holes over the neart. lie was partially insane, and bad been missing three
weeks.

Saturday afternoon, a piece of a large
grindstone in the jail workshop at Bangor,
weighing about 100 pounds, used by Mr. Job
Collett for grinding files, (lew off Just after

—

the machinery bad been started. The shock
threw the stone out of position and forced the
belt off, which struck a workman named J.
K. Meaghan, knocking him down and slightTwo other men were
ly Injuring his head.
standing near at the time the piece (lew off,
but they were not injured in the least.
The following constitute the pension hoard
of examining surgeons at Bangor, recently
Dr. S. B. Morrison, president;
organized:
Dr. J. A. Clough, secretary; E. JC Mayo,
treasurer.
At the session of the Penobscot Teachers’
Association in Hampden, the following officers were elected for the coming year: President, C. A. Byram; vice president, F. A.-Spratt; treasurer. Miss Helen R. Fox; secretary, Miss L. L. Clarke; superintendent of
reading. Miss J. A. Phllhrook; executive
committee, Jere M. HUL J. W. Donlgan,
Miss Agnes B.
Chaplin. Resolutions were
submitted by the chairman of this committee
that in the opinion of the association there
is no good reason tor continuing the present
district system in this State, and that free
text books should be furnished the pupils in
our

public schools.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Sagadahoc House of Bath, which has
been run for seven years by James M. Taylor, eloses to the public today. Mr. Taylor
has had several offers to take a hotel in the

West and

one

in New York.
YORK

COUNTY.

Nelson Sanderson, proprietor of the Eerry
Hotel at Buxton, dropped dead Sunday. He
was about 68 years of age.
A widow and
two children survive him.
He was a native
of Buxton, but resided in Lowell, Mass., for
many ysars. He was widely known in York
county.
Several cases of scarlet fever exist in Saco.

Caffarel on Trial.

Pajhs, Not. 7.—The trial ot Gen. Caffarel,
MM. Lliuouzin and Rattazzl and Gen. Hand*
lan for selling Legion of Honor decorations,
commenced today. All the defendants were
present, exeept Dandlan.
Gen. Caffarel admitted entering into business relations with Mme. Llmouzin to obtain
resources to relieve his embarrassments. He
interested himself in applications for the
Legion of Honor decorations solely to oblige
Mine. Limouzin, and never received money
for them.
He denied that he divulged the
plan for the mobilization of the 17th army
corps.

Foreign

Notes.

Eighteen

young Russian army officers have
been sentenced to various terms of exile in
Siberia, on charges in connection with the
revolutionary plot against the government.
Portland Teachers’ Association.

The regular monthly meeting of this society was held last evening. Superintendent
Tash

presiding.

The

following

are

the

statistics for October:
Whole number admitted:
High School. 413
Grammar Schools. 1370
Prlmarj Schools. 3700
Total. 6489

Average number belonging:
High school.

401

Grammar Schools. 1293
Primary Schools. 3232

Total.
Wnole number attending per cent of:
High School. 388
Grammar Schools.1124
Primary Schools.3198

4925
97
94
92.5

abstract:
The teacher of today is to be congratulated upon the breadth and intensity of the
work of the school. There is much to praise
in the uew order of things, but we need to
exercise great caution lest In seeking skill

rapidity

intellectual processes we forget to develope character.
The teacher better than any other force in
society, not excepting the home and the
church, has the privilege of systematically
forming the character and habits of the child.
Character is to be formed not by special instruction, or peculiar, but by the character
Our attention should
of everything done.
be directed more to the child taught than to
bin).
the subject taught
[This was amusingly illustrated by incidents in school life.]
The teacher is ts teach every branch witn
an eye upon the child's
habits, attention,
imagination, sympathies, memory, choice,
and tendency of belief. The school is not to
and

in

..ifi,

theologically, but It
of belief which shall

«

ohil.l

Is to develope habits
make whatever he be-

lieves of real value to him.
The lecturer theu gave a racy, discriminating study of tlie chilli's iniml. It was nut
at all after the old order of things but was a
genuine study of a real boy in the growth
and development of mind and character.
Tlie early years are characterized by sense

huuger, during

which time we should feed
the senses abunduntly, and after the hunger
abates the senses should be developed. Theu
follows a period of memory hunger, to be
followed hy memory development. This Is
followed by an Inquisitive hunger anil development, and this by an analytical period.
Mr. Winship made practical application at
every point to show how great the teacher’s
opportunity to form character by knowiug
the bent arid characteristic of tlie mind of
the child at each stage of progress. The
special benefit of the public sebool when

ably taught

was

emphasized.

The thanks of the association were unanimously tendered to Mr. Winship for his interesting and valuable lecture.
BASE BALL.
WILL PORTLAND 11AVK A CLUB IN ’88?
The above question is one which the owners of the New England league franchise in

this city are talking over among themselves,
and is one which they have some difilculty
in answering. The season of ’87 was a bad
one financially, and it is a question whcthei
the gentlemen who own the franchise will
the risk of another bad season next ycai
and organize another clnb to represent Port
land, or whether they will pocket tlie loss
and let matters end where they are now. ()
course if Portland is once dropped from thi
league it will probably ubver be aide to gaii
a foothold in it again as managers object ti
coming here on account of the expense. Stil
iudivhltia is cannot put their hands in thei
pockets every year to pay a deficiency in or
dcr to give the Portland public a chance ti
see the national game played at home.
It
conversation with the management yester
dayregardingthesituation.it Prkss repre
seutative was informed that no steps havt
been taken yet towards organizing a teuii
next season.
It is a question with then
run

Recollection* of J*nny Lind.
The newspaper mention of the death of
Madame Jenny Lind Goldsmldt calls up «jr
laolirtna

of Lae

annusronn»

on

lLa

nUt

"**'*"»“

form in 1850. Mile Jenny Lind arrived in
New York from Europe early in (September,
1850. Alter singing several times in New
York she came to Boston duting the first
week in October. At her first concert, the
choice of seats was sold at auction.
The
first choice sold tor six hundred and twentyfive dollars.
Osslan E. Dodge, himself a
vocalist was the the purchaser. iThere was
such a rush for tickets Tat the first concert
that Barnum conceived the plan of going to
the immense hall.or open loft over the Fitchburg railroad depot, and letting in all comers. It he could persuade Mile Lind to sing
there. A special contract was made between
the parties to give two concepts there for
which she received one thousand dollars tor
each evening,
Barnum with his troupe, and orchestra of
forty pieces, then went to Tremont Temple.
I attended a concert there during the second
week in October, when Mile Jenny Lind
sang five pieces. I have the pamphlet programme now before me, with the words of
each piece. The lowest priced seats sold lor
three dollars, aud all the standing room was
sold. Barnum was not so well known then
The interest expressed to see him
very warm and to gratify the audience
he appeared on the stage and announced the
next concert, and also one to be given for
charitable purposes on the tenth, the tickets
for which were to be sold at auction on the
ninth and tenth.
My recollections of the
great Swedish singer (then unmarried) are
distinct
At
tier first entrance, f was
very
She
surprised at her apparent diffidence.
appeared as much agitated as if it were her
first appearance on any platform. My seat
was within thirty feet of the toot lights.
I
notice on the By leaf ot my programme. In
pencil, this memorandum: “Portland people in the galleryCharles S. Daveis, Horas now.
was

03.8
Average per cent.4608
After the above reports of the secretary.
Prof. A. E. Winsbip of Boston was introduced and delivered a lecture on “Building
Character,” of which the following is an

l»u»l 9

Trustees (or Three Years—Thomas P. Shaw. J.
B. Coyle, ,lr., E. K. Payson, Charles McCarthy,
William H. l-ooney.
No other business coining before the meet-

ing it

Imprisoned

Their

Circumstances.

present publicity was undesirable. He, howfinally said :
"The same general plan will be observed
in this revision as in the last one.
I have
not been compelled to devote any great
amount of time to it until recently, when the
duties have increased somewhat.
The generally accepted forms of spelling will be odserved as far as possible, though advocates
of the advanced methods of spelling, like
Prof. Marsh, of Lafayette College, and Prof.
Whitney, of Yale, favor the adoption of the
new forms of spelling in many words.
Iu
general words will be Anglicized as far as
possible, though some words of Greek and
Latin derination may retain their foreign
purals. As regards the disputed plural of
the word ‘caucus,’ I know of but one possible plural, namely, ‘caucuses,’ and this form

7.—The decision in

the French spoliation claims was rendered
today by the Court of Claims. The court
holds that the treaties of 1778, with France
ceased as a international liability after July
7,1798; and that claims arising after that
date must be measured by international law,
without regard to treaties before in force.
The American privateers captured by France
were good prizes of war. but the mere possession by a merchant vessel of a letter of
marque or some armament, did not authorize
her condemnation by the prize tribunals of
France. France did not maintain a blockade
of the English possessions in the West Indies
between 1792 and 1800, and American vessels
bound to the British West Indian ports were
not good prizes on the ground that they were
bound to a blockaded or besieged port. The

an ounce

Blowing Up
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THE

suicide Saturday night by
of laudanum.
About 11.20 o’clock Emil Soener, who is on
the death watch, passed Engel’s cell and was
attracted by groans from within.
In stopping to inquire into the cause he found Engel
breathing heavily and lying prostrate. He
called him by name but received no answer
and on opening the cell door discovered that
the man was suffering from the effect of some

In

It

strongest kind of dynamite.
Amnesty people have their tables

Engel attempted

They

exploded.

nines and

‘UV“V‘

the
bomb discovery yesterday is that it came
about from the fact that Anarchist George

curred

Chicago.

The Talk of

Not the least remarkable phase of

avenue

repre-

Sheriff Matson of Chicago, this morning,
said there was no doubt as to the nature of
the stuff found in Lingg’s bombs. Part of
the filling has been taken out of two of the

“^Rnitaliatfo tvrannv.”
August Spies, the former editor of the
Arbeiter-Zeitung, is not improved in appearance by his long captivity. His face is a
handsome one, but disappointment and rage
toward mankind of the “oppressor” class
has soured his being.

taking

a

ernor.

firnipri r*»sist.Rnf*p tin

Engel

have said to

win ue no more.
An age wnen a poor mau
will be as
a candidate for
An age when
office as the millionaire.

nite as te the exact course of action I am
THE INFIRMARY.
going to take up in my efforts to make an
amicable settlement of the existing unpleasantness. And about the fisheries, it de- I Annual Meeting of the Association
and Election of Officers.
pends very much on circumstances anyway,
and had I formulated any definite plans they
would, as likely as not, nave to be subjected
The second annual meeting of the Maine
to considerable attention but I don’t see why
the existing difficulty cannot be settled
Eye and Ear Infirmary was held last evening
quickly and easily. Two countries situated at the Infirmary, corner of Federal and
as England and America
are, even though on
Franklin streets. Secretary A. A. Montthe most friendly terms with each other,
gomery called the meeting to order, and Mr.
must have occasional clashes of interests.
IIow could it be otherwise?
This is just Frank, in the absence of the President, was
such an occasion; the pure outcome of cirelected President pro tern. The report on
cumstances, which must be modified to pre- behalf of the medical
staff by Dr. Holt was
vent similar clashes in the future.
“I intend to stay here some time. I will read and accepted, and the report of the
remain in New York a few days, and later,
Hoard of Trustees and the Treasurer’s report
should there come an adjournment in the
were read and accepted. The following is
work of the commission, 1 intend to speud
the
a couple of months studying the institutions,
TRUSTEES’ REPORT.
etc., of your country. I intend to do that
In cheerful compliance with their duty,
anyway, whether before or after 1 have
the Hoard of Trustees present their second
my direct official business. 1 don’t
complett*l
think I will write a book about America. annual report, feeling assured that the high
The best medium of expressing my thoughts
degree of progress made during the year
is the platform rather than the press.’’
will do much towards establishing the InMr. Chamberlain was next asked for an
tirmaiy upon a permanent basis, and placing
of
on
the
Irish
expression
opinion
question, it among me nrst oi Denevoient institutions
but asked to be excused, and, continuing.
in our State.
saui:
i am nere as a diplomatist, to say
The most creditable commentary on the
charitable work already accomplished i* fur
nothing w hater about my opinions on home
the
miscontinuance
of
nished
politics during
my
by the recital of a few statistical
sion here. If any interviews with me oa
facts.
that subject is published it will be entirely
I luring the past year, which, owing to a
unauthorized, as I intend to express no pubchange in the time of holding the annual
lic opinions relative to it during the whole of
meeting, has been but eleven months of actual work, there has been an attendance of
my stay in this country.”
In conclusion Mr. Chamberlain said: ”1
4,hw, comprising 025 diseases of the eye and
don’t think New York is a bit like London
ear.
Among 552 persons registered, 175 operor any other English town.
We have no eleations have been performed.
vated railways over there, and the streets
This makes the attendance since the openare very much different.
We complain a liting of the Infirmary, a period of about seventle of our overhead telegraph wires at home,
teen months of clinical work, 7,320, comprisbut my goodness, 1 never saw any anything
ing 1,077 diseases of the eye and ear. Among
like the forests of poles and wires that you 878 persons registered, 310 operations have
have over here.”
been performed, including 31 operations for
the removal of cataract.
Newfoundland’s Commissioner.
'I’lie many happy results already accomMontbeal, Nov. 7.—A special dispatch to plished are a source .of great gratification
and
afford to the patrons of the Infirmary
the Gazette from St. John’s, Newfoundland,
one of the surest pledges of its future usestates that the Hon. James Winter, Attorfulness.
ney General of Newfoundland, has been
While we may point with pride and satisto represent that colony on the
faction to these brilliant achievements, we
appointed
Fisheries Commission.
He has already left
should not omit to mention also the fact that
for Washington.
there have been many patients, afflicted with
tedious
and painful diseases, rendering
them for a long time dependent upon others,
WEBSTER AGAIN REVISED.
who have been cured and are now able to
take care of themselves.
There have been treated also a class of
Dictionary Making In New Haven-A
cases, which, although trilling in their naPlace for Dude and Boycott.
ture at first, are, if neglected, almost sure
to become fatal to sight or hearing. These
KtwH*vt», Ct., Nov. 7.—Several months
have in many instances been arrested in
their early stages, and thus a much greater
ago considerable interest was aroused In this
benefit has been conferred upon the patients
city by the announcement thet a complete re- in
preveutiug disastrous results and sparing
vision e .r Webster’s Dictionary is in progress
long suffering, than by the performance of
1
it
so
were
the
here;
carefully guarded
capital operations which give more immediately brilliant results.
names • i the revisers that but little could be
Hut we cannot too strongly emphasize the
learned about them or the details of their fact that the
benefits of this institution are
labors. The only information that could be for the poor only. Its friends, as well as ail
who may require such treatment as the
obtained was that ex-President Porter had
bestows, should keep this fact concharge of the enterprise, and that the work charity in
mind. None of the medical stalf
stantly
was being carried on In the top story of the
receive auy compensation whatever for their
largest building in to ivn. Admittance was services. They are therefore contributing
refused to the interior of the mysterious largely to its support.
We trust,
that we shall receive
apartments, and the persons employed with- the hearty therefore,
Isupport and co-operation of all
in were as buinb as the typical oyster when
true friends of the institution iu our endeavors to rigidly enforce the rule, that perquestioned in reference to the nature of thei
sons receiving treatment at the
employment It was ascertained, however
Infirmary,
who are found upon investigation to be able
that a new dictionary was being prepared
to pay, will be required to do so.
for the publishers.
The generous appropriation of five thouIn this work Dr. Porter is assisted by a
and of
by the State
Legislature
large <■ rps of literary authorities, who are sand dollars
Knr\flea,l /IaIIa
V...
*i.a
.la_
main' Vale professors, though some of the
asso'
e editors are from other colleges.
In
addition to this board of associate editors,
property ana the expenditures made upon
it are gratifying evidences of the high apthere are several assistants or clerks, a mapreciation of the merits of this institution.
loruy oi wnorn are recent xale graduates.
In granting these amounts there was not a
The revision is carried on at the exDenso oi
the Springfield publishers, Merriam * Co.,
dissenting vote in either of these honorable
who have published the dictionary (or many bodies.
To each and all who assisted in accomplishyears. Wnen questioned about the revision
ing these results, the trustees desire, in beyesterday. Dr. Porter manifested extreme
half of the corporation, to extend their
reticence upon the subject, and said that at

sentative of |the Amnesty Association that
his letter wishing either liberty or death,
was forced upon him by powerful outside influence, the nature of which he dares not divulge. The letter was not eveu written by
him but penned outside the jail and sent to
him for his signature. He did not care to
live longer. Against his will he had been
prevented from signing the petition which
Spies, Fielden and Scnwab sent to the Gov-

happened.

.Vi-M. — V.W

reported to

is

AMERICA.

school boys will laugh at infidels who proclaim the exploded dogma of atheism. Whed
gun factories will be turned into plane mills,
and the churches will be thronged by truth
loving and seeking masses. An age when
Excite the
More Speeches to
No
the laws of health will be generally obeyed
and no town will need more than one physiToronto Clobe.
cian; when the laboring classes will have
more leisure, and the school teacher will be
An age when the worst in
appreciated.
The Distinguished Cuest Surprised
man will yield to the best that is in him, and
at Some American Institutions.
ignorance will succomb to education. Such
is a meagre outline of some of the lecturer’s
brilliant thoughts.
New Yoke, Nov. 7.—The Cuuard steamer
In conclusion Mr. Hallock apostrophized
Etruria, with Hon. Joseph Chamberlain on ; the coming age of goid, when education,
moral
and spiritual culture will build up and
Chamberlain was
board, arrived today.
enable tie race.
taken to the Brevoort House from the vesNext Monday evening Shaw’s Quartette
will give a concert, aided by Mr. A. W.
sel. In an Interview he said: "Of course, as
Ayer as elocutionist.
a diplomatist, I can not stute anything defierned

many

Engel

KXffgl.rai-nSQ

1887.

The British Commissioner to be Cov-

Outside Influence.

The Prisoners.

Of the

Schwab

8,

CHAMBERLAIN IN

misspelled words and was
handwritiug was
poorly punctuated.to The
ho a woman’s. The
fair and appeared
missive was mailed in Chicago.
tained

Fielden, Spies and Schwab expressed their
astonishment ami regret, but Parsons, Kagel
and Fischer said nothing and took the news
as

tue scapeit has
concur in

The secretary of the Amnesty Association
received this morning a 12-page, closelysigned ‘’Bomb Thrower.”
written letter
The writer used red Ink and asserts that he
threw the bomb. He detailed the manner in
which he manipulated the fuse and declares
lie contemplated using dynamite long before
the Haymarket riot. He says he intended to
throw it into the De«plaiues street station,
An injury received in July preceding the
He lighted the fuse
riot instigated him.
I he letter conof the beinb with a cigar.

Chicago, Nov. 7.—There were groups of
people on the corners of the block in which
the jail is situated from an early hour this
morning, while a continuous procession pass-

V*

sntf

OLDEST

Die Under the Law.

Station

oe niaae

w

is what
everything.anaThat
r lelden

X don t know what to
Fischer wrote:
I cannot comprehend
that
think of it.
take
the lives of the jail
to
Lingg intended
in
every
respect,
treated
ns
who,
officials,
do I believe he wanted
very kindly. Neither
because
he
possesses too
to commit suicide,
much courage. The whole affair puzzles me.
Be my fate what it may, I will be grateful to
the jail officials for their kind treatment to
the last.
The Original Bomb Thrower.

Engel Attempts Suicide Rather than

Bomb-Throwers Locked

to.

tttey are

NOVEMBER

Spies’s statements.

Governor was accompanied by Hon. Jos. H.
Manley, Ed. Ricker of the Poland Spring termination to let the law take its course,
House, and Geo. M. Coombs, the Lewiston Llngg is a type of extreme manly beauty.
architect. Coombs will make the plans and His face is as beautiful as that of a statue
will go right to work—the present design
by Praxiteles. Delicate features, a straight
being a hotel with seventy-five rooms above nose, a perfect mouth, a high, broad, white
the first floor, with elevator and bath rooms. forehead, and a luxuriant growth of a rich,
The possessions of Gov. Bodwell aud those warm, auburn-hued hair, are among the phyC .L|._1
L_ 1
,interested with him upon Cape Small Point I .1 1 .... ...I
r*
cover the entire beach and high land, with
Born in Baden, Lingg came to America
the exception of a portion of the extreme charged with the extreme communistic
J/VIUV wnucu UJ a UUOIUU OUUUl'UK UUU bllttt
theories of the school of Bakounine, who
for many years has made annual pilgrimages
believed it a duty to destroy all constitutional
to the Cape for the remarkable sport afforded
authority by assassination, or any violent
by the seabirds that round the point, sea- means the most convenient. He is well eduward.
cated, although possessing but a limited
knowledge of the English tongue. He has
At present they talk of running a steamer
been the most daring and reckless of all the
from the New Meadows River, connecting
armed group of revolutionary Communists
with the Maine Central at Hardifig’s Station
who have terrorized Chicago by their threats
and menaces.
on the Bath-Brunswick branch, midway beSamuel Fielden is a man entirely different
tween the two places. The New Meadows
in appearance from the fiery Lingg. A thickRiver is an estuary of the Seadeep, easily set figure, with a round head, thickly covered
with bushy hair, a typical English face and
navigable, whose shores are picturesque,
the broad accent of the north of England,
and whose waters are always smooth. It is
are among the ex-hedge preacher’s characa trip of less than an hour and a half.
They teristics. Fielden impresses the observer as
also talk of a six-uorse coach from Bath
being an honest man, by no means bloodor savage.
He has been an agitator
over a fourteen mile drive with excellent
thirsty
from his youth. Fielden, although an Anarcountry roads, through a picturesque land. chist, is not in the same category of violence
Steamboats from Bath can also make an with Lingg. His voice is pleasant, and the
man is evidently thoughtful, and it is believeasy trip on the outside course.
ed that Fielden and Schwab will be given a
The Defective Chimney.
commutation of sentence by Gov. Oglesby,
that they will never hang.
Damariscotta, Nov. 7.—The farm build- and
Schwab is tall and
with
ings of David Jewett of White field were a full beard, a dreamyround-shouldered,
expression of counteburned Saturday morning. The contents of nance, and has a positively gentle manner of
abstractedly gazing on you through his very
all the buildings were consumed, including
near sighted glasses.
A scholar, a linguist,
the household effects and thirty tons of hay.
and an omnivorous reader, Michael Schwab
Insured for $000. It i? supposed the fire may be a philosophical Anarchist in prinoi
pie, but he is never a murderer or a cruel decaught from the chimney.
stroyer. Employed no an editorial writer on
Captain of the Cuards.
the Communiscic newspaper, published by
the Arbeiter-Zeitung, on a
salary of
Bangor, Nov. 7.—The Hamlin Guards to- Spies,
810 a week, Schwab, whose talents fitted him
the
of
elected
L.
S.
Chilcott,
night
Adjutant
to command adauuate compensation, became
Second Regiment, captain, vice Palmer, re- a misanthrope, and looked darkly on modern, or, for that matter, ancient civilization.
signed.
Fischer and Engel are rabid Communists,
Investigating the Blaze.
and their appearance is neither inviting nor
Saco, Nov. 7.—A sheriff’s inquest to ascer- even tolerable. Fischer, in particular, is
tain the cause of the fire in the Dirigo House,
described as a violent man, who would not
stop at any personal means to attain an end.
of which Yestavius Littlefield is proprietor,
with Lingg he was the immediate
last Thursday night, was begun today. The Together
mover of the Haymarket outbreak, and they
inquest is held in accordance with the re- do not evince any sign of repentance for the
quest of Chief Engineer Lord, who was injury that was done on that bloody night
when the bomb was thrown.
among the first at the fire, and entertains
Parsons is small and of extremely uninsuspicion regarding its origin. Sheriff teresting appearance. He is the talker of
Stevens presided.
Eight witnesses were the condemned, and is generally ready to
write or speak on any subject connected
examined and tho investigation will be conwith his theories or his personal prospects.
tinued to-morrow.
It is difficult to associate him with the Haymarket riot except as a primary instigator of
To the Farmers’ Congress.

|7 A m i 8 p M 110 PM
Barometer. 29.82 |29.72 29.70
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Thermometer
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Crowds In Chicago Surrouhd
the Prison of the Anarchists.

Croat

covery

Bath, Nov. 7.—The new hotel at Cape
Small Point was located by Gov. Bodwell
and party, Saturday. It is to stand on the
high bluff just south of the Spinney farmhouse, overlooking sea and beach—a magnificent prospect from the finest location
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V. Bartol, Henry B. McCobb, Miss Jonas
(of Park street),-Hipley, H. J. Little and
lady, St. John Smith and lady, J. B. Brown
and lady and George Warren and lady.

ace

At my side, below, sat Dr. Weston. It will
be noticed how few of these are alive.

W. G.

November 6th.
Launch of an Allan Linar.
Messrs. D. and W. Henderson A Company
launched from their yard at Meadowside,

Patrick. Scotland, on Thursday, a steel
steamer, built by them for Messrs.
James and Alexander Allan, owners of the
Allan line ot steamers, as an addltbn to
their already large fleet which trade between
this country and the western continent. The
vessel, which Is named Monte Vldean, Is a
duplicate ot the Rosarlan, also built by the
Messrs. Henderson, and launched about two
months ago, and Is intended, like her, tor the
Klver Platte trade. Both vessels have been
built to the highest class at Lloyd’s, and are
constructed of Siemens steel, made by the
Steel company of Scotland. The dimensions
are:
Length, 330 feot; breadth, 41 feet 0
Inches: depth, 28 feet 3 inches, the gross
register tonnage being about 3,000 tons, and
the deadweight carrying capacity 4,300 tons.
Engines of the triple expansion type will be
titled on board, the indicated horse power of
these being 1,400. The high pressure cylinder is 22£ Inches In diameter, the Intermediate 36 inches, and the low pressure 61 Inches,
the stroke being 4H Inches. While intended
for cargo carrying, the vessel has been built
so thatlf required, accommodations can be
provided for 600 third-class passengers
between decks, and 20 Arst-clasa In the cabin
in the after part of the ship.
The vessel
when leaving the ways, was named the
Monte Vldean by Mrs. Kichard G. Allan,
screw

wife of one of the partners of the tirui of
owners.
The Kosarian and Monte Vldean,
with the two Monarch liners recently purchased, make an addition of 10,000 tons to
the Allan line of steamers.
The True Inwardness of It.

[Commercial Reporter.]
Do tlie wholesale grocers and manufacturof grocers’ goods understand the true inwardness of the grocer*’ excursion to 3lew
York ? The wholesale grocers aud ">»nulecturers of New England should appreciate
of the
this effort on the part of the Publisher
tradeicf

er*

Grocer to carry the
New York. It is a handsome return for the advertising patronage
extended to the Grocer by our merchants
and manufacturers, aud a good Illustration
of the old story of a viper warmed to life at
the 6re turning around and stinging its benefactor.
It seems hardly credible that any of our
Portland wholesale merchants should have
endorsed such a scheme by their presence,
New
New

but,

England
England

we

to

understand, such

was

the

case.

•
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day.

BY THE PRESIDENT OK THE UNITED
STATES OK AMERICA,
A

PK.OChAMATION.

The goodness and the mercy ol God, which
have followed the American people during all the
days of the past year, claim their grateful recognition aud humble ackuowledgmeut.
By His
omnipotent power He bas protected us from war
and pestilence, and from every national
calamity;
by His gracious favor the earth has yielded a generous return to the labor of the
husbandman, aud
every path of houcst toil has led to comfort and
conten.ment; by Uls loving klnduess the hearts
of our people have been replenished with fraternal sentiment and patriotic endeavor, aud by His

unerring guidance

we

have been directed In the

of national prosperity.
way
To the

that we may, with one accord, testify our gratitude tor all fhese blessings, 1, Grover
Cleveland, President of the Uutled States, do
hereby designate and set apart,
end

Thursday,

the

Tweniy.i'ourth Usy
vcuibrr

of No-

Nrit,

a day of
thanksgiving and prayer, to be observed by all the people of the laud.'
On that day let all secular work and
employment he suspended, and let our
people assemble
in their accustomed
places of worship, aud with
prayer and songs of praise give thanks to our
Heavenly Father for afl that He has done for us,
ahlle we
hnulore the forgiveness of our
jins, aud a coutfnuaneeof His mercy.
Let families and kindred be reunited on that
day. and let their hearts, filled with kindly cheer
and affectionate reminiscence, he turned lu thankfulness to the source of all their pleasures and the
giver of all that makes the day glad and Joyous.
And, iu tile midst of our worship and our happiness, let us remember tlie poor, tbe needy, and the
unfortunate, and by our gifts of charity and ready
benevolence, let us Increase the number of those
as

humbly

who, with grateful hearts, shall join In

giving.

our

thanks-

In witness whereof, I have set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be hereunto affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this 26th
1
In the year of our Lord
day of

(
(

October,
seven, and of tiie

)
Independence of the
United States the 112th.
(Signed),
GROVER CLEVELAND.
By the President:
Thomas F. Bayard. Secretary of State.
The late session of the Jfew Hampshire
Legislature lasted 158 days, and was by far
the longest in the history of the State. It
was not slow either.
When the Democrats shudder at the prospect of a defeat of Cleveland in 1888 they
may be consoled by the statement in Bradstreet’s that “the supply of fine Bourbon
whiskey now in warehouses is sufficient for
about four years to come.”
The strike of negro laborers in the sugarproducing parishes in Louisiana is in obedience to an order of the local assembly of
the Knights of Labor. The introduction of
the principles of the order among the negroes
will probably have its effect upon the industrial outlook of the South.

—

Judge Thurman declares that Gen. Jackson—not Andrew whom an occasional rural
Democrat still persists in voting for, but

Henry R.—is either an idiot or a mischief
maker. The fervency.of the Old Roman’s
speech reveals the extent of the damage to

the Ohio Democratic canvass by the Gener-

al's Macon defence of secession.
Dr. McGlynn’s hint that he would soon
be taken back into the bosom of the Catholic
church, was evidently a trick intended to
the consciences of Catholic members of
the United Labor Party. Archbishop Corrigan declares that there is not a word of
truth in the statement that the Church will
review Mr. McGlynn’s case again.
ease

The Hon. L. D. M. Sweat puts in an early
claim to the credit of procuring the appointment of Judge Cleaves. A Washington des-

patch announces that Air. Sweat talked with
the President Saturday morning, and as a result in the afternoon Judge Cleaves was appointed. This will make the Hon. William
H. Clifford turn green with envy, and it is
doubtful if the Hon. Simon S. Brown consents to Irest quietly under the imputation
that the Hon. L. D. M. Sweat is a “biger
man” than he. Then there is Mr. Bass and

the 8700 dinner.
In an after-dinner speech at the Korfolk
Club in Boston, Saturday, Senator Hoar
made an eloquent and sound statement of
the work before the Republican party. It is

'-elort and

to the point, and every Republican
should read and remember it;
We have a great work before us; we need to
uulte In tbe according tumic of a well-attuned
atate tbese race discords which are now heard
within the borders of Massachusetts. We have
to build up a polity under which the Irishman,
the German, the Frenchman, the Englishman and
the American are to forget race or erigin, and
merge into the one common character and glory
ana deitlny of Massachusetts citizens.
We have
to cutout this great Mormon caacer from the
reast of our republic; we have got to laks possession of these Imperial railroad forces, and
bring them Into the service of workmen, manufacturer, and the farmer, governing them and their
imperial strength by more imperial restraints
still. We have got to make it the law from
Mason and Dixon's line to the galf, lu those great
empires that are growing up there, that, wherever
the American flag float*, every American citizen
shall cast his vote in freedom and in honor, and
have it counted. These things, and such as these,
remain for us to do.

Sot

The duty which Massachusetts has before
iter in the training of her citizens is before
all the other New England cities; before
every other progressive .State of the Union In
fact; and so holds as a Republican principle
wherever the Republican party exists. And
bound up in that training are also the guarantees that those other principles which the
Republican party holds, will eventually

triumph.
The Argus has taken pains to sue bow the
appointment of Judge Cleaves takes with
the Portland Democracy, and reports general satisfaction among the Democrats whom
it found at home. The Hon. J. S.
Palmer,
he that is postmaster, thought the appointment an admirable one, particularly
strong and wise from the stand-point of
party. The Hon. William H. Clifford
said the appointment could not fall to be
“gratifying to all Democrats in Maine desiring entire unanimity and complete co-operation in every branch of the party," a compliment that carried with it the insinuation
that Mr. Cleaves and friends had been sulking in their tents. The Hon. E. R. Pierce,
appraiser at the custom house, whose advent to Portland had a tremendous effect
upon business at this port, as he has on
several occasions modestly pointed out to
the Board of Trade, was ecstatic with delight, and in the glow of his enthusiasm asserted that Mr. Cleaves’s appointment made

the First District almost certainly Democratic. Evidently Mr. Pierce has not got over
the freshness which he manifested
early on
his arrival In this town. The Hon.
George
Walker, who has himself been credited with
h

hankarincr

nftpi

t.hp

SinrvuvAmiiin

01*

peared In the plural number, saying that
"we congratulate the President upon the
wisdom of his appointment, and those that
may have official business with his appointee
upon their good fortune.” The Hon. John
W. Peering seemed to be afraid that Judge
Cleaves would not accept the office—a fear
which we believe is entirely unfoundedMr. Peering thought the office carried w ith
It “more responsibilities than are generally
supposed”—political responsibilities he must
have referred to. Gen. Auderson did not
appear to be jubiiaut exactly over the selection, hut he squeezed out some complimentary words. The Hon. Charles McCarthy,
Jr., said he had always entertained towards
Mr. Cleaves the “kindliest
personal feelings,”
a statement that we believe will
move the
Judge to tears, and a great many other peoto
ple
uncontrollable laughter. It is to be regretted that the Argus did not Interview the
appointee himself and find out how he felt.
It was the prophecy of a
prominent Republican of this State not long ago that In
the Presidential campaign of 1888 the

coun-

try would witness such a prossitution of the
public offices of the national government to
partisan ends as has never been seen in this
Eighteen hundred and eightycountry.
eight is yet some distance away, but the performances of the Pemocratic party during
the campaign that closed last night amply
sustain that prophecy. This year the President himself has been made the puppet of
the worst elements of his party; it is difficult to see how there can be degradation
greater, in degree at least, next year. Rut
aside from the
humiliating spectacle of a
President of the United States reaching
down into a local contest to endorse a man
of the
notoriously bad record of Fellowsthe New York
candidate, there has been a
use of money and office
by the Pemocrats
this year which is an
alarming precursor of

lie performances which the
country may

peet In 1888. In Ohio the Federal officeholders have been assessed each five
per
cent, of his yearly salary. In Baltimore and

Washington the

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the wi tter
are lu all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

thankscivinc

|

ex-

use

made of the government

offices for purposes of revenue has been
public for some days. In
Brooklyn Friday night

Democratic speaker asked votes for his
party’s ticket on the ground that within a
period of two years 3,500 Democrats had
been given places in the Brooklyn
Navy
Yard. There are six thousand Democratic
office-holders In Brooklyn, and

a

to

a

they

man

fighting the
the Kepublioan party.

clean

are

ticket of
The amount contributed to the Democratic
campaign fund by the State officers of New
York it is impossible to ascertain, but the
New Y'ork Tribune has discovered the
amounts of enough contributions from other
sources
to warrant
the estimate of the
nmount raised by Democrats and liquor dealers together for use today at the
stupendous
sum of seven
hundred thousand dollarsSome of this money, much of it undoubtedly, came by legitimate methods. President
Cleveland contributed a thousand dollars, as

he undoubtedly had a right to do. It is said
also that Mr. Whitney gave ten thousand
dollars. But it cannot be said that the ten

thousand dollars said to have been levied
from the New York clerks in the Departments at Washington came except by the
violation of the spirit of the civil service
law; nor that the twenty-one thousand dollars raised among the employes of the New
York custom house is an evidence that Mr.
Cleveland’s party is just now respecting the
principles at first laid down by the President
any more than they are respected by the
eminent author himself.
The Immense contributions of the liquor dealers, like the
contributions of
the President, violate
neither the letter nor the spirit of any law,
since it may be most laudable to sacrifice in
behalf of the party of one’s principles. But
unfortunately the manuer iu which the campaign has been carried on in New Yerk,
without speakers or the aid of campaign
literature, make It too evident that this
money Is used to buy the State. The liquor
dealers undoubtedly understand this, and
are justly
stigmatized as corruptionists.
Does not Mr. Cleveland understand it too?
And if he gives a thousana dollars to help
buy the State of New York today for Cook
and the city of New York for Fellows is It
not a more heinous violatiou of the spirit of
the law than even the party is guilty of
when it squeezes "voluntary contributions”
out of the poor clerks In Washington.

“Democratic prospects
yells a Bourbon headliner.
are on their back.

looking up,”
Why not ? They

are

Francis D. Audrews and 30 others
have petitioned the City Council to lay out
a new Street or Public Way in said city,—beginning at a point about midway from Ponce’s wharf
to Cushing's wharf, on Long Island, thence across
said island to a point on the shore on Audrews
farm, aud whereas said petition was referred by
the City Council, September 6tli, 1887, to the undersigned, for them to consider and act upos,

WHEREAS.

Notice is hereby given to all parties interested,
the Joint Standing Committee of the Citv
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
THURSDAY, the 10th day of November, 1887, at
three o'clock iu the afternoon, at said Ponce’s
Wharf, Long Island, and will then and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether the public
convenience requires said street or way to be laid
that

out.

Uiven under our hands
vember, A. D., 1887.

liquor sellers

under
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a
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THE LEOPARD SHOWS HIS SPOTS.

[New York Evening Post.]
To have to endorse such

a career

as

Fel-

lows’s as a “simple Christian life,” and to
have to make light of a loan from Tweed in
the midst of his trial, and of the repudiation of gambling debts by “a simple Christian,” is surely woful humiliation for a
gentleman of Mr. Hewitt’s standing in

the community. But,
not satisfied with
the abasement of tbe Mayor of tbe city,
the promoters of this deplorable Fellows
nomination have gone to Washington and
got from the President of the United States
a letter,
which we presume every honest voter, of whatever
in
New
party
York has read with shame and sorrow,
in which
he
is made
to say
that—
I know uotlilug wbitb, If I were a voter in tbe
city of New York, would prevent my support of
Mr. Fellows's candidacy without tbe least misgivings as to Ills fitness, and with considerable
personal satisfaction.
We take leave to inform the President that
va

uvtiiiuii

vitcvv

nuuiu

on

l’HAS.,1. CHAPMAN,
v r. wiiviov

this first day of

Mayor,

I commute

H. SMITH.
JOHN F. HAND,
EDWARD W. KENT,
ROBERT A. McCLUTCHY,
Portland, Nov 1st. 1887.
ANNUAL

No-

1

WM!

I'lCHUll

his supporting Mr. Fellows’s candidacy (to he
sure, this was written before the exposure of
the Tweed and the gambling transactions) is
a striking proof of the
impropriety of his
interfering at all in local contests of this
nature. Decent citizens of all parties are trying hard to get municipal affairs out of party
politics, both national and State.
Mr.
Cleveland has had sufficient experience of
to
know
both the immunicipal government
portance and difficulty of this task. He
ought not therefore to permit himself to
throw his influence on either one side or the
other, filling the office which he fills and living at the distance at which he lives, even if
he were as fully informed, as he must be
crossly ignorant, of New York city politics.
But to send on a written endorsement of a
candidate of whose life and manners we arc
bound, out of respect for Mr. Cleveland’s
person and office, to presume that lie knows
nothing, or next to nothing, and whose defeat almost every disinterested and intelligent voter of both parties in the city is trying to compass, is something very hard to
bear. To say that it is a gross violation of
the proprieties of the Presidential office is to
criticise it very mildlv. We will add that if
anyone has persuaded him that it can add to
the support which was unflinchingly given
him in this State, without which he could
not have been elected, and cannot be reelected, he has been grossly imposed on. It
lias grieved thousands, with whose help he
cannot dispense.

Wf

•

Bunch or Violets. By Irene E. Jerome,
author and designer ol One Year’s Sketch Book,
Nature's Hallelujah and Message of the Bluebird.
Engraved on wood by George F. Andrews and
printed under his direction.
(Boston: Lee &
Shepard; Portland: Lorlng, Short * Harmon.)
The Vision or Sir Launkal.
By James
Kussell Lowell, with Illustrations by J. W. Alexander, Bruce Crane, F. W. Freir, B. 8wain Gilford, Allred Tapper, H. 8. Mowbray Walter Shirlaw, and F. Hopkinson Smith. Boards. *10.00.
(Boston; Houghton,Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
The Lite or Abraham Lincoln. By J. G.
Holland, author of Kathrina, Ac. Cloth. 544 pp.
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Perseverance Island or The Robinson Crusoe of the Nineteenth Century.
By Douglass
Frasar, author of Practical Boat-Sailing, Sic.
Cloth, illustrated. 373 pp., *1.50. (Boston: Lee
Si Shepard; Portland: Bailey & Noyes.)
Peter Bcdbtone, The Boy Who Was
Hated. By J. T. Trowbridge. Cloth, illustrated,
187 pp., *1.25. (Boston: Lee Sc Shepard; Fort,
land: Bailey* Noyes.)
I’ROTHCTioN or Free Trade.
By Henry
George. Paper, 356 pp. (New York: Henry
George. From the Publisher.)
Greater America Hits and Hints. By A
Foreign Resident. Paper, 167 pp. (New York:
A. Lovell & Co. From the Publishers.)
Josh Hayseed in New York.
Edited by
William T. Call (Sprouts). Illustrated byCouItauo. Taper, 127 pp. (New York:
Excelsior
Publishing nouse. From the Publisher.)
Our Standard Bearer; or The Life of Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant; Hls Youth, His Manhood, HD
Campaigns, and HD Eminent Services In the Receustrustion of the Nation Hls Sword has Redeemed. As seen and related by Capt. Bernard
Galllgasker, cosmopolitan. And written out by
Oliver Optic.
Illustrated by Thomas Nast.
New edition. Cloth, Illustrated. 366 pp.,
*1.G0.
(Boston: Leo & Shepard; Portland: Bailey &

Noyes.)

Juan and Juanita. By Frances Courtenav
Baylor, author of Ou Both Sides, &c., with Illustrations by Hehry Sandliam.
Cloth, 276 pp.,
81.60. (Boston: Ticknor & Co.; Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon.)
Her Only Son. By Hesba Stretton, author of
Bede's Charity, &c. Cloth, 146 pp. (New York:
Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
Equal to The Occasion. By Edwatd Garrett, author of Occupations of a Retired Life.
Cloth, 288 pp. (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.;
Portland: Loring Short & Harmon.)
The Life and Times of Wendell Phillips.
By George Lowell Austin, author of A History of
Massachusetts, &c. Cloth, 431 pp., (160. (Bos.
ton: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Batter & Noyes.)
Geraldine, A Souvenir of the St. Lawrence.
Cloth, ilustrated, 316 pp. 83.60. (Boston: Ticknor & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The How I was Educated Papers. From
the Forum Magazine. Paper, 126 pp.
(New
York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.)
The Advance of Science in the Last Half
Century. By T. H. Hnxley, F. R. S. Paper,
139 pp. 26 cents.
(New York: D. Appleton &
Co.; Portland: Loring. Short & Harmon.)
Burnham Breaker. By Homer Greene, author of The Blind Brother. Cloth, Illustrated,
404 pp. 81.60. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
& Co.; From the
Publishers.)
At thf. Mercy of Tiberius. A Novel.
By
Augusta Evans Wilson, author of St. Elmo, etc.
Cloth,616 pp. (New York: G. W. Dillingham;
1 oit land:
Loring, Short- & Harmon,)
The Modern Vikings. Stories of
Life and
in
the
Sport
Norseland. By HJalmar H. Boycsen,
author of Guunar, &c. Cloth,
Illustrated, 274 pp.
82.00
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
Ways for Boys to Make and Do Things
F.
T.
Charles
M. Skinner, Thomas
Vance,
By
Williamson, John Robinson, Virginia Smith
R.
E.
C.
Charles
Taylor,
Talbot,H. E. King. Cloth’
Illustrated, 97 pp. (Boston: D. Lotlirop &Co.;
From the Publishers.)

are now

89°

one

Darrah Kid Glove Stock!

$6.00 to $30.00.

TWO

GRAND

BARGAINS

COM THIS NORMAC AT 8 O'CLOCK SHARP.

HASKELL & JONES,
MAKERS OF

Grand
—

maturing

WTStcodtf

Laying
0U.t
New Streets.
]

nov2dlw

JIEETINRA.

ARRIVED!

H. JH. P A VSOX Ac C O.,
octs32 Exchange Street. ^

WINTER OVERCOATS,
FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS I SHALL GIVE
WINTER SUITINGS,

will give eight Headings (rum

Robert Browning’s Poems,
it H'»<>■■■ No tt, Hr.»u lllw k... r.r«liiT<
■■■ I K, p.iu.,
bc|laei.( Nsv. *,

last,

Portland & Ogrdensburg
Maine Central consols
Portland & Keuuebec
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Bath

Tickets tor the course <3.00.
Single tickets
SO cents; tor sale at Lorlng. Short & Harmon's,
nova
ddt

ThreeStoddard
Lectures.
"Julius

tt’t
7»i
tt’i I
tl’i

•

4’i
4’i

•

JUST ARRIVED.

AND

NEW

NECKWEAR,

to be found in

Portland,

BOTTOM

at

PRICES!

CALL AND EXAMINE.

A large Invoice of Laird, Schober &
Mitchell’s line
Philadelphia Boots,
Shoes and Slippers. These goods are
superior in tit, style and durability to
all others. Sold in Portland only by
We have also received a new line of
Gents’ fine Hand Sewed Congress and
Balmoral Boots, especially adapted to
Young Men’s trade. The latest N. Y.
styles. A word to the farmer aud laboring man. We are bound to sell you good
reliable goods cheaper tbnu you can buy
them in Portland elsewhere.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
Under

Falmoutli

Hotel,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

00,22

eodtf

Wyer Greene & Co.,
mm

mm

a

m

mm

SALE

IN'

PORTLAND

Piano Classics.

ceptional

success,

(*1.00). Has had an
which It well deserves.

Young People’s

Classics.

15

Reserved Heats $1.00 and |1.25; Admission 7S
cents; now on sale at Stockbrldge’s.
Season tickets to the three
Symphony Concerts
$3.00 and $2.60.
Symphony, Stoddard and Haydn tickets exuwuuw wi

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

BY THE WAY
hot ca'cs.

—

Those 39c Books

are

WANTED.

a

Aflerweea and Kvrwiag. There will be for sal*
great variety of useful and fancy articles, house

Portland

a

City Bonds, matur
inc; November, 1887,
—

AND

keeping Implements, family supplies, holiday
and

Bonds

in

exchange,

1

(ALBERT’S ASSEMBLIES,

s

—

Furs

*

•»

»■-,

Repaired

muni,,.

„.

.-nun,

ruin,

cod3m

Evenings.

_dtl

GOOD SEATS

CAKDM.

the Three Symphony Concerts,
f?
tickets that have

SMITH

>

U. S. Claim Accent,

CANDIES.

Schumann’*

Album. (*i.26). Good,brief
fairly easy pieces.
A simple and easy “beginners” book is Belfor Piano.

TWO

Thursday

CAKD.
permanently associated myself will
B. A. At*
HAVING
a Co., bouse furnishers,
Pearl and
in hi in

in small

AS

in a year are given in
Ditson Si Co.’s MONTHLY MUSICAL
IIKCOKU.
(*1.00) m addition to valuable
lists of new music, good reading and a large
quantity of good songs.

BOOKS MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.
Boston.
eod&wtc

Fine

to

packages.

;

STEPHEN
$oob, fob ami

COE,

PROF. BROWN,

Nos. 585 & 587
°ct29

Congress

CO.,

RiNNie« with I hr BiaatreU.
The runny Hrooui Drill.
The Kiadergardra Hue Ball Yiae*
Widow flngre at (he Bat. Foal.

KI.YUEKUlHDrY

llt\n.

28 Musical Gems distributed between laugh*.
The best Hinging Comedy Company
ever organized.
Prices; 75, BO and 85 cto. Hale of seats to commojice Tuesday.
uovBdlw

SECOND POPULAR,
Evening,
it

City Hail. Saturday

December 3d.

The Original FinK

Jubilee Singers
This la the original eom-

Doc. 8th Da. Joseph Paiikeh, D. D.-ttewtrv•***««» 75 cents and $1.00; to be followed!™ 8ol
Kussell, Jessie Couthoui's Matinee and the
MarlUiia Opera Co., In"Pinafore." Reserved seats
to the last three 86 and 5u cento.
^^■-Coijrse tickets to the five "Populars,"
according to location.
tpA
This Includes Dr. Parker.
Course tickets nowon
evening tickets to all the “Populars."
Only nail the house reserved for Course tickets:
balance left open for evening sale.

583 Harrison Avenue

CO.,

BOSTON.

*>'4_

OPTICIAN,

is now at the Preble House, room 66: office
hours
1.00 to 2.30 and from 7.00 to 8.30
p. m.
He has beeu making annual
visits to Port
and for 12 \ ears,• and his skill in
adapt
ing lenses for the most complicated defect*)
of vision is well established.
He also has the
best of facilities for furnishing frames both iu
Eye Glasses and Spectacles (for the child ar.d the
grown person) of the most approved styles, and
m
materials used. His advance agent, W.
K. Burpee, will be pleased to receive
your order
when he calls; or an order sent to the Preble
House will receive prompt attention. No expense
except for spectacles found necessary.
PORTLAUO, Oct. 27th.

My Dear Sir.—In reply to yours, of-1 am
| pleased to say that through the aid of Eye Glasses you made for me about two
years ago, my eyes
have been benefltted and my vision greatly
ImNow
am
able
to
use
both
eyes while beproved.
fore I was obliged to do all my work with one
eye.
Previous to being fitted by
you I had several pairs
of eye glasses made through
the advice of good
Occullsts, but must say that in comparison with
yours, they were very defective.
Greatfully yours,
0Ctl7dtf_GILMAN M WILSON.

Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

L VAN NOORDEN &

eod2w

we« ike

successful tours abroad—the guests ot Kings and
Queens and Prime Ministers,—and that sung by
special invitations for Presidents Grant, Hayes.
Garfield and Arthur.
BcMrvnl Meat. 33 a ad 30 t'eala.

Prof. Brown:

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice, and
Gutter.. Metal Shingle*, sheet Metal Work
for Gull dings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

& 235 Middle Sts.

u>

Hmltn

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And
(or

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

197 MIDDLE STREET.

Um’t l ull

2 BABY COMEDIANS.

that devoted over $180,000 ol Its
to
pauy
the building ot Kisk University; thatearnings
made two

in this market.

VENTILATORS,

100 JfEW AS1) SOTEL SLUl'RISES.

Organized Oct. 6,1871.

COR.EXCHANGE and federal streets.

has just received his New Fall
Shapes from Guyer, I-amsen, Wilcox and Merrill, who make nothing but tlie finest goods and most
desirable styles.

@<hcI

Mu. 87 rtam MtrssU.

The

OUR

As presented ov«r 80 consecutive nights In
New York City to crowded houses.

_

BERRY,

Also the

W. L. WILSON &

10 and 11.

Kindergarden

THE

121-2,18 AND 25 CENTS PER POUND.

Hats!

Friday, Bo?.

THE

IO

Place your Order with Us for your Fall
and Winter Butter and Cheese.

stock of Sweetmeats Is well replete, comprising
Nuts, Raisins, iptlles, If rapes, ami all the dainties
and good things that the most exacting appetite
could crave. With mail) a popper of well parched
corn, is a desideratum in the evening treat. To such
we would say that we have
lately received a large
lot of old and well dried Rice Corn, which we offer at 5
cents per pound.

NIOIITM,

to meet

FINEST VERMONT DAIRY GHEES E
ever seen

and

cot

Middle streets, Portland, I shall b
my friends In the State of Maine a
my new quarters.
My twenty-nve years e*p«
rteuee In the business with Walter Corey A Co.
>1* “1 wdiVsh was spent is manager (In conneetlqi
with Walter 1.. Corey; of the Portland Kum
ture Co., warrants me In believing that I eon 01 j
any order entrusted to my care to your entire sal
Istactlnu. Assuring you (bat we have one of tb
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and pafla
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO K. DYER.
net2(>
dfx

of

—

Robert Gilftln Morris’ Musical Comedy,

ner

FINE FALL VERMONT DAIRY ROTTER

cold weather approaches and the evenings begin
lengthen, a dish of choice Fresh Candies, Nuts,
Apples, etc., add not a little in helping to entertuiu
your friends and make the evening pass pleasantly. In order that our Candies may be as fresh ns
possible, w'e have made arrangements with Goudy
A Kent of this city to manufacture them for us fresh
every day. We also have tlielr guarantee that none but
the choicest materials shall be used in their niaiiufneture, sind flint they ure absolutely pure. As Ooudy A
Kent’s goods bear the highest reputation sis to qutility we
feel justified in recommending them sis being as good as
any Candies sold in tills city, sind at prices about half
that clinrged by most dealers, utimely :

Many good Piano Pieces

just received 150 tubs

now on sale
been exchanged: call at STOCK
BBUMIK’S. Course tickets »2150 and *3.00.
uov7
U3t
_•

PORTLAND THEATRE

wmainuTon.. c
wlU|earefulty prepare claim., for arrears of pa]
bounty and pensions. Superior facilities for speed'
settlement of claims.
je22a6m'

happy

Evening, Xov. 3.

with

Street, Portland, ,We

C.

—

Admission for Gentlemen 6oe.
Gentlemen
Ladies 75c. Ladles unaccompanied by Gen26c. Class in Waltzing
Monday

BANKERS,

eodtf

VERMONT BUTTER!

ex-

For Piano.

in the Best Manner.

COMMENCING

SWAN & BARRETT, Thursday

M.

pre-

abundant refreshments,
sents,
(tappers for
cents, served from «till 9 o’clock p.m. Connected with It will be a loan exhibition of old time and
modern honsehold articles.
novMdSt
2B

—

Portland Water Co.

MSJNINKMM

Just received the second lot of Real Alaska Seal
Sacques and will offer them at lower prices than
ever.
Every garment sold at my establishment I
will warrant a perfect fit.
OTTER SACQUES, extra lengths and good sizes.
Call and get prices at
the Reliable Fur Establishment of

or

FAIR at the Y. M.C. A. HALL,
Wednesday and Thursday, Nee. 9th and 10th,

ocM

Bargains lineal Sacques!

risk Jubilee

maiore,

The Ladies of the First Baptist Society1
will hold

ISO ni«lill«

dtf

oumii,

Half fare on M. C. K. U.
NoxE-The door* will be kept closed during the
performance of each number.
no*4d&t

linej>^securities.

going like

ovi

Gouthouj.

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts

We offer
choice

Congress Street.

We have

easy pieces.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
novl

■

00,27

Easy pieces in excellent taste.
Fairy Fingers. (*1.00) by fiecht, is not new,
hut a favorite book with teachers, (for the first

Method

■■

TV. Buxton, C. TV. Lombard & Co., James DeTVolfe A Co., H. TVoodside, E. C. Farrington, F. A. Billings, A. K. Winslow, M. A. Jewell & Co.

(*1.00.)

Analytical

WILHELM (IKRICKE, Conductor.
MMK. HELEN HA STBE1TEK, Soloist.

maturing April 1,1888.

FRANK B. CLARK,

13Y

OF EMINENT MERIT.

iak's

My
Writing Paper and Envelopes is too
I
want
to
reduce it to make room for Christlarge.
mas Goods. My prices are lower than ever before
known. Among my many bargains is a good Linen
Paper for 14 cents per pound, two pounds for 25
cents. This special sale is for ten days only.

novo

FOR

'■—;*■'

STOCKBRIDGE,

HALL, WEDNESDAY EVENING. NOV. 9.

ORCHESTRA!

ALSO—

—

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund 6old 4s, due 1927
We will receive Portland Water Co. 6s, due April 1
1888, in exchange for the 4s, on favorable terms
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Watei
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

stock of

eo<ltf

The New Classical Pianist (*l.oo) Jusl
out, contains a truly admirable selection from the
best works of the best modern piano composers,
such as Jensen, Bargiel. Kubensteln, Selss, Hollaender, Godard, Liszt, &c.; in all 42 pieces by 35
different masters, giving a very unusual variety,
and keeping up the iuterest of the player from
beginning to end. Medium Difficulty.

nov7dlw

_

SYMPHONY

BASKKRK,:

BENEFIT !

C. A. PERRY, 245 MIDDLE STREET.

a.

New Piano Collections

STOCK BB IDG g'H.

at CITY

J

539 CONGRESS STREET.

oct27

GRAND

UOV4

TNTo Trouble to Sliow Goods!

WYER GREENE & CO.

Catar," “Lord Myron," and “Constant!*
nople.” Solenoid seats now on sale that have been
exchanged; Course tickets $a.00 and $1.50. At

(til

and other first class Investment securities.
eodtf
septtO

THE PUBLIC A

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHINGS
ROCK

dlw

MllS. JOHN A. BELLOWS

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

•

are

articles: 1st—To chose moderator. 2d—To hear
and act on the report of the treasurer. 3d—To
chose directors for the ensuing year. 4tli—To
act on any other business that mav properly
come before them.
DAVID TURKEY, Clerk.
Portland, Nov. 1,1887.
novldlw

Htm'HVIHASOLKR.

nova

Canal National Bank Slock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co s Stock

THE LARGEST LINE OF

NOTICE.
annual meeting will be held at ofNo. 179 Commercial street, Portland, on

EVENING, Nor. 8, ’87.

Tickets admitting gent and Ladies SO cts.

GRAND FESTIVAL CONCERT by the Boston

JUST

on

—

City Hall,
TUESDAY

ADVANTAGE OF HOLDERS TO EXCHANGE
THEM NOW.

—OFFER FOB SALE—

CLOTHING,
LANCASTER BUILDING, NO. 47D CONGRESS ST.

Assembly

BY TUB

DIRIGO BOAT CLUB

Which may be registered If desired. Also many
other desirable Investment securities, yielding
from 4 to C per cent. Interest.
of Portland Bonds, maturing within six
months, and Portland Water Co. Bonds,
AprilI 1st, 1888, received In exchange at rates
that will make it to the

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

29 dozen 4-button Embroidered Undressed Kid
Gloves at 75 cents; Darrah’s price $1.25; all sizes.
17 dozen 4-button Dressed Embroidered Back
Cloves at 89c; Darrah’s price $1.25; all sizes.
Special prices will be put on Odd Sizes, to close.

FINE

nov2

FOR SALE

roitTLAND WATER CO*
lO YEA It HOLD 4s,
fund iiomis,

City

of the largest and finest
shown itt Portland.
Prices rangiiig front

showing

We iiinniifaclure these garments and ean guarantee them better trimmed and made ihun uuy to be
had from the Itostou and New York markets, and
are confident the pi ice* are as low a*
any one can
sell the same quality of goods.
Ait inspection of
that
we
will
our slock
prove
advertise only what
we can back up.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
A

75c

lines of Wittier Overcoats ever

Stockholders of the CENTRAL WHARF
THE
TOW BOAT COMPANY
hereby notified that their

GEORGE WOULD BE KILLED IN THE BUSH.

I.Boston Transcript.]
Henry George prefers a government settlement of every question. He wants a government monopoly of the liquor traffic, with all
liquor sold by salaried officials. Think of
the applications for places us government

WE OFFER

WINTER OVERGOATS!

AMVMtmBNTS.

FINANCIAI..

CITY OF PORTLAND.

TUESDAY, the eighth day of November, Inst., at
2 o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the following

TO-DAY MUST KEEP THEM THERE.
[Ohio State Journal.]

MIBCELLANBOUB.

CITY ADYKRTIIKHEHTS.

fice

CURRENT COMMENT.

niSCBLLANDIJli.

Men and Letters. Essays on Charactcriza'tton and Criticism. By Horace E. Scudder. Cloth,
233 pp. $1.25. (New York: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co,; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Lulu's Library. By Louisa M. Alcott.author of Little Women, etc. Vol. II.: The Frost
Kiug and How the Fairies Conquered Him; Lilybell aud Thistledown; ltipple, the Water Sprite;
Eva’s Visit to Fairyland; Sunshine and Her
Brothers und Sisters; The Fairy Spring; Queen
Aster; The Browules aud The Princess; Mermaids; Lillie Bud; The Flower’s Story. Cloth,
276 pp.$1.00.
(Boston: Koberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short St llarmou.)
Faiby Legends of the French Provinces.
Translated by Mrs. M. Carey. With an introduc
tory note by J. F. Jameson, f h. D., Associate In
the Johns Hopkins University. Cloth, 300 pp.
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.; From
the Publishers.)
The Boyhood of Living Authors. By william H. Ittdelng, author of Thackeray's London,
etc. Cloth. 212 pp. $l.oo. (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell St Co.; From the Publishers.)
Mits. Somerville and Mary Carpenter.
By Phyllis Browne, autlibr ot What Girls Can Do,
&e. (World's Workers Series.) Cloth, 128 pp,
60 ets. (New York: Cassell & Co.; Portland:
luring, Short St Harmon.)
Thomas A. Edison and Samuel F. B. Morse,
By Van Buren Deuslow, LL. D., author of Rochester: A Story Historical, Stc
(World's Workers). Cloth, 128 pp. 60 cts. (New York: Cassell St Co.; Portland: Loring, Short St Harmon.)

deiucM

Leaders. This Week!

Course Admission only $1.00.
Tickets at Htockbrklge s.
dlw

D0V7

PA R K

GA R

DEM,

Opp. Lincoln Park.
C. H. Kmowlto.n,.Maxaueh.
OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.

Doors open at 2.00 p. in.; Performances si 2 JO
and 8.00 p. m.

THIS

WEEK.

COMMENCING

NOVEMBER

First Apprarasr. la New Kaglaad.

7th.

Til© LONDON
A

AETHESCOPE C9.

great sensation, direct from London, England.

Admission 15 cents. Reserved Heats 10 and 20
cents extra. Children's 10-cent Matinee, Saturday
at 2.30. Ladles 20 cents. Every lady and child
tending will be given a reserved seat without extra charge.
nov7dtf

a£

KIIHATIOXII.

vC
Fartlaad Mrhaal af area.graph,.

CUBES Pains, External and Internal. BELIEVES Swellings, Contractions of the Museies, Stillness of the Joints. HEALS Bruises,
Scalds, Burns, Cuts, Cracks, and scratches. (Best
Stable Kemedy in the world.) CUKES Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
and all kindred afflictions.
A

Large Houle.
economical,

Most

All Druggists.

A Powerful

J

RELIABLE CLOTHING!

Hemedy.

it ro.l, but 115 cents
per bottle.
NELSON & CO., BOSTON.
a.

COIRIflENT

Iebl5T.Th&Slst2dor4thpnrm

UNNECESSARY.

IT HATEFUL—COUFOKTINK

ETJTiS’s

Donnn

BREAKFAST.
“Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
whieh govern the operations of
digestion and nuand by a careful
application of the line
propertiesof well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors bills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet
thataconstifutlon.'inav be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us
ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may
escape many a
jatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk, hold
nly In half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAVIKMKPPN & C«.. nOMlEOEATHIC
T&S&wly
CHEMISTS, l.oadou, England.

trition,

IT WASN’T THAT KIND.
‘Mertilda. is you in lub with me?”
"O’ way, Sam Johnsing. cose 1 isn’t.”
“Sho’ ’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart burns”
“Hold onJMIster Johnsing. ef you has the heartburn, jest yo go and get a box er them

WOODBURY'S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
hev will cure yo heartburn immediately at once,
tiid ef you suffer from water-brash, Sam, they will
:ue that too.”
“But Tilda, it ain’t that kind.”
“Never yo mind, Sam | it must be indigestion
.hen what makes you look so glum, and the

SPECIAL MARK-DOWN SALE
—

OF

—

Black and Colored Dress Goods,
ONTINUED

THIS

WEEK.

Silk Cordurctts 34 iuclies wide 37 1.3
cents, (in short lengths) regular price $1.35.
Cents’ fine Imported Cashmere Hose 37 1-3
cents, worth 50 cents.
Extra Bargains in Underwear.
Seal Plush just received in a Higher Crude
than previously shown
in this market, claimed to be the highest
manufactured. All desiriug
Cloaks made from this quality should give orders as
early as possi.
ble, as it canot be duplicated this season.
Sole Agents for the Famous Centemerl Kids, 3 to 30 button
length.
Agents for the Ocmorcst Sewing Machine at $10.50. Large number being sold.

D. K.’S
sill cue Dyspepsia and Indlgestisn quicker and
•leaner than you can rob a hen roost, Mister
lohnsing.—Good dav.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 20 Tremont St., Boson, will send a box of Dr. Mark K. Woodbury’*
byspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of t lie U. S.
in receipt of 60 cents; or a trial box for 25 cents.

TURNER

Boston, Mass.

“ov5

for children ever published
and Premium List.
d3t&wlt

The only Fastener can be used on Cane Furniture

For Sale
nov2

Our immense sale of Fine Overcoats and Fine
Suits for $15.00, $20.00 and $25.00, has never had
its equal in the history of our business.
Anticipating demand for High Grade Clothing
at moderate prices we have bought
largely of the
prominent fabrics in popular styles and take pleasure in showing a choice
stock, Swhich for excellence in workmanship and perfection in fit is unsur-

passed.
P

IdMalnv

in all Dry and
Goods Stores.

Fancy
dlw*

BOSTON & NFff YORK STOCKS
Bought

and

sold

and upivards.
Orders by mail

THE

on

or

a

margin of 2 per cent.

telegraph

a

Specialty.

NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
'JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

Sep&COn8res8St-«Bo8t°n' ""““fan,

Af f nnf S am

—■
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Nobby Styles of Kersey, Milton and Rough
Overcoats, made Extremely Fashionable, with Velvet Collars,Welted Seams,Silk Sleeve
Linings, with
Cloth, Serge and Silk Body Linings.
These

garments

are

handsomely

made and any
ordinary figure can befitted as well as in the best
custom make, and at much less price.
Children’s Overcoats, sizes 4 to 14, in prices from
$4.00 to $15.00.
Boys’ Blue Chinchilla Reefers, size 6 to 14 years,
at lowest

prices._

C. J.

nickel handles, $1.25,worth $2.00
Ladles'nnd dents’ Merino Underwear from 50 rents to $3.00;
best variety at very low prices.
$1.25 plain Colored Dress doods
75 cents.

$1.00 plain Colored Dress doods

02 cents.
88 cent

plain

Colored

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Ageut fort he Calicraplu

itu A. L. Si*j#f. 637

lASlIlAXCK.

W. D. Little iV Co.,

a recent Graduate of the Ihu, ,. h..i af Or■••ry.and now employed tu the Portland schools,
will receive private pupils or form classes for Evenings sml Saturdays. Varal failure and Dal.
sarie Kxprrui.u
speclaltlea A class In Aaarr
iraa l.ileraiare. with Illustrative
will
readings,
*
be orgalzsd as stain as possible.
hKr«K«.,r._Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston,

For term* and
riace.

OF NEW YORK.

i,

W.

J.
mnm

$6,239,981.28
W.

D.

LITTLE & CO.,

vi.iliag

lb.

a

_*_

ocMeodtf

COLCORD,

m I’EARI, NTKEET.
4tl

TRUNKS
AND BAGS.

agenis.

10,1_____eod3w

SYbra

puIi

_

$1,000.00000
2,383.800.53
481.323.82
1,374,866.93

nartienlftr*

m.

Utven to private pupils by the
subscriber.

MTATKJIKST J.OUMKt 1, ISMi

Cash Capital all paid In,
Reserve for re insurance
Reserve for all other claims,
Ret Surplus,.

to 7 p.

INSTRUCTION U ENGLISH AD CUSS
ICAL STUDIES

31 KXCUANIJK MT.

Continental Fire insurance Co.,

Psrttaid^ljs.

HISS ALICE C. NOSES,

Dress

All Congress St.
octae_e.Hitf

Si,

Elocution I Literature

wnius 'IV LI IHH,

J. M. DYER & CO.,

Congresi

Before buying a Trunk of any kind, look at the

Vl.rbanir. Falr.al Ho..

PATENT WOOD TRUNK.

FARRINGTON,

COK Is sole agent for them, and warrants them
the strongest made. Also Zinc,l eather,Canvas, Ac.

180—MIDDLE STREET—182

dt[

ST.,

Send a two cent stamp
for a sample copy of the
most beautiful magazine

BROS.

D0V4

EVERYBODY USES
Our Little Ones
and The Nursery Tueker’s
Tidy and Napkin Fastener,
SO
BltOMFIF-LD

tOO dozen Knotted Fringe Colored Border Damask Towels 25
cents; worth 50 ecus.
26, 28, 30 iucli Umbrellas, with

N©

a r

Excliangle Street

COE,

11 r.
p.rr.ct llttiag. aari
cellrd far beauty af Mai.h aad
rlegaar. at
.«rl». aad ar. dr.igard far ludira, aa. ■■ aad

My«.

c*>*»pness, as
..i,or
eiple makes one collar

the reversible prln
equal to two.
standing and turn-down collars In all de7.
sirable sizes and styles.
Sample collar and pair of cuffs sent on receipt
ofsu cents. (Name size.) Illustrated catalogue
Tea collars, or Ave ptilr of Cuff* so/d at tior*‘*
tor aseen/j. REVERSIBLE COLLAR CO.. 27
Kilby Street, boston, Mass.
ocUIXXhJkSIm

H#7

Middle

Street.

PRECSS.

THE

OA'l 6.

Nov.
Dec.
26%
IXlgaest.
26%
25%
Lowest.
25%
‘ losing.
26%
25%
Monday’s quotations.

TUESDAY MOHMJiU. WT. 8.
WIT AND WISDOM.

70 to 87e. Whiskey is steady at 1 06. Provisions
quiet. Pork—summer cured at 12%.
Lard 6 26
@6 30. Dry salted meats—Shoulders at 4 87%®
6 00; long dears 0 37%@« <17%; clear rlbstS 76;
short clear at 6 87%@7 00. Bacon-shoulders
6 87% ; long clear 7 60@7 <17% ; clear ribs 7 76;
short clears 7 87%@8 Oo. Ilams steady at 11 00
@12 60.
Receipts—Flour, 40,000 bbls, wheat 60,000 bu,
com 67,000'bush. oats 60,000 busb,barley 19 000
bush, rye 1000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 12,000 bbls, wheat 13,000
bush,corn 126,000.bush, oats 28,0O0lhush, barley
3,000 busb, rye 00,000 bush.
DETROIT,"Nov. 7, 1887—Wheat-No 1 White
79%c; No 2 ltsd at 76%c.
Corn—No 2 at 46c
Oats 28%c.
Receipts—Wheat 30,700 bush.
NEW. 0?LE^?i Nov' 7■ 1887.—Cotton is
firm; middling 9 6-16c.
SAVANNAH, Nov. 7,1887. Cotton quiet; middling 9 3-16c.
CHARLESTON, Nov. 7, 1887.—Citton strong:
middling 9%c.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 7, 1887.—Cotton Arm; middling 9 3-16C.
MOBILE, Nov. 7, 1887.—Cotton is Aim; middling 9 1-lGc.

Mav.
29%
29%
29%
29%

Opening.

WHKAT.

The keeper gave tlie Hon a large piece ot meat.
Poet—Does he get that often?
Keeper—He gets it regularly twice a day.
Poet, with clasped hands—what a boon it would
be If 1 could get a position as lion bore I

Nov
72%
72V*

Opening....

Highest....

Lowest.

Dec
72%

78%
78%
78%
78%

Dec.
46%
45%

46%

73

72

Closing.

Jan.
73%
73%
73%
73%

72%

72%

73

May

CORN.

Oct.
41%

Opening—
Highest....

42

Lowest.

When

Baby was sick,

Olosiug.

her Castorla,
When ehe wee a Child, she
cried for Castorla,
When she became
Mies, she
we

Scliiimnelpfenig?

Miss s.—I am well, thank you.
Proiessor—Knt why are you in mourning?
Miss S.—Don’t you know that my father died
last week?
Professor—You don’t tell me sol When you go
home, tell your father that I am very sorry to bear
of Ids affliction.1

My boy (three years old) was recently takon
With cold In the head; his nose was stopped up
for days and nights so that it was difficult for him
to breathe and sleep. I called a physician, who
prescribed, but did him no good. Finally I got a
bottle of .Ely’s Cream Halm. It seemed to work
like magic. The boy’s nose was clear In two
days, and he lias been all right ever sluce.-E. J.
Hazzard, New York.
My daughter and myself, great sufferers
from catarrh, were cured by Ely’s Cream Balm.
My sense of smell is restored.—C. M. Stanley,
Shoe Dealer, Ithaca, N. Y.
“There Is one paper that will destroy the polish
of any one It may come in contact with.”
“Bless me, my gsod man, wliat is its name?”
“Sandpaper, madam.”

hardly

realize that it is m»dl
cine, when takiug Carter's Little Uver Pills:
are
very small; uo bad effects; all troubles
they
trom torpid liver are relieved by their use.

‘‘Now, Mary Ann,” said the teacher, addressing the foremost of the class in mythology, “who
was it supported the world on his shoulder*?”
Atlas,

“And who

41

Nov.
26%
25%
25V*
26%

peulng....

Absent-minded professor—How do you do, Miss

was

41

42%
40%

May.
46

41
41

45
46

Dec.
26%
25%
25%
25%

May.
29%
29%
29%
29%

OATS.

When she had Children, eho
gave them Castorla,

“It

41

gave

clung to Csatoria,

You

40%

Nov

ma’am.”

Highest...

Lowest.
Llosltur.

Portland Daily Proas Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barhktt, Bankers and
Brokers, 18U Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
Asked
Canal National Bank.100 162
163
Casco Nat. Bank.100 150
162
First National Bank.100 120
122
Suin'ierlaud National Bank.. 40
61
62
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 124
126
National Traders’ Bank.100 140
142
Ocean Insurance Co.100
75
80

Company.

Portland

96

104
116
106
103

108
101

107
112

daur:
New York and.New England Railroad.
119%
donref
»113ya
t'- 'l- « Q.128ya

A'ch.jXopeka an«i;8auta Eel Railroad.

“The book doesn’t say, but I guess ills wife

supported him.”

To be free from sick headache, biliousness, constipation, etc., use Carter’s Little
Liver Pills. Strictly vegetable. They gently stimulate the liver and free the stomach from bile.
An Irishman writing to Ills wife, who was still
In “Ould Ireland,” began his letter by making the
following surprising statement:—
It's a foine couulnry. Bridget, and no ndsbtake.
I’ve this day put phwat they call an lnshoorance
on me loife, an’ If I'd fall down a ladther wld me
hod an’ break me neck to-morry. begara an’ I’d
get *25 a wake as long as I'm dead. It’s a folue

ceunthry, that’s phwat it is.

When used persistently, Salvation Oil never fails
rheumatism aud neuralgia. Price 25 cts.
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup Is the meet popular expectorant we are selling. HADLEY BROS.,
317 Indiana Avenue, Iudlauapolis, Ind.

to cure

-.

“Young man,” he said solemnly, “are you entirely satisfied to smoke those body and soul
destroying cigarettes? Does uot a feeling of sorrow. mingled with regret, come over you
at
times?”

“Yes, sir,” replied the young

"I often (puff) feel sorry
smoke one at a time.”

emotion,
(puff) only

man with

that I

cau

At Peace
A stomach in revolt is an obdurate rebel. Corrected with Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, its dissensions witli the food introduced into it in unwary momenta of appetite eease. Then it is at
peace. Then dyspepsia abandons its grip. Then
such fractious manifestations as heartburn, a
sinking manifestation in the pit of the abdomen
lielween meals ami unnatural fullness afterwards,
flatulence, acid gulpings, biliousness, Sir., cease
to inflict martyrdom. After a course of the national tonic and alterative the liver and bowels,
always more or less disordered during a prolonged attack of Indigestion, resume their functions and become regular. Thus not only dyspepsia. hut its concomitants, constipation and biliousness. are conquered liv the medicine, which remedies their fruitful cause, weakness of the organs
of digestion. The epigastric nerve, cellular tissue, In short, every organ that bears a part in the
digestive processes acquires vigor and regularity

from the beaten invieorant.

Eastern man (who has been invited to “take a
hand” in the ganie)—l know verv little about
poker. I suppose the chief requisite lu playing
the game successfully is a knowledge of human
nature?

Western man—A knowledge of human nature
stranger, it helps; but the chief requisite is

helps,

cash.

*92%

Bell telephone
214
Wisconsin it.er.tral.16%
Mexican Central K 7s.

Mexican Central 4s.
Mexican Central.
Wl«ot sin Central 2d series
Flint & l'ere Marquette Railroad com.

for

@o#\e

g)

* a

#

rANDTHE GUMS HEALTHY1

I

NO GRIT.NO ACID
*jftgC0NTAINS
•^SrNOR ANYTHING

-1/

INJURIOUS.SBi

U
II

I]11

SECTIONSI

DI
DIPTHt BRUSH IN WATCH, SPRINKLE ON A. FtW
DROPS Of BUBIFflAM AND APPLY IN THE USUAL MANNER.

PRICE

]9

25?A BOTTLE

put up «r.

E.W.HOYT
PttOPRIKTORS

B.

CO.

or

HOYTS GERMAN COLOGNE.
LOWELL,MA«B.

J

_

fw&wT T&iS&pwtopofcdthly

myb

FINANCIAL

NONCOMMERCIAL

PORTLAND WHOLESALE NIARKET.
POIiTLAND.|Nov. 7.1887.
Tha following are to-day’s closing quotatt-ts of
Grain. Provisions. &c.:
friour.

I

•Kx-divideud.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK, Nor. 7 J887.-Mouey

NEW
on call
has been easy, ranging from 3% to 4% per cent;
last loan 4%, closing offered at 4%.
Prime paper at isgg.isterling Exchange is quiet and steauv;
actual business at 4 81%®4 *2 for 110-day bills
and 4 85%,«4 86% for demand.
Government
bonds dull and steady
Railroad bonds dull and
generally firm. The stock market closed fairly
steady aHd generally at small fractions above
first prices.
me tran tact ions at mo stock Exchange
tgeiegated 236.600 shares.
rue iouowiug are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s.
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.
126%
New4%s, reg
107%
New 4%s, coup.
108%
Centrallt'aciflc lsts. ....116%
Deliver & R. Gr. lsts.
116
Erie 2d a.
99%
Consols.
KansasCJPacific
100%
OregoiilNav. lsts. .110%
Union Pacific 1st
116
do Laud Grants
do Slnklna Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
dally by H. N. Pinkhani, No. 9 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.:
Not. 7.
Nov. 4

Opening

Clos-

ing

bid.

OpenIng

N.Y. Central.107%
Lake Shore. 94%

.107% 107%
94
96%
28%
27%
6(1%
54%
Northwestern.108% 108% 10B%
St.-Paul. 73%
73%
72%
Omaha common— 39%
39%
39%
Union Pacific. 49%
60
48%
Wes tern* Union. 7«y8
78%
77%
Oregon Transcon
18%
18%
18%
Delaware. I.. & W. 128ya 128%
127%
Delaware a H.102% 102%
103
Jersey Central., 74y*
76
73%
PhilaJA Reading. 64
63%
04%
Northern Pacific... 21%
21%
2iya
North. Pacific, pref 44%
45
46%
Pacific Mall. 34%
34%
34%
Missouri Pacific.... 88%
88%
86%
Kansas Texas. 18%
19
18%
Lousisvine & N.... 69%
69%
68%
N. Y. & N. E.40y8
39%
401/4
Richmond Terminal 24
24%
23%
Stocks tiy Associated Press:
E. Tenn, new.
East Tenn, 1st oref.
Alton A.Terre Haute.
Erie common.
canaua southern.

28
66

proi.

clear do....4 25u4 60!back’dltr’D
car lots. .20 00®21 00
stoue grouud4 26®4 36
I do bag. ..21 00®22 00
1U Louis sc’gt
.roller. .4 75®5 ooj Middlings. 22 CO® 26 00
eUfd1' do- 4 75.0,4% ido bag lots,21 00@26 00
1
k’loviHioiu.
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00®6 261 Pork—
Hacks ...17 76® 18 25
t4l
I Clear ....17 26® 17 60
Cod. # qtl—
barge Shore 4]/s®4 26!
Mess.14)50® 16 00
barge ttauktt 76,*4 (X)iBeel—
Small.3 00®3 601 Ex Mess. 7 76® 8 25
Plate—
8 76®. 9 26
pollock.2 25®3 25
Kx Plate
9 26®9 76
Haddock.1 60®2 00
Hake.1 76® 2 00i LaroI Tubs | Z&..7 ®7%c
11 erring
Sealed# bx. l6«22cl Tierces.... 7 ®7V»C
No 1.
I Pails.7%®8V4C
11 ® 11 %
!ilains 4> lb
Mackerel V bbi—
docov*»red. ,12®13
Snore is. 16 ()-)a 18001
Oil.
pliore 2s. 14 OOa 16 00|
ho., ih. 11 00® 13 <xi\ Kerosene—
Kef. Per..
12 U0aJ4 OOlPo
barge
ci'Mum.
: water w rote.
<%
Craooerrles! Pratt ASt’l.Pbbl. 10%
Maine_6 608 a 601 Devon's Brilliant. J0%
( ape t oil
8 On* 8 50|Llgouia. 8
Pea Means...2 6082 86 Casco White. 7%
2 46* 2 KolCentenula!. 8
Medium
Herman nut2 25*2 4i)|
llnieitas.
Yellow tves. 1 75w 1 8f'Muscatel_ 2 608350
potatoes liusb 7UC(s80c! Loudon Lay r 3 00*3 10
do lloultou,
86ciOnduraLay.. lll(MV*c
St Boisioes 4 00*4 501Valencia.....
9®9%
Onions t> bbl 3 50*3 761
No*II,
TurKeys.20*24, gran luted p h.7%
—

..

—

Chickens.IK *17 lExtra C.ti%
.12(814
Bowls
Oeeso. 00*00
.»

Heeds.

Bed Top....*2 ioj*2%
Timothy Seed 2 76812%
Clover. 8%&12%c

pt>le».

eh,-,„
Choice cal inp 8 oo@3 50'
1 7o*2 001 Vermont.... 10 *13%
Common
IN.Y. factory 10 *13%
Fancy Baldwins
Kvapoiatcd *'11,12*13c 1
ttnllei.

>

i Creamery p lb... 20*28
Palermo_.4 50*5 0011 lilt Edge V er—2 (a 21
ICholce.20*21
Messina.
lOood.18821
Maiagers....
I Store.......16^16
(ItunyrN.
Risks.
Florida_ 4 60*5 00:
I.tiuoin..

lEastern extras

Valencia

24825

I Can* Western.. 22 *23
Messina and PaPalermo Pbx.6 00*0 OOiLimed.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nev. 7, 1887.
Port
Received by Maine Central Rallroad-Kor
mercnandise; for conmiscellaneous
and 49 cars
merebau
necting roads 14K cars miscellaneous
,1lse.
__

Crain Quotations.
N PlnkReceived daily, by private wire, by H.
bam, broker, o Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Saturday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Nov.
opening. .71%

Highest.72%
Lowest.71%
Closing.72%

Dec.
72%
73%
72%
73%

Jam
73%
73%
73S/s
73%

May.

78%
78%
78%
78%

COHN.

Nov.

Opening.
Highest.

Dec.

41%
41%

Lowest.

41

Closing.

41%

Jan.!
41%
41%
40%
41

May.

46%
45%
46%
46%

ui me mic in in ui

uowes,

niimu

11

a

arris,

will continue the business as heretofore at
317 & 313 Commercial St.
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS,
FREDERIC A. GAGE,
nov2dlwGEO. TOLMAN.

40%
24%
lixr

69%
33
70

Chicago & Alton preferred.
lIMnolsCentrat. 117VSi
Lake Eriei&.'West. 10
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.128V4
Oregon Nav. 89Vs
Nort.nwestern preferred.141Vi
Michigan Central.

Mining

90

Stocks.

[By Telegrapn.]
NEW YOBK, Nov. 7 1887. The following aw
closing quotations tor mining stocks to-day;
Colorado’.Goal... 34V4

Quicksilver. 6 60
do preferred.
26 00
Standard.1) 2 Vi

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 7. 1887.—The following are today’s quotations oi Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Lolig cut 17 00@17 60;sliort cuts 17 00®
17 60; backs 17 50® 18 00; light backs 16 60;

pork

l.ewialoa, N.30
Ivlurn aOtl
a. a.,
via Hraa.
13.60 4.60 p. m.; l.ewialoa
wick, 7.06 s. in., 12.66 111.16p.m. Por Hath,
7.06 a. in., 12.55 amt 4.65 p. m., and oa SaturKoeklaad and
di'.ys only at 11.16 p. m.
Kuos and ■ ■oroln K. H., 7.06 a. m. and
llallo
Kardiarr
Hruaowirk,
ro..
12.66p.
well, nod Augusta, 7.06 a. m., 12.66, 4 66
and til.15 p. in. Faru»ia«ioa via I.ewlo
law, 12.60 p. in.; via Ifruaowlck. 7.06
a
m. and 12.56 p.
Vlannaaalfc, Wlahi.
llitop, lirnddrld, Oaklaad aad Norik
*»<•«, 12.60 p. III., Waierville aad afcaw
keaaa, via l.ewialoa, 12.60, via Aoausia,
7.06 a. 111., 12.65 anil til.16 p. in., and walee
ville .Saturdays only 4.66 p. in.
Belfaoi
and
III Her.
12.50 and
111.16 p. in.
*«•«•! via l.ewialoa. 12.60 p. in.; via
.tugaria, 7.06 a. m., 12.55 and til. 16 p. m.
Haugor dr Piscataquis K. H., 7.05 S. m.,
and
til.16 n. m. Klltwsith aad Bar
til.15 and 12.56
■lurbor,
Ml.
ru.
p.
"Stephen (Palais;, tromook
t'oualf,
Ml. Jobs. Malifas, aad iho
Prsriarra,
12.60, 12.55 and til. 15 p. ui
Jy AH trains timed as above Irom Commercial
Street Station, stop at

and best selected stock of Ladies’ and

be found in the

to

a

first-class line of Trimmings, in all widths.

IONUKESS NT. CITATION,
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtaiuedior principal
points East and West. tThe nlgUt eipress with
sleeping car attached.runs every nlgbt Sunday*
Included, through to Hangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Deiter or beyond Hangor on Sunday mornings.

Fur Gar-

or

Portland as follows: The morn
Waterville. Augusta and Bath
8.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Waterville,
Bath. Augusta and Kocklaod at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50 p. iu. Night Pullman at 1.60

Trains are due In
lug train from

a. in.
I.iaaiird Tickets, Aral aad seeaad class, fas
all paiala la Iks Provinces aa aala at reduced rales.

PORTLANO, MT. DESERT & MACH'AS STEAMHUAI UU.
C3TIL riKTHKH NOTH K.
the Steamer C!lly ef Kirhraoud, Capt. Wo. g.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
undersigned

this day formed a copartnership for transacting a Geueral Fire

THE

SOMERS

have

Insurance business, under the llrm name of ■)•»
A t hnuipliu
at office formerly occupied by
Sterling Dow, No. GO Exchange street, opposite
the First National Bank, Portland.

19
24
26

STERLING DOW,
AUGUSTUS CHAMPLIN

Portland, Nov. 1,1287.

nov2-3w

Clapp’s

4 43

1

BROS.,

Block.

PAYHON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agt.
Portlam,, Oct.20.1887.
oct21dti

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

459 CONGRESS ST.

Portland & Rochester R. R»
ARRANGEMENT

MONDAY, Nov. 7.
Steamship Eleauora, Bennett, New York—nntse
j to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
! Eastport and St John, NBT
Barque Shenvood, (Br) Douglass, Buenos Ayres
via Barbauoes. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Mate shot
| himself while at Buenos Ayres.
Barxue Annie Lewis, Lewis, Boston, to load for
; South America. To K Lewis & Co.
Seh Geu S E Merwin, O’Brlon, Baltimore—coal
to H & A Allan.
i Sch Anna E Kranz, l’urvere, Baltimore—coal to
I P & O Ry Co.
Sch M A Hall, Hall, Baltimore—coal.
Sch Melissa A Willey. Willey, Baltimore.
Sch N J Dinsmore, Parker, Philadelphia—coal
to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Seh Cephas Starrett, from Philadelphia for Boston. Was blown oil and broke spanker boom
and split sails.
Sch H E Willard, Lewis, New York, 39 hours.
Sell Wapella, Rackett, NewYork-oil to Portland
K O Co.
i
Sell Florida, from New Y'ork—sand to Rolling
Mills.
Sch John Bird, New Yurk—coal to S Rounds.
Sch

1

Bramhall, Drlnkwater, Woodbrldge-clay

BARGAINS

Sch
1 to C 8

Mary

S

GENTS’

to

2ETNAI

Wousou, Campbell,iBoston—cement

tongues 16 00.

Lard—Choice 7V4®7V4c t> lb iu tcs; 7M ®8c in
l"-lb pails; 8Vic In 6-lb pails.
llogs-Cbotce city dresseu hogs C*Ac 4* It, .country do 6c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
2da27c: do extra firsts 22a,24V3c; do firsts 20®
21Vic.
Cheese—Northern choice]2a 12Vic ;01iIo choice
11 Vi® 12c; Northern sage at 13® 18c.
Jobbing
prices Vic htyher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh ’.’6c: some fancy higher; do
firsts 20&2IC; exiraVtaud N H 23,*24c Job-

bing price Vi®lc higher.

Beans—choice small N Y hand picked pea al
2 5o,*2 no |> liush; choice New York large hand
ed do 2 40*2 6o; small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 65,a 2 70.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00® 18 00; lair to
good at #15 00®(16 00; Eastern fine (12*315;
door to ordinary (12*314: East swale 10*311.
Bye straw, choice, ITt;0a(l8 is*, some fancy old
higher; oat straw (8*8 60.
Potatoes-- Houlton Bose at 73®76c t" bush; do
Ilehrons 80c; A'ooslook Bose 70c, delieb ens at
76c.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.!
CH1CACO, Nov. 7, 1887—Cattle market—lereceipts 7,600; shipments 2000; steady to strong;
steers 3 00*3 50; Stockers and feeders
shipping
at 1 60®3 00; cows, hulls and mixed 1 20®2 70;
Texans 26®2 06; Western rangers strong 2 60
*3 65,

Hogs,receipts 26,000; shipments 9,000; market
steady to strong; mixed at 4 26 ®4 6o;heavy 4 36
6.4 70; light at 4 10*4 46; skips at 3 00*4 10.
Sheep—receipts 4,600; shipment* 2000; market
stronger: natives at 2 75*4 26; Western at 3 OO
*3 70; Texans 2 60*3 50. Lambs at 4 00®6 16.

1.
it Is the

Drury,

market.

For

of

cup-joints,

MANUFACTURED

WOOD

AND

ItKIlOP

BANGOR,

fir

rn

eodGui

IRA F.

Catarrh
CREAM RALM f

ifty Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE. Nov. 7
1887.—Kiour market—
34.218 packages; exports 1037 bbls and
21,873 sacks; more active for export, largely In
low grade Spring Wheat; sales 22,400 bbls.
Flour quotations—Fine at 2 00®2 76; superfine
Western and SLale 2 6o®3 10 ;| common to got o
Bxtra Western and State at 3 90®3 40; good ’o
;-hoice do at 3 60®4 90; common to choice White
ah’at Western extra at 4 40®4 Ou; fancy do at
it 4 1)6*4 90; common to good extra Ohio at|3 oo
*4 9’>; conimou to choice extra St Lotii at 3 oo*
190; patei" Minnesota extra good to mime at
If, 0*4 75; cliniceito fancy do at 480*500. iuilu ilan 2300 bbls city mill extra at 4 20® 4 40;
L300 bills fine do 2 00*2 75:1700 bbls superfine
i 50*3 10; 900 bbls extra No 2 at 3 00*3 40;
iBuO bbls winter wheatl extra at 3 00*4 90; 11,100 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 00®6 00. Southern
lour quiet hut steady; common to fair extra 3 26
Itvc flour
84 00: good to choice do 4 10*4 86.
receiors

p

Sores,|

Itcstores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.

ii moderate demand.
nish
exnort.n ftl .O(M)

Wheai-rrcelnts 191,960

hush

snip* ‘/kvoiiii

huvih

Imparts

This Plaster

all

ipot; firm and failly active for export No 2 Clii.‘ago 84c fob; No 2 Ked at 83®83%c store amt
dev, 83%cfob, 84%®86%c delivered; No 1
Ited nominal 89%c; No 1 White nominal at 88%.
Kye is dull. Bnrler is firm. Coro—receipts
100,300 bush; exports 93,076 bush; sales 242,KKJ bush spot; lower, closing steadier; trading
Fairly active; No 2 at62%@52V*c store. 63%®
53%c delivered; Yellow 64c; No 2 White 64%c.
Unis—receipts 174,900 bush, exports
bush;
■ales 209,000 bush snot; lower and more active—
No 3 at 82%c; No 3 White at 33%®33%c; No 2
It 33%@33%c: No 2 White 84%,cT34%e: No 1
nominal; No 1 White 87c: Mixed Western 32%
«;84c; do White at 35®40c. Caffee—fair Kio dull
ind nominal. Kugar firmjrefiued dull and weak;
J at 6®6%c; Extra C 6%®5%c; While Extra C
it 6%,'a.6 16-16c; Yellow at 4%®5c; oft A 6%@
i%c; standard A at 8 6-l6c; Confec A at 6%c:
Mould A 6 69-lOOc ;cut loal and crushed 7®7%c:
uowdered 6%(46%c; grauulated at 6 69-lOOc:
Cubes at 6 13-16e.
Heirolenua steady—united
73%c. I’orlt is in fair demand and steady; mess
quoted at 18 60®13 76 for) old. Keef is quiet,
l.nrd lower, dull and heavy; Western steam at
8 85®6 87%; city steam at 6 70; refined quoted
3 96lor Continent; 8 A 7 36®7 40. Huiier is iu
moderate demand; State at 17i/27c. Cheese firm
and quiet; State at 10® 11% c; Western at 9%®
—

1 lc*

Freight* to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. Nov. 7, 1887.—Flour is auiet and
steady. Wheat dull; No 2 Spring at 72c; No 2
Ked 73c. Corn Is dull; No 2 at 41 %c. oats are
easier; No 2at 26%c. No 2 ltye 52c.
BarleyNo 2 at 78c. Provisions quiet and easier—Mess
Pork 12 76M13 00. Lard steady at 6 46a6 47% ;
Dry salted shoulders 6 00®5 20; short clear sides
it 7 70®7 76.
Whiskey at 1 10.
Keceipts—Flour, 13,000 bbls; wheat, 84,000
lush; corn 149,000 bush: ;oats;i78,ooo bu; rye
5000 bush; barley, 76,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 19,000 bbls; wheat, 39,000
lush: Icorn, 254,000 bush; oats,179,000 bush;rye
16,000 bush, barley 19,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS.Nov. 7,1887.—The Flour market Is
■cry dull: XX 2 10®2 25: XXX 2 30®2 40{family
! 60®6 65; fancy 3 30®3 46; patents at 3 76®
Corn Is barely
i 00. Wheat slow; No 2 Ked —.
iteady at 38%®38%c. Oats dull but steady at
!4%®25c. Harley Is firm and active,ranging from

to

shoulder blades.
MHAKP,
Cfe-Kor Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism. Neuralgia.
IPain lu the Side ami Back
Ache, they are a certain

'and

PAIN.

Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or live for *1.
Mailed on receipt of price
C. iJoo.lwio
Trade mark, Patented l,y
< It
Co., o/'n-rel Agents, Boston,
novleodGm-nrm

ALL

Js

—

kinds. Once tried you
11 always use it.
M
EKEFAKED II¥ A t IIEX 1ST.
25 and 50c ts. at Druggists, I
or mailed on rec’t of prioe. H
HOI* PILL MI G. CO.,
■
New London, Conn.

B
B

10STON

Sld Uth, seh C II Eaton, Sinclair, Ellsworth.

DEPOSJT

TRUST

oct8

CO.,

eodlm

REVEREHOUSE,
BOSTON.

Near lioston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
depots, centres of business aud places

£ nd Lowell
C f amusement.

] temodellod, Refurnished,
ated, and now kept

Newly Decoron

Kooms all large and comfortable; elegant sidtes,
dth baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlelen’s cafe and billiard-room added, and lirst-class
1 every respect.
noons from 91.00 a dai up.
oct27

J. F.

MERRCwTcO.,

Proprietors.cod3m

_r

LAP
———

WRIGHT’S
Best $0.00 Cabinet Photographs at

$3.75 PER

DOZEN,
the

1 lave taken the lead and
opportunity to secure
t lese rates will continue until Dec. 1st. We emloy the most ski Kul workmen that can be gec ared, care and attention being given lo
every det dl of flic work. Our skyfight is one of the best

i

the city, and

a re

p
s
a

1

entirely

our
new.

instruments and accessories

We tinlshed 6,100 Cabinets during August and
epteir her. Tills we cousider a very creditable

lowing for a new firm.
Every visiter is assured of polite and courteous
ttentlou at

5181-2 Congress St.
VRIGHT'S,
jel
1

eodOm

ROBES.
An elegant assortment of AH Wool
* .ml Plush Lap Robes, iu the new
green
hades received To-day.

,

COE.
97 Middle Street.
octs___eodtf

MARVELS OF THE MEW WEST.
<rf
A vivid

portrayal
the•OiPendoii. marvel. In
the vast wonder-laud west of the Missouri River Six
Books in one VoLoompmimr Marvels of Nature.
Marvels of Race, Marvels or Enterprise, Marvels
of
Marvels c>f Stock Raising, Marvels of
Agriculture. Over JlftO original fine
lngn.
A perfect J »<*ure Gallery,
it has more
Helling uualltie* than any other l»ook.
AliKIvl'H WANTED. A rare chaneo for live
to moke money. Apply at oneu. Terms very

Mining,

rfngrav-

agents

THSHENRY BILL
oc5

“BOSTON HEATER”

PUBLISHINGCO..Nonwica, Cx.
d6w

run

M

%

<

s

J)

famuli an Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

—“

Ogdenshurg and West.
3.13 p. ui
Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termedlate stations, with Stage connections tor
No. W indham. Stamiish. l.lmingtou, Sebago, Naples, Parsonslleld, Ke/.ar Falls, Denmark, Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.

S'

1-J

—

I

N. S

sl£23way. Fabyan's. Bethlehem Lancas“-ter, Wblteflehl. Littleton. Wells' RivMontpelier, St. Johuslmry, Newport. Sherbrooke, St.Johns, Moutreal, Burlington, Swanton,
»-«

er,

s

s
3

—

leave Porllund as follows *133 a.
[„r ..Fryehurg. No. Con-

d

*

—

AND ALL PARTS OP

f

Traiae Arrive ia Parilaad.

10.33 a. ia. from Bartlett and way stations.
N.33 p. in. troni Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
CIIAS. II. FOYE. O. T. A.
Oct. 7, 1887.
0Ct7dlf
_

It Is llcknowleiftTAfl tn Ha th« H«at unfc-t nnd
most potent htuI effectual remody known tor
this child-killing<li.«e*MO.

I Sold

|
!

by

GUAM null RAILWAY •FCAMII

all Drugfilsta.

33c, SO-J.ami St.oo.
Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
PRICK

HIJIJIEB AlUUNCIEnEim.

AUBURN, MAINE.

#■

M-Tnpa Worms a Specialty. Tape Worm,
removed In from onohour and thirty minutes
to three hours.

Jy20

for Magee Furnace Co's Goods.
Agents
6
eodtf

_6_

FARE ONLY $1.00.

I

1887.

give notice, that

the thirtyfirst day of October, A. I). 1887, a Warrant
In Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
ALONZO 8. DAVIS, of Portland,
adjudged to tie an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
said
of
Debtor, which petition was filed on the
thirty-first day of October, A.'IX 1887. to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove tlieir debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will lie held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Koom,
In said Pnrtland,on the twenty-llrst day of November, A. D. 1887, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
(liven under iny hand tile date lirst above writ-I

THIS

on

II. K. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff,
Messenger of the Court of
solvency for said County of Cumberland.

ten.

as

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

IMPORTERS,

QUARANTINE

mHE quarantine against the States of MassaX cliusetts ami New York, wliieh lias been in
foree for some months, is hereby declared off, and
there will lie no restrictions against bringing cattle into Maine for milk, beef or breeding purposes
CKO. II. HAILEY, V. s.,
until further notice.
W. W. IIAKULS,
F. O. HEALS,
uov?d2w
State of Maine i utile Commission

To Vessel

ery week

novltf

day eveuiug

at 5 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE.

410

■ SN7-S— WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

—

MISKVI4K,(via Londonderry)
Mailing Dotes:
oTVAMVitn
SI
LAAlblts. iFrom Portland,

LIVBHPOOI.

!

] Vancouver

|

vilt Halifax.
November 24.

Avonm'thl STEAMERS,
November 24th.| Texas

Fruiiri’ortlamL

,December intli
I’iimiikp:
Cahill.*50. jGG, *75.. Return *100,*125.*160
I iitermediate... .30,
Return.. fl()
Steerage.20,
..Return at lowest rates.
For freight or passage, apply t>.
DAVID TORRANCE SCO.,
uov4dtf
Foot of India Street.

;

Owners,!
1

work
repairs.
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guarantied.
W. 0. 8TIMFSON, .Ik.,
Address.
»• rt
declBdtf
Clyde, Me. I

maim: steamship company
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, ou Wednesdays »ud
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE,

■epUl-dtf

Oeneral Agent’

and

Mouth west.

JOSEPH HICKHON.General
Manager.
WM. KlMlAlt. (}. P. A
J. HTKf HKNHOl?. Hupt.

May IB. 18M7.

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

A Great

iUedlral Work for Young and
Middle-Aged Men.

I NVIGORATOR

Kilim of

(

near,?,

esl

DR. HAM’S

mi:IIVICK, (Avonmouth Dock.)

From

aaada, Drlrall, Iklrage, Ullwss bee
• iuriaunli. Ml.
I.aals, Omaha. Nallssw
mi. Haul, M.l.L-b.
Cl.T,
;..
Fraari.ee. and all points lu th»
Aerlbwr.i,

8iveil
|

and

f

Dlt.

Mo-

ville and Halifax.

From

dtf

Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
HKKl) treats all chronic diseases that tlesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic aod homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their case to treat and cure
them. 1 find that about four-fifths of tbe cases
up to die can the cured. Kxamlnatinns at a
istance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and 32.00 Kxaminatlon at the office, 31 00.
Consultation free.
Office hours 9 a. in. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

1MST-N

».30

Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates to

Street.

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

Manager.

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland, via

Fore

1.16
in.

36 Eichangt St., and Oeoot Foot of India Skaal

nov24

DOMINION LINE.

UKIMT4II.

Hallway bas been thor- ;
r|TME Fort Clyde Marine
JL oughly rebuilt, and Is now in readiness lo |
out all vessels in need of
Ail

Like

FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
alternately
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrlvlngiln
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, ■.•well,
« orcemer, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARP, Boston evleave

Liverpool.
In- I November 3d.

noyltfcS
notice.

STOUT,

R. STANLEY & SON,

IMMT,

ABBIVAL6,
Fram l.rwlstaa aad Aabara, 8.36 A n..
13.05. 3.15 and 6.36 p. m.
Fram Gorin.m, 8.25a.m.. 13.05 and 5.46 p. m.
Fram A'kirage aad .Tloatrrnl, 12.06 and
6.46 p. in.
F ram Qarbec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TIC6AKT OFFICK

Original Package by

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

Messenger’s Notice.

to

For Sale iu the

tVINTE B AKKATOKHKNTN.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County. State
of Maine, Cumberland, ss., October 31, A. 1).
Is

—AND—

GUINNESS’

after KIMM V, .»!«» 16,
trains will raa as fallaws ■

DfiPABTtRKI.

TnThSA&wly

1

STEAMERS.

«ad

F« t Aubara aad l.rwUiou, 7.10 A in.,
ami 6.37 p. m.
Far t.orhum. ‘J.30 A m., 1.30 an,1 5.37 p.
F'.r l.orlmm, Jleatrral and t'biraaa,
A m. and 1.30 p. m.
Far tlurbec, 1.30 p. m
Far MurkBrld aad A'antea, 7.10 A m.
1.30 p. m.

i

i

BOSTON Bass’ English Ale

TENNEY & DUNHAM,

Ogdensburg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with

from Jiew York.

'I his Furnace Is of recent construction,
SHKIVIO ARKANOEnENT.
having been used with unptirallelrdisucThe new Steamers of this Line will leave Kalicess the past two seasous. The
reputation
Wharf, I(K)l o( Hute stre(,t every MONDAY,
of the Magee goods being second to noue.
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at fi.oop. si., for
KASTPOBT and ST. JOHN, with above couueeso there is no discount but they have
put tions.
on the market the best heating Furnace,
j Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
This Furnace has the wrought iron fire destination,
Freight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
pot and the brick linings are brought
near the radiator so there is a great Tin- I Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Kaliroad
Wharf, foot
provement made and increasing the pow- of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
er—the surface being at all times kept ! nov20dtf
Oen’l Manager,
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can give the most satisfactory refer- !
encesofa number that have used the
Boston Heater. Be sore ami see the Boston heater before you purchase.

the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
r

Co.

EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHN*. B..HALIFAX.
—

Portland and

f'emmitiai wonuAY, on. to. iirr.
and until further notice. Passenger trains will

International

MACEE FURNACE CO’S

Co.

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR I

nov2___i'od3m
f«!

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.16 a. m.;
at Portland 8.26 A m„ 12.05 p. m.
8TAGK rOWKCriUVS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buekfield 8.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.30; DlxOeld U.OO; Mexico 7.00 p. in.; also for
Bmtuu’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 8.00, DlxOeld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at Portland 12.05 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN.Supt.
R. 0. BRADFORD. O. T. A.
octOdtf

VIA

A OR W. NA tai»MOft, N. R. Agent,
'301 IVitshinglou Ntreel.

CO.

riRST NATIONAL BANK OF
BATH, MAINE.

ABSOLUTELY PUBK AND HEALTHFUL,
l>OHM*»»ing all tbo good qualities of
baking powders, while it contains
none of their injurious ingredients.

STEAMSHIP CO.
BlranHhinn“«aATB €11 TV” na.l -‘CITl'
OR nU'O.X”Cfwy
THHHMDAY, nl :1
P.M.. troiu N 1

yd

BL

and after September 19th 1887. steamer
(Jordon, (apt. James L. Loug, will run daily as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.45 a. in.;
Badey's Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15; Last Kml.
(ireat Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk's. 8.ix>; H pe Island 8.05; Little (Jheheague, 8.20; lajng Island
8.40. arriving in Forttanu at 9.15 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for orr's I-daml
ami all Iiilermedla'e landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH IIANIKL.s. M .imger.
sepl9.lt!

misuip co..

72 Devonshire Aired, BomIou,
Or to the

__eod&wnrm

Passenger Line,

I, INST

arriving

TKA.nb.KH,

Harpswell Steamboat

MW ENGLAND MO SAVANNAH

Steamship

in.

On

(’•ngrru Ntreel, Boston.
BICHAKDBON & BAKNAlflt, Agents, Savau
Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent. Central
K. If.. 201 Washington St.. (>. (j. PKABSON
*
Agent, S. F. & W. B'y, 211 Washington St..

For further information apply to

BASSET,

UV|1“

SAVANNAH

In Kffert Orl.

Leave Portland, via U. T. Hallway, T.10 A m.i
Lewiston 8.00i Mechaalc Falls (mixed Irate)
8.4>; arriving at W. Minot 9.0#; E. flebron 9.30i
Buck held 9.4#;
K. Sumner
10.85; Hartford.
10.66; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanic Falls 8.15: arriving at W. Minot 8.30:
E. Hebron 3.40. Bucktleld 3.50; E. Sumner 4.04;
Harllord 4.12; Canton 4.27; Ullbertvllje 4.35 p.

_mf
IMI.ANDH

____

Ocean

Pall A rraagraral

North

apply

#10.00.
Konnd Trin sis.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
*-*****N«hf, Agent,
,0 L“* " hurt, IIeaten.

OK

Ruiflford Falls & Buekfield Railroad

and South America and Metlco.
From New Torn, pier foot of ('anal 8t„

Up.

t°I>'

oetZMtf_Portland.

—LINK FOR—

CaJifornia, Japan, China, Central <''!("

For Freight, Fassage, or geneiai information
to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADA.HS * CO.,
113 Miaie Mtrret, Car. Hraad Ml., Ho.toa.

unssiou

Freight

D. J. FLANDERS. Uen. Mtl.A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Ageut,

Great reduction In rates to Han Francisco.
From Han Francisco, 1st and Braunan sta.
For Japan and ( bmn.
CITY OF NEW YOKK sails Saturday, Nov. 19,

--—

and

for rale at Pat ilaad Miaiiaa Ticket HMrt and
at I aiaa Ticket OMer. 40 Kxrkaage a*reel
JAS. T. FUHBEH, Uen'l Manager, —'--

t*nammaf
COLON.....sails Thursday, Nov. 10, Noon.

From Long Wharf. Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf.
at 12 m.
Insurance oue-half the rate of
«
salliug vessel.
Freights for the West by the Fenn. B. B.. and
connectiUK Unes- Forwarded free of com-

Fast

| Crossing.

ME.

Klver. for Hmm Fraariw* via The ■•iboeae ml

Philadelphia,

—

WHITNEY &

USE.

P-

—

AND

EASTERN DIVISION.
Per Hoelea at 13.00 am., dally,th.OO a.m., 11.00,
18.00 p. m. Hasten for Portland 7.80, 6.00 A
m., 12.30 p. m. (••7.00 p.m. daily). Cane Alisa
be lb. 6.00 A m. (6.30 p. ill. West. Dlv. Pass.)
Mura 6.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00. 6.00
a.m.. 1.00.3.00 p. m. Pertsmeutb. Newbarr
perl, Malem, 2.van 2.00,6.00 a. m., 1.00,6.00
p. ill. Amesbur; H.OOam.. 1.00, 6.00p. m.
(Connects wltb Rail Lines for New Vork.
{Connects with Sound Lines for Now York.
••West Division-North b.rwlck to Scarboro

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

nah

The bonds are issued under the authority of
pecial acts of the Legislature of Maine. The
company’s works are fully completed and in operwith a large list of consumers aud a Hydrant
ation
lental from the City of Bath. The bonds are conidently recommended as a conservative iuvest-

an/nfrnrm.U

osure,

Maggie Mulvey, do for New York; (i M Bralnard,
Fox Island for Philadelphia; Ira D Sturgis. Wlscasset for Bridgeport; Win Todd, Calais for New
York; Jos Oakes, Deer Isle fordo; A Peters.
Calaisfor Providence; Telumah, Bangor for New
York; Sebago, Hillsboro for do.

SAFE

AT TIIK

STEAMSHIP

VANN All PICK

nent.
tvl A

*

Coupons payable June and December

Cures rash, pimples, H
bites, burns, cuts, saltH
bourn, piles, and sores of H

I

DIRECT

BOSTON anry
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
from PHILADELPHIA aiary Tuesday and Friday.

a

■ d*ued by the Hath Water
Nupply Co. of
he City of Rath, Jlaiue, iu S.IOO.
pieced.

Her healer Parmiaatea, Alien
p. m.
Hn|,8.40Am., 12.40, 8.30p. m. Vlwacbeeirr
and Cenrerd (via Lawrence) 8.40 Am., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) S.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
MONDAY TRAINS
for Has tea 1.00,4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scarboro Crossing.

74c

HTKA.nKKH.

m

Du# 1910.

for Richmond.
L Leonard, Rob-

Sld litli, barque Annie Lewis.
Ar 7th, brig Waubuu, Libby, St Martins 10 days
Sparkling Water. Hichborn, Aux Ceycs; sells Orrie V Drisko, Hoboken; Celina, Adams, Philadelphia; C H Haskell. Silsbee, Baltimore.
DANVKRSPOKT—Ar 6th, schs Com Tucker,
Hardy, Weehawken; Mary B Smith, Whitmore,
New York.
SALEM—Sld 6th, sch Nellie Doe, Winslow, lor
Portli Amboy.
Sailed 6th, schs Electra Bailey, from Bangor
for Wilmington; B L Eaton, Calais for New York;
Webster Bernard, Bangor for do; Adam Bowlby,
Hancock for Kondout; Vulcan, Rockland lor New
York; Mollie Rhodes, Vinalliaven for do; Luuet,
Calais for New Bedford; Clias E Sears, Lubec for
New York; Ada Barker, Boston for jonesport;
Addle Francis, Mlllbridge for Boston; Manitou,
Boston for Bangor: Yankee Blade, Rockland for
New York: W saulsbury, Bangor for do; Julia A
Berkley. Rockland for do; Emma S Briggs. Wis
casset for Newport; Mary Jane, do for Fall River
Urace, Ellsworth for Boston; Vaudalia. do for
Kondout; Marcellus. do for Providence; Maggie
Ellen, Kennebec for New York.
Also sld 6th, sells Maggie Belle, Rockland for
New York; Josiah Wuitehouse, Sullivan fordo;
Quoddy, St John, NB, for do; Mary D Wilson, fm
Calais for Boston !
Also sailed 6th, schs Viola May, St John, NB,
for New York; Thos Hix, Rockland for do; SC
Hart, Somes Sound for do; Lugano, Calais for do;
Allie Oakes, Rockland for do; Storm Petrel, Ellsworth for Rondout; Python, Bangor for VineyardHaven; M B Mahoney, do for do; MA Achoru,
Boston fur Rockland: II C lligginsou, do for do;
A J Russell, Rockland for New York; S 8 Blckmore, st (ieorge for do; Nancy J Day, Uardtner
for do; Mark Pendleton, fm Bangor for Newark;

PORTLAND,

iMoiis Philadelphia j

Sinking Fund

Chapped* Rough.■
Red Pimply Skin B
made Soft and Clear. H
Removes all Blemishes H

Rockport; Albert, do, Oregon, Wiscasset;
E 0 Dennison, Saco; L H Smith, Penobscot; Antelope, Rockport; H H Havey, Sullivan; J H Butler, Mt Desert; Mary D Wilson, Calais; Marcia
Bailey, Addison; Hannah D, Westport; D Sawyer, Hoboken; T Benedict, Kennebec; Edward
Everett. Rockport; Black Warrior, Deer Isle.

0.50

Opp. Preble House.

First Mortgage

FORMSOfI

12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.m. Kseter, Uarerhilf,
f.awreace, f.owrll, 7.30. 8.40 A no, 12.40,

8.30

i

Congress Street.

5 PER CENT.

THE NA TIONAL REMEDY FOR THE SKIN. I

29c

CLARK, I IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Bath Water Bonds

speedy cure.

Huma-

VlUaSUIl, 1>UIIK<)I

482

F.

Wool

Wre have jnst put in stock a tine
line of Neck wear,Underwear, Men's
Ulsters &c., at rock bottom prices.
4-Ply Linen Cuffs, G pairs
for
....
75c

12.00

and EXAMINE.

9NP0WDER.

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
applying between the

Haynes, Sawyer, Hoboken

Muvnmim,

for

Brilliant Transparency to the Skin.
Removes
Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations. For Sale by
First-Class Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers.

all

acts directly upon
the
muscles and nerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.
FOK A 1,1,

ami Susan, Kennedy, New York.
BOSTON—Ar tttli, kchs St Croix, Hardy. Philadelphia: l’alatka, Chaples, Hoboken; Uuison,
Wright, Bath; Julia Balker, F'urbish, Kennebec;
Laura T Chester. Beal. Rockport; A F Kimball,
Kimball. Thomaston; Hattie J Averill, Matthews,
York; Ferine, Reed. Boothbay; Lizzie Poor, from
Bangor; Ivy Bell, Bristol; Mountain Laurel, and
VU..IIVJ,

4.00

waist,

Par Hasten 7.30, 8.40 A m., 12.40 3.31.
p. m.
Hsstsa far Perllaad 7.30. 8.80, a. m. 1.00.
4.00 p. m. 5.00 p. ni. arriving No. Hrrseb at
8.00 p. ro., coouectlng with 9.33 p. m. train for
Perllaad. Hearers
Hrnrb
Pier Paint,
Old Orchard, Mare, K.ddeferd 7.30. 8 40,
10 25 A m„ 8.30, *5.30, ft. 16 p. m. Kreeehaak
7.30.8,40 a.m., 12.40 3.30. *6.30.8.15p.m. Ne.
Berwick,Ureal Palls, Doras 7.30. 8.40 a.m.,

$1.00 per dozen

1 case$i.00 All WoolScarlet Shirts and Drawers
at only
...

0 $10.00 Suits at

COMPLEXION

York,aep3eod&wlynrm

NEWPORT—Ar 6th, sell KmmaS Briggs, Gray,
Wiscasset.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 6th, sch Post Boy, Smith,
New York.
Ar 6th, schs Addle Wessels,
Miller, New York for Rockland; auiel Webster,
Greeniaw, Elizabethport for Boston.
HYANN1S—Sid 6th, schs Alice B, Adams, from
Frankfort lor Albany; O D Witherell, Boston for
Baltimore( Island City, New York for Eastport;

ax

Ex. size, to 50

20.00

Suits, of the
celebrated Sawyer all
wool
in
1'assiuieres,
sacks, all sizes, at only

MEDICATED

A particle is applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists; bv mail
registered, CO cts. ELY BROTHERS, 235 Green-

scl* Lawrence Haines,
*lo,en G King, Browu.CalKennedy, New York,
a,^;.^,A1Vl‘asi4>r'
island HARBOR-Ai 6th, schs Kolou, Libby. Sands River, NS. for New York; Ruth
Dai ling Lowell, Bangor for do; Marion Hill.Arrnstrong, do for do; Georgietta, Alley, Ellsworth for
Kondout: Wreath, Gordon, Amboy for Bar Har^aS ^oun^’ Llnnekln, Thomaston for New

bins,

3.75

NrsK

TRY ite CIRE.
wich St.. New

effect Maaday, On. JJ, INST.

WESTERN DIVISION.

4-ply Linen Col*

MTRAiTlKKa.

Pain
I n II animation.
Heals the

V1?1, for Boston.
Philadelphia

Deputy, McIntyre, Amboy
WARED AM—Ar 4th, schs Eva

3.00

200 pairs $4.50 Putman
all Wool Pants at

and]

/Allays

Arroyo,PR;
pinne B Kuowlos, Nickerson, Portland
Sid Mb, barques Beatrice Havener. Rio
Janeiro;
Louise Adelaide, Sagua; Addie
Morrill, Buenos
Ayres; Leveuter, Darien.
Passed the Gate 6th, schs Sarah L
Davis, from
New York for Bangor; Ella
Francis, do for Rockmo
yJhlti, Uo *or Bo!*ton; Mary E Snow,

Jas 11

100 dozen 45c All
Hose at

Cleanses the!
Kasai Passages.!

CHARLESTON-Ar 6th, brig H B Hussey,
Hodgdon, Boston.
COOSA W—Sid 6th. sch Fannie Marr, for New
York.
RICHMOND—Ar 6th, sch Kdw«rd Lameyer,
Beal, Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, sch King Phillip, Moore,
Salem; I T Campbell, Matthews, Boston.
Ar 6th, schs Nathan Easterbrook, Vesper, Portland; Chas L Mitchell, Frost, Kennebec; Lizzie
Dewey. Clark, New York.
Cld 6th, brig Ernestine, Whittier. Matanzas,
(and sailed); schs R 1) Bibber, Pink ham, Portland; Jas Boyce, Duncan, New York: CJ Willard, W. llace, Newbury port; Rebocca J Moulton,
Bunker, Boston.
Ar 6th, sen
Lucy A Davis, Haines. Providence.
Sid 6lh, sch S P Thurlow, Smith, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Clct 4tli, sch Ada a Kennedy, Kennedy. Boston.
Cld 6th,
Uniques Au Sable, Locke, Portland;
Kate, Crowley. Boston ; sobs Herald, Gray, and
Celana. Adams, Boston; Mary Jenness, Cochran,
do; S M Bird. Merrill. Portland; Robert G Dun.
Crowell, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, schs John Proctor, from
Windsor, NS; Gamma, and Carrier Ware, from
Si John. NB; Abbie Ingalls, do; Win
Slater, and
Fannie Hodgkins, Bangor; Annie Lee,
do; Sarah
A Reed. Calais; S J Gilmore, do; A
Hammond,
Kennebec; Corvo, Rockland; Laconia, do; Herbert E, and John Stroup. Rockport: Nellie Woodbury^ Gloucester; Win D Cargill, New Bedford;
J C Bowers, Bridgeport.
Ar 6th, schs Eiinle McKown, Wells. St Andrews
30 days; Mary J Cook,
Hoffses, Brunswick; H L
Martin, Bickmore, Darien; Danl Pier on, Perry,
St George; Lucia Porter,
Griudle, Boston.
Ai 7th. ship Wandering Jew, Niem Is.
Calcutta;
Mdi Warren
Adams, Colcord, Darien; Mary Lord.

Sid 6th, sch Hope
for Danversport.

*0 $25.00 and $28.00 Overcoats at
>0 $15.50

3.92

50 $5.00 Boys’ Reefers at

THE CLOTHIER.

Yor'k

Oomestic Markets.

200 dozen
lars a

THE BEST BARGAIN IN PORTIA

CLARK, IkA

Boston.

Smith. Poit Royal.
Cld 6th, sebs W It Chester,
Thompson,
eoa; Annie W Barker. Satgeut,

only

too $30.00 Satin Lined
Overcoats at
$22.00

US/TE.

my_
ELYS

for Booth-

stantly increasing.
liuying our
goods for spot cash, enables us to
secure great bargains,
the benetlt
of which we give to our patrons.

FOR SALE BY

at

goods.

It is a positive fact that
our sales have more than doubled
during the past year, and are con-

...,,-nm!ity, Sim-

Hnd Healthy, pure, warm
air it has no equal.
All the joints are
and are perfectly gag-tight. It
isgelf-cleaning,
has anti-clinker grate,
patent duat-tiue, upright ghaker, gifting grate, and double water
paug. It combines the greatest improvements
ever embodied in a heating furnace.
If not for sale in vour vicinity,
please send for
testimonials and price list.

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Ar 6th, sch Hattie Dunn, Poland, New York.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 6th, barque Allauwilde,
Cousins, Trinidad.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 6tli,
barque Geo Treat,
Steele. Almeira.
MOBILE—Sid 6th, brig T Remick, Hatch, for
Barbadoes.
PENSACOLA—Cld 6th, sch Lizzie Ueyer, Harrington. Boston.
CHARLESTON-Ar 6tli, schs Sal ie I’Ou.West,

Rockport;

the

plicity, Economy,

bay, was towed into Proviucetown Gth iust with
loss of sails and leaky.
Sell JA.nniA A ('IiAHpv rnclmvin fimm Vonb Inna
for New York, put into Boston 6th for
repairs,
having carried away head of foremast 6th, while
off Thatcher’s Island.

M A

sales of the Etna prove the fact that

MOST POPULAR FURNACE
on

7.JA

(••steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
flultimere, Waebingiea, and the Maalb, and
with Hastau A Albany K. K. for the West.
Close connection made at Wesibreek June,
lien with through trains ol Maine Central R.K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
may he had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Pert
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
0ct32dtt_J. W, PETERS But*.
la

AND

Now

Weedferd's at

JiOOantl O. JO p. in.
The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with Haas a r Tuaael Haute h>i
the West, abd at 1’nieu Depat, Warresler, fet
New Verb via Narwich l.iae, and all rats,
via MpringAeld, also with N. Y. A N. K. K. K

GOODS.

The remarkable increase in our 100 $15.50 Worsted Overbusiness during the past year is
con's, in Black, Blue and
conclusive proof that the public
Bi wn, at
$10.50
appreciate low prices and do not 90 $0.00 Overcoats at
3.24
believe in paying one store more
than another for the same quality 100 $7.00 Oil Tan Jackets

MOST SUCCESSFUL

Memoranda.

George Savage, from New York

cat

and

BOSTON AND MAINE N. It.

FURNACE
The

FURNISHING

TRAINS

and 10.00a. us.. I.oo, J.oo, 8.JO ar.d
(mixed) ft.'.!O p. m.
Par Parrst A raar (Decries) fO OO a. m.

CLOTHING

Seh Brunette, from Boston for Searsport. was
towed into Gloucester Oth lust. She was picked
up 36 miles SE of Tliatcher’s Island, all her sails

gone.
Seh

IN

break Juurtiaa

Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Portland Packet, Gardner, Boston—molasses to Shaw, Hammond & Carney.

OF

On and after Vfoudnr, October VI4, INST,
Passenger Trains will l.eave Perclaadi
Par Werreatrr, liliatan, Ayer J ear ilea,
him. Wiadbnm and Upping at 7.JO
a. m. and 1.00 p
at.
Par llssrkr.br, ( sarrrd, and polkta Nortk
at 1.00 p. ai.
Par Kerhrsicr, Mpringvale, Alfred, Waters
bars, and Mars Hirer at 7. JO a. m., I .OO
and (mixed) at O.JO p. or.
Per Car hour at 7 .JO a. ai., f.OO, J.OO,
tl.Jo. SI d (mixed) at O. JO p. in.
Par Mar rarnppa. Cumber la ad .Tlills, Wra

Arrived.

I

round trips per week on the route between Portland. Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at It p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, aud Maclilasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.

NEWS.

Chase.
Sch Charity. McGee, Boston.
Sch Julia, Strout, Bath for Boston.
Closing
Cleared.
bid
Sacramento, Reid, Buenos Ayres-S C
Barque
107%
&
;Co.
»4% ;i Dyer
Sen Davida, (Br) Newcomb, Parrsboro—W S
28%
Jordan & Co.
66%
109%
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
74%
40
SACO, Nov 7-Ar. brig Katahdiu, Hayes, Phila60%
delphia; sell Mary Lyiiiburuer. New York.
78%
FROM MERCHANTS’ X3CHANQE.
18%
128%
Sid fin Liverpool 6tli iust, ships Henry Falling,
1o3%
Merriman, Sail Francisco; Standard, Percy, lor
74%
Philadelphia.
64%
Ar at Valparaiso 6th iust, barque C P Dixon,
21%
Rhodes, Wellington, NZ.
4n‘/a
34%
Sch Mary Baker, of Klngsten, Mass, 96 tons,
88%
built In 1869, has been purchased by Capt Aligns
18%
Nicholkou of Bucksport, at $2,000.
69%

American Kinross.108
Chesapeake & Ohio. 3
136
ChlcagotaiAlton..

4.IHIU.

iii'MxdCorn.
68®59
Superfine and
low grades.2 76®3 76.Com, bag lota.... 60® 61
.Meal, bag lots. ..57®68
X Spring and
XX b}»i'!ig..4 16® 4 361Oats, car lots
38®89
Patent Spring
.'Oats, bag lots
40®42
Wheals.^ 10®5 36 jCotton been.
Mich, straight
I car lots..26 26®26 60
do bag...26 00®27 00
roller .4 60®4 75

22l®lgU water)

MARINE

New York Stock and Money Market.

00
on
60
46
Con. S.'al,|*;Va.
17 60
El Crlsto. 2 33
Deadwood. 2 90

KEEPS THE TEETH WHITE.THE BREATH SWEET

win

1/or

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Homestake. 12
Ontario.27
Brunswick.
1
Amador.
1

TOOTH POWDER

Copartnership.

Portland, Nov. 1,1887.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Harris, Gage &
...man, and having purchased the stoek and good
The

they

largest

'I«»> l> » V
On >44, |St,
Pussrngrr Truia* will leave
follow*:
Pertlauil

llunu,l uflcr

Fur Collars and Cuffs for gentlemen’s coats made to order.
We guarantee our prices to be the lowest in the
city. Call and
examine our goods and get our prices.

dt trei

New York

^s®.

Pout land, Nov. 1,1887.
copartnership between the subscribers unnpHE
X del-the name of Howes, Hilton & Harris, Is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. Either
party will sign in liquidation.
H. M. HOWES,
Signed,
W. K. HILTON.
BENJAMIM F. HARRIS.

49
24

Eastern Railroad.108
Calilornia Southern Railroad.42
Boston]& Albany.200

no

S&to

8un sets.4

14'

IIIUII IDS.

HUM CENTRAL RAILROAD

FURS!

Muffs to be made over or re-lined, Seal Sacks
ments of any kind Repaired.

DISSOLUTION.

MINIATURE ALMANAC,.. NOVEMBER 8.

68%

(Jan ton..
Wells.;Fargo Express.127

f§*
wgi

.Laguayra. ..Nov
Clenfuegos.New Yurk..Havaua
Nov

also have

_....

FOU

York..Glasgow....Nov
Juruessla.New
Valencia.New York.

K

city, in Beaver, Otter, Lynx,
Oppossum, Raccoon, Skunk, Hare, Cony, Nutria, Cinnamon
Bear, Black Bear, Cray Krimmer, Seal and Imitation Seal. We

COPABTNKBNHIP NOTICES.

Kliatea.New York..Hamburg...Nov 17
Saratoga.New York-.Hkvana
Nov 19
Aurania.New York..Liverpool...Nov 19

receive!

Children’s Furs

Spoken.

10
10
10
12
12
12
12
Eider. .New-Yyrk..Bremen.Nov 12
La Normandie,...New York..Havre.Nov 12
Edam.New York..Amsterdam Nov 12
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool... Nov 16
Germanic.New York..Ltvernool...Nov 16
Trave.New York..Bremen.Nov 16
Alllanca.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov lb
Manhattan.New York
Havana
XT.... x n

136

We have the

Oct 24, tat 41 38, Ion 164 W, ship Edw O’Brien,
hound North.

Parisian.yuebec.Liverpool. ..Nov
Niagara.New York..Havana.Nov
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Nov
Ohio.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Devouia.New York..Glasgow....Noa

112
112
128

...

supported Atlas?"

FKOM

1O8
105

FURS!

Foreign Ports.
Adelaide Oct 6, ship 8 F Hersey, Bennett,
for Port Darwin; barque Annie Reed, from New
York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Sept 29, ship P N Blanchard,
Oakes. New York.
At Shanghae Sept 23, ship Beni Sewall. Ulmer,
for New York via Hong Kong.
AtIquique Sept 16, barque Eva J Kay, Sawyer,
for Hampton Roads.
Sid fm Valparaiso Sept 2*, barque Albert Russell, Kane, iquique.
Sid fm Liverpool 4th Inst, ship Chas E Moody,
Leonard, San Francisco.
Ar at Cardenas Oct 24,
barque Belle Wooster,
Higgins. New York.
Ar at Parrsboro 3d inst, sells Mina
Bell.Thompson, and E Merriam, Merrlam, Portland; Bessie
E Crane, Crane, and Laura Brown, do.
Ar at St John, NB, 6th iust, sch Hattie E
King.
Collins, Bostou.
At

City of Atlanta...New York..Havana.Nov
Toronto.yuebec ....Liverpool ...Nov

'25.

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are

6th, sch .] C Nash, Crowley, Providence
BANGOR—Cld 5th, brig Mary C Mariner, Wharton, Ponce; sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Bostou.
BATH—Ar 4th, sells Geo Neveuger, Merrill,
New York; C S Baylis, Gallagher, Nortolk.
Sid 4th, sch Vineyard, Cummings, New York.

SAILING DAYS OF 8TEAMSHIPS.

116

niRciLLJiNim,

_

Slit

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Nov. 7,1887.—Consols at 103% for
money and 103 6-16 for the account.
LONDON. Nov. 7, 1887—U. S. 4s, 130% ; 4%s
ltl%.
1,1 Vi UP^OL, Nov. 7, 1887.—Cotton market—
strong jupiauds fi%d; Orleans 6%d; sales 12 000
bales ^speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 7. 1887—Quotations-Winter Wheat 6s6d@6s6d;
Spring wheat 6s 6d;
Club wtieat at 6s 5d@6s 6d. Corn—mixed Westeni at 4s 7d; peas at 6s 6%d.
Provisions, ftcPork at 71s 3d; bacon at 40s Od for short
clear.
Cheese at 68s. Tallow at 23s 3d. Lard 33s 4d.

126

____

Elizabethport.

European Markets.

100
70

Portland Gas Company. 60
66
BONDS.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889 ....103
Portland City Os.Muuicip’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. K. aid 1907...123
Batli City 6s, Muu. various.102
Bath City 6s K. K. aid various_101
Bangor City 6s, long K. K. a!<!_113
Bangor City 6s, ongMuu.123
Belfast City 6s, R/R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 104
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896. 110
Leeds & Farming’tn R. R. 6s.110
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 133
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s_100
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .111
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THE NEW OTTAWA.

THE SOLDIERS’ MONUMENT.

NEW
_

ADVEBTlMEi.fiENTIt.

NEW AWVEBTINEnKNTR.

AVVVIOft RACKS.

_

TUESDAY MORNING, NOT. 8.

Regular Meeting of the Council Last

Evening.

Election of Officers of the New Company and Plans to Co Right

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
«i>vicitrisiiui:\rN to-dav,
AMUSEMENTS.
First Baptist Society—Fair.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Wanted—Consul’s Vapor Baths.
Wanted- People of Portland.
Wauted—Horse for Keeping.
To Let—New Brick Houses.
*100—(Jen. P. Howell & Co.
Prlatlng Material for Sale.
Found—Newell's Mixture.

Numerous Matters Passed Upon
by
the Boards.

Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Every member was present but Alderman

Briggs.
Isaiah Webb

DON’T
let that cold of yours run on. You think it Is a
light thing. But it may run into catarrh. Or into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia
isdangerous.
Consumption Is death itself.
The breathing apparatus must be be
kept
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there Is trouble ahead.
A11 the diseases of these parts, head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes and lungs, can be delightfully and entirely cured by tile use of Boschee's
Herman Syrup. If you don’t know this
already,
thousands and thousands of people can tell you,
They have been cured by It, and “know how it Is
themselves.” Bottle only 7B cents. Ask any
_

JOTTINCS.

The Fraternity Cadets
meet at their armory

..A

L’A

C’i_1._»

»»

a ciiuiLiii
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It was almost a

summer day yesterday.
Tlie mercury touched 02° and the wind was
from the west.
The funeral services of the late Joshua C.
Morse took place yesterday afternoon at his
late residence on High street, and was largely attended by relatives and friends.
Sebago water will be shut off from the
main pipe] tomorrow In order to make con-

nection for hydrant at Congress and St. John
streets. The pressure will be off on the high

levels.
Schooner Geo. W. Cushing landed 10,000
pounds of cod and haddock, and the Gertie
May landed a cargo of about 10,000 pounds
of the same kind of fish. Other than these
the arrivals were small. There was a good
sailing breeze in the harbor but the arrivals

'were

not numerous.

Rev. Henry Blanchard will deliver his second lecture in the vestry of the Congress
Square Church this Tuesday evening at 7.30
o’clock. Subject: “Christ’s Evidences of
Christianity, or Christ’s Witness to John.”
All persons interested in the exposition of
the New Testament from the Liberal Christian (Unitariau-Universalist) point of view
are cordially invited to attend.
A meeting of the creditors of
Woodman,
True & Co. will be held at the American

House, Boston, this afternoon, at which a
statement will probably be made by the firm.
There will be a general attendance of the
creditors, either personally

or

by attorney.

Messrs. N, & H. B. Cleaves represent creditor holding an indebtedness of some fifty

thousand to seventy-five thousand dollars.
Hon. Henry B. Cleaves is now in Boston to
attend the

meeting.

He Says He is All

Right.
Milliken, of W. H. Milliken <k
Co., made complaint yesterday that Mr.
Geo. H. Pitcher, late a runner for that firm,
showed a discrepancy of $100 in his accounts.
Mr. W. H.

Mr. Pitcher has entered the service of a house
in Boston, and was about to take a train
for that city when Deputy Crowell went to

the railway station to see Mr. Milliken, who
had gone thither. Mr. Pitcher stepped forward of his own account, stated what was
wanted, and said he was willing to go to the
police station and give bonds. Hon. H. B.
Cleaves, his counsel, said: ”Mr. Pitcher
claims that his account is all Iright. He has
alwaysirtufued the firm the full account he
minus the amount of his salary,
which he has always been in the habit of
deducting. So far no warrant has been issued.” Said Mr. Pitcher: “My account is
all right in every particular and 1 am ready
to answer any accusation and prove my innocence.”
Apples for Europe.
“What can I tell you about shipping apples to Europe ? A great deal,” said an ex..

it T—

year, and requesting that 30 copies of
the volume at $5 eacli be subscribed for
by
the city, was referred to a joint special committee consisting of Aldermen Smith aud
Wilson, aud Councilman Spring, McGowan
and King.
ORDERS PASSED.

Thatthe City Treasurer Day J. W. Sawyer
$71.10 for injuries to himself and wife by defect in Congress street.
That Neils Johnson have leave to withdraw on his petition for compensation for
damage to his horse from a performing bear.
That Eva M. Smilie on her petitition for
damages for injuries received by an alleged
defect in Sumner Court have leave to withdraw.

That the City Treasurer pay John W
Feeney $50.
That the city pay A. H. Milliken, A. Hewnckson, S. Thurston, Emily F. Holt, A. L.
Turner and I). W. LeLacheur for grant of

easement.

That the night patrolmen report daily to
the deputy marshal the number and location
of electric lights on their several beats that
either do not burn at all during the
night or
only a portion of the time. That the deputy
marshal shall keep a record of the
reports
of the patrolmen and report the same to this
board at the monthly meetings.
Tltof tKaniill tunnnHiin.
/I-_-TV
n...

requested to
Wednesday evening.
are

“Populor Amusements” will be the subject,of Dr. Dalton’s lecture this Tuesday eve-•"o

auctioneer.

an

ipal

d&wlw

BRIEF

appointed

TORE RECORD8.

A communication from John T. Hull stating that volume second of the York Records
will be completed during the present munic-

uov8

druggist.

was

THE

Wanted-Lady Copyists.

Not one In twenty are free from some
little ailment caused by Inaction of the
liver
Use Carter's Little Liver Pills. The result will he
a pleasant surprise.
They give positive relief.

zl.

_

ii

a

America is

sending over 800,000 barrels a
year to London, Liverpool and Glasgow
alone. The bulk of these go during the winter months, at the rate of from 40,000 to 70,000 barrels a week, and Portland Is one of
the greatest shipping ports.
But probably

New York comes first, while Boston comes
next. A great many are sent from Montreal before the river closes, and southern
fruit is sent from Annapolis, Md.
“One of the favorite ways of packing apples is in barrels made for the purpose. Only
sound fruit is used. The first layer is placed
in the bottom stems downward, the others
are put in until there appears to be one layer
too many, and then the head Is placed on
these and forced into the barrel with a screw
press. The head is then nailed in, and any
amount of handling will not shake the ap-

$25

W

full for his claim against the city;
W. R. Garland, $25; Ellen 15.
Nowell, $25;
trustees of the Congress
street, M. E.
ns

in

Church, $100.
AN

UNPLEASANT TASK.
A petition was received from the Overseers
of the Poor to remove the remains of the
bodies (some 108 or more) now buried In the
grove on the southeasterly side of the city
pest house and re-bury them in Forest City
also to cut trees on this lot and
Cemetry;
grade the lot. This petition was granted
to
the approval of the Board of
subject
PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.
A communication from the Portland Railroad Company was received stating that
they
will contribute $700 towards the
of

grading

Congress street, between Ellsworth and
Vaughan street, provided the city will agree
to finish the work of grading so that the
railroad company can lay their double track
in said street this fall.
THE

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Alderman Smith stated that he was informed that the County Commissioners absolutely refuse not only to make repairs in the
Municipal Court room, but even to have the
room swept.
He thought this action of the
County Commissioners very singular, when

the fact is recalled that all the fines paid into
the Municipal Court are turned over into the

county treasury.

ORDERS REFERRED.

Alderman Trefethen introduced two orders, one that Centre street, from Free to
Fore street, be paved with granite blocks;
the other, that Fore street, from Union to
Exchange street, be paved in like manner.
Both orders were referred to the committee
on streets, etc.
ORDINANCE ON FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The following ordinance to amend an ordinance relating to the fire
department, was
read twice and passed to be engrossed:
8oct. 13 is hereby amended by striking out the
words, “of an engineer or the mayor.” and inserting instead “of tile Mayor or Chief Engineer,” so
that said section shall read as follows:
“No property connected with this department shall be
taken out of the city unless by order of the Mayor
or the Chief Engineer, etc.”
PERTAINING TO STREETS.

The j'oint standing committee on laying
out new streets, to whom were referred the
petitions of John O’Brine and others to ex*
tend Bond street, and of A. W.
Barry and
others to lay out Huntress street, and of B.
fi, Kubie and others to extend Sheridan
street, recommended the aforesaid petitions
and the laying said streets the present
year.
With regard to the extension of High
street from Portland street to the entrance to
u»

°

Hum

viiceii

sireet,

me

from

Browning.

have been so fortunate as to in ar them, and
her perfect acquaintance with her subject,
and her happy faculty of imparting that in-

formation to others In graceful and taking
forms, is well known. Tickets can be secured at Loring, Short & Harmon’s.
Mrs. Bellows will read this afternoon,
“One Word More, to E. B. B,,” “The Italian
in England,” “My Last Duchess,” “Fra
Lippo Lippi,” and “Love Among the Ruins."

associates on the board are Messrs. Stephen
K. Small, 1). W. Clark, George II. Knight
and Thomas Cushing. Mr. D. W. Snow is
Clerk and Treasurer. The capital stock of
the company is $75,000, divided into shares
of one hundred dollars each. The hotel
which the company propose to erect will
probably cost at least forty thousand dollars,
and will be one of the handsomest hotels on
the coast of Maine. The location will be
the spot on which the old Ottawa House

stood, and the foundations were commenced
the first of last week, and about thirty men
are now at work.
The managers hope to
have the contracts let in about ten weeks,
The work will be under the superintendence
of Messrs. Fassett & Tompson, the architects.

The improvements on the island which
were noticed early in the summer have been
continued this fall. The new roads have
been opened since the close of the summer
season, and six hundred trees have been set
out additional to those planted in the
spring.
One-third of the island is devoted to public
grounds and roads in the plan on which
these improvements are made. The hotel
will be the crowning feature of the resort.
and it is matter of no small interest to Portland, and especially to the islands and shores
near by, that immediate
steps are being
taken to erect it. The new hotel will mean

only more summer visitors of a very desirable class, but a great advantage to the
region about Portland as a summer resort.
not

MAINE CENTRAL EMPLOYES;
Their

Relief

Association Formed In
Portland Yesterday.

Twenty-five employes representing differdepartments of -the Maine Central Railroad assembled in this city yesterday after-

to organize a Maine Central Railroad
Relief Association. The organization which
has for its object mutual assistance of its
members is incorporated under the laws
0[
the State of Maine and goes into effect Dec.
1st. Portland is to be its permanent home.
The officers elected yesterday afternoon
noon

PETITIONS REFERRED.

Of Benj. Burnham, for compensation for
overflowed cellar.
Of owners of steamer Valora, for
damage
by a sunken buoy in lower harbor.
Of the School Committee, for an appropriation of $1,200 to run an evening school
for four months.
Of Cornelius Maxwell and 53
others, to
grade aud build a plank sidewalk on Sterling
street, Peaks’ Island.
Of Charles H. Coffin, to build a stable at
No. 240 Oxford street.
THE FIREMEN’S MONUMENT.
At the close of the joint convention Aiderman Smith presented the
following order:
That the sum of $500 be appropriated to
be placed in the hands of the trustees of the
Relief Fund of the Portland Fire Department to erect a monument on the firemen’s
lot in Evergreen Cemetery whenever said
association shall raise a sufficient sum to
complete the same.

After some discussion this order was refused a passage by a vote of 4 yeas to 2 nays.
The full board was present.
The records were lead and approved.
Mr. Trefethen offered a petion for the
laying out of a new street on Peak’s Island, to
be called May street, to run from Island Avenue to tlie cemetery.
Referred and sent up.
Mr. McGowan offered an order that street
signs be properly located. The order had no
passage but it was referred by the upper
board in non concurrence. This board receded and concurred with the upper board.
Mr. Laughlin offered an order for the removal of the street gas lamps, their
proper
repair and storage.
The matter was discussed
by Messrs. Laughlin, Trefethen,

King, McCann, Abbott, Kent and Adams.
Laughlin made the point that the
lamps at present were dirty, some of them
broken, and the signs on them were thoroughly misleading. Mr. McCann said that

G.

^l^ccretary—E.

Foster,

1
1

Alden, the popular General Eastern Agent
of the Maine Central at
Waterville; V. H.
Foss, J. A. Pinkerton, F. D. Rogers, S. S.
L.
H. Foss and F. F. Pitman.
Cahill,
The by-laws provide that any employe between the ages of 18 and 56 shall be
eligible
to membership provided he has been in the

employ of the company at least one year at
the time of making his application. The
benefits to be derived are a fund of not
more than $1,000 to be paid within
thirty

days following the death of a member to his
family or assignees; (the by-laws stipulate
that this shall never be issued by a member
as a bond to secure a debt,) and a sick benefit
of six dollars per week to be paid for sixteen
weeks following the disability.
Each applicant pays a membership fea of
two

rinllar<

lirds’ nests, etc., some of the more valuable
ind rare of which will be noticed at future

besides

a

shifters, who pay four dollars,
monthly assessment of fifty cents

and one dollar upon
member.

the death of a fellow

Manager Knowlton presents an entire new
company this week at the Park Garden, and
It is a good one.
The exhibition given by
the London -Fthescopo Company furnishes
something for the curiouj

to wonder about.

a

twinkling

The Death of
Little Jim contains five fine tableaux and
the Haunted House has many amusing transformations. It is a curious performance and
needs to be seen to be appreciated.
Middleton’s Marionettes create lots of amusement
and Charles Blake and James B. Mack appear in character songs. There are two sets
of sketch artists, Huber and Allyne appearingin an odd sketch entitled “One Night’s
Rest,” and the two Bees—Harrv and Flora—
giving their “Ally Sloper and Tootsie.” The
attendance at the Garden is increasing every
week aud the performances are now attended
by large crowds.
THE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

Our readers will remember that the celebrated Boston Symphony Orchestra will appear in the Stockbridge course to-morrow
evening and that they will be assisted by
Mme. Hastreiter, who was the leading contralto of the National Opera Company last
season.
If therefore there are those who
have not procured tickets for the course, but
wish to hear this splendid musical combination they should
secure seats to-day at

Stockbridge’s.

THE KINDERG ARDEN.

The tickets for the Kipdergarden will be
on sale at Portland Theatre
to-day. The
New York News says:
“Such an array of
bright faces, sparkling eyes and open mouths
after the fun begins in the comedy, has
seldom been seen in a theatre. The laughter
begins soon after the curtain goes up and
never ceases until the play ends.
The
musical portion is no small feature, the
selected
songs being
most happily to aeeord
with the story which is so cleverly told.”
NOTES.

Nat Goodwin will be at Portland Theatre

the evening of the 23d inst., and also on
the afternoon and evening of Thanksgiving
day, the 24th.
This evening at Kavanagh Hall an
operetta will be produced in aid of the coming St.
Dominic’s fair, by the school children, assisted by ladies from the Cathedral choir.
on

Fell In a Fit.

whose name is said to be Ilenry
Jordan, and who lives in Cape Elizabeth,
fell In what was thought to be an epileptic
fit on Centre street yesterday forenoon.
He
man

—--

luivit vuuna

made to restore him to consciousness,
and they proving ineffective he was conveyed in the patrol wagon to Hie police station.
Dr. Way attended him at the station and
thought it best that he should he sent to the

were

hospital. He was accordingly
in the afternoon, having been
for

more

taken there
unconscious

than two hours.

Steamer Oregon.
The report that the steamer Oregon, of the
Dominion Line, foundered off the island of
Anticosti is not credited by the agent, Mr.
Clancy, of this city. Mr. Clancy said to a
Pbess reporter in regard to the report: “I
have received no news of any such accident
and do not believe the report is true. The
Oregon is too large a vessel to founder, and,
besides, she is commanded by one of the
most experienced and able
captains of the
line. All that I know
concerning the report
is what I have seen in the
newspapers/1
A

Foreboding

of Y/inter.

A large Arctic owl was
captured near Fish
Point a few days ago, measuring about six
feet from tip to tip of its
wings. It is seldom that this species of owl makes its
appearance in this locality so early in the season, and as its presence is suDpo.-ed to indicate the approach of severe weather, this
early arrival is not without significance.
This fine specimen was purchased by Mr. G.
L. Bailey, and will be on exhibition at ids
gun store, 203 Middle street, in about two
weeks.
_

Dirigo Boat Club.
We would advise all who care for a grand
good time to attend the assembly to be given
by the Dirigo Boat Club at City Hall, this
evening, Nov. 8th. The Dirigos always endeavor to make their assemblies
among the
pleasantest events of the season, and with
the ample room City Hall
will afford them
they will certainly give an evening of
enjoyment to all who attend.

furnish the music.

Chandler will

in the ice storms -the Electric Light Co.
put
them up at their own expense and it was expected they would put them back again.
Finally the order was laid on the table till
the next regular meeting.
Messrs. Spring, McGowan and King were
appointed a committee on the part of this
board, on the order relatiug to Mr. Bull’s
Vol. 2, of the York Records.
in

Mr. I,. B.

Joint Convention.

Smith, ex-president,

in behalf of
the Relief Association of the Portland Fire
Department, presenting their petition requesting that $5C0 be granted for the erection of a monument on the firemen’s lot at

Some time ago

!

Evergreen Cemetery.

He gave a sketch of
the institution and of what it has done and
is doing, as stated in the address delivered
at the dedication of the lot. His appeal was
a strong one.
Alderman Smith asked how
much money the society had spent on the lot
and Mr.
Smith
said #400.
He sugthe
gested that
could
appropriation
be taken
from the unexpended
balances at the end of the year, but thought it
unnecessary for him to advise the Council
sinee they could find a way. Mr. Hobbs said
lie didn’t think unless the money was granted by the City Government we could mortgage the next one. The Mayor didn’t think
this government could, but its action would
have great force morally on the next City

Government.
The convention then dissolved.

First Baptist Fair.
Our readers may feel sure that the Fair of
the First Baptist
at the Y. M. C. A.

Hall, tomorrow
be

a

Society

and the day following will
very pleasant occasion. The ladies of

this Society have given so
frequent proof of
their artistic and
culinary skill in this direction, that they hardly need further endorse-

Scarboro—William J. Morse to D. A. Mealier

$1 and other considerations.

to C. W. Jordan, *1
Yarmouth—E.
and other consideration.
Standish—E. Higgins to John D. Lord et al„
*160.
G. Stover

m

Bur-

a man

came

j lawkes got a letter yesterday stating that
( he Lynn judge gave Ferguson a year in jail,
iter which time he will be at the disposition
f the Portland authorities.

]

“Be comfort to my age.”

! urg.

a check with the order, we will Insert
five loch advertisement (this advertisement
occupies five inches of space) la all the Maine
Newspapers named below. One Month, advertisement to appear in every issue, Daily and Weekly,
as specified.
DAILY.
Bath Times.
Augusta Journal.
Biddeford Journal.
Bangor Commercial.
Portland Press, (e. o. d.)
WEEKLY.
Kennebunk Star.
Augusta Journal.
Commercial.
Lewiston Oazette.
Bangor
Bath Sentinel.
Machias Union.
Biddeford Journal.
Paris Democrat.
Portland Press.
Bridgeton News.
Calais Times.
Presque Isle No. Star.
Camden Herald.
Rockland Courler-Usz’e.
Ellsworth American.
Skowhcgau Reporter.
Farmington chronicle, Thomasion Herald.
Houltou Pioneer.
Waldoboro News.
Watervllle Mail.

If you prefer advertising throughout the
Middle. Western, Southern or other New England
States; also In Canada, equally as good offers can
be given on application, stating what States you
want to use. This Bchetne of advertising in State
Combinations of Local Newspapers is a good one.
For $100, a check with the order, we will
print GO lines (solid advertisement) one day In a
million copies of leading daily newspapers, Issued
In tbe largest cities of the United States.
For 30 cents (stamps) we will send Book
of 260 pages about Newspapers and Advertising.
Address
GEO. r. ROWELL & CO.,

I

________

DEATHS.

Advertising

Bureau,

10 Spruce St., New York.
nov8eod&wlm

CITY

OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Hearing Postponed.
City Clerk's Office, I
Noveaiber 7, 1887. f
rilHE hearing before the committee on laying
X out new streets, appointed to be held at

L

Huan, Unix isiiuiu.

x mice 9

Nottingham Lace Curtains 75c, 85c, $1.00

SEBAGO WATER

n ursuay.

.No-

Phy’ldan having
Fwu,
established business Is compelled to

IlKXJ^MfX slf^Tw,
Him it

nam, Me,

3-1

Wtdgery's Wharf,

oue

pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bar»»•>>: Address, BfDDKFOBD STOVE POUNOHl, Hlddeford. Me.

IIssmi
Pw Male
oa
PraeaSta
Mtreel, Oakdale, Deeriag.
of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
bath room. Is steam heated; piped lor hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and In arrangement and style of finish
Is peculiarly attractive.
Said bouses are within one mile of Market
Hquare, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
aud are among the most desirable bouses on
Dem lug Land Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
Price* low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
HOLLINS* ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
P. O. HAILEY * CO., No. 18
St., PortExchange
'aml[eSldtf

ONE

food

Kl>—Good

horse for keeping through
WANT
winter; a warm stall, good feed and best of
Address
8-1

or ten lady copyists for
must write plain figures.
handwriting, with references,

WANTKD—Eight
tabular work;

8-1

LKT-Two new first-class brick houses,
all modern improvements,
eleven rooms

MALE

each, Nos. 606,607 Cumberland St. Apply 136
i Commercial Street, J. 8. WINSLOW.
8-1

WANTED

street; suitable rewarclfor
8-1

A young gentleman possessing
WANTED
small fortune, residing In Portland, desires

relief troni Rheumatism and Neuralgia, in Newell’s Mixture, as many of our
citizens will testify. C. WAY & CO. have it at
50 cents per bottle.
8-1

a

IjsOA’NO—A

gucu

the

acquaintance of a refined young lady. Object,
matrimony. Address. M. L. B., This Office, 8-1

TIT ANTED— By a young maD, 20 years of age
» v
a situation as bookkeeper, or to tend In a
or work on a farm.
Call or address H.
CAMPBELL. 05 India
8 1

that Men’s
Gossamers

store,

uus

away

St._

8-1

WANTED—An
v v
dress for

energetic man of good adresponsible position. Liberal
salary to right party. P. U. THAYER, United
States Hotel.
4-1

know that this Is
the 3rd Annual Gilt Sale at FISHER'S
Shoe
8-1
store._

WANTED—Everybody

HELP-

a place as general workman
about house or stable; capable, trustworthy, neat, adaptable, orderly. Enquire of
KEV. P. SOUTHWOKTU; 108 N&wbury St., by
postal or otherwise.
5-1

I.ONT—Red and white setter puppy, feDotmale, 6 months old; strayed Friday ulglit,
Nov.
from 106 State

week, at FISHER'S Shoe Store.

ocfttf

Two

ex-

vcm, „nuucii aro

cargo of

NAI.K-1 second-hand 12 horse power
ItOB
14 horse power boiler with
engine, and
heated

cellent condition, and 25 or 30 fonts of type,
stands, cases, rule, le.,ds, reglet, furniture, etc.;
opportunity for a man. Address, If. C.,
ress Office.
8-1

to know
WANTKI»—Everybody
Rubber Coats, Indies’ Rubber

a

MWisr'

TtATKKIAI. FOR SALK.
PRISriStJ
A Job press (foot power, self-inking) in

4,
recovery. E. SMITH.

t.

the town of (lorham, l Vi miles from Uorhain
village and 2Vj miles from H;u‘carappa. Pnr further Information, apply to THOM AS
JONES, Uor-

is In
drain and addition,
rooms, central and convenient, with
two cellars anil entrance from rear; rent *20.
a month and water rate.
Enquire at No. 5. or
CHAS. T. OGUEN. Clifton St„ Woodford*. 8-1

1TO

$25.00 REWARD.

Rule
zl

MAE.K—a small farm containing twenty
FOB
acres, with the bulldlugs thereon; situated

Place; this house

Office._

ir

two

lu

a new

Address in own
F. H. C., Press

are In want of

paint
of ordinary shoes. The difference will be >*.
plained by Illustration. J. P. WELCH, 421 Congress street._
gll

W.%

guaranteed; best of references.
BOX 13, So. Freeport, Me.

{?£& siAt>,llgy2t"

us when you
Uhnaa
O/o

>4

Quality made. Our Kiibtani out-wear

SI T K D -The
people of Portland and t IclnIty, to know that Madame Johnson, the
well-known liotaulc and Clairvoyant Pliysleian
and Lite Header lias returned to her Parlor No. 4.
66 FREE STREET
wheie she may he consulted from « a. m. until 9 p. in.
Examinations
60 & 75 cts.
8-1

care

forget

nOIR’T
l*AT

TIT AST* D—Consul's Compound Vapor Baths
vv
have beeu removed from Federal St., to
271 Vi Middle St., over Warren’s furnishing store,
where Baths are administered day and eveuing
(Sunday by appointment) and apparatus for famiuse tor sale by J. M.
FROST, sole agent tor
ly
Portland.
8-1

I.ET-No 4 Park
TO
good repair, with
with nine

well

a

dispose
(owing to 111 health) together with his
house and land, situated lu the western part of
ot same,

will he shut off from the tnulu pipe to*
morrow in order to make connection for
hydrant at Congress and St.John streets.
The pressure will be off on the high
levels.
novsdzt

to

a

—Situation
coachman
butler,
by an active young
WANTED
who Is used to the care ol horses.
by
WANTED—Situation
21 years of age; store work preferred.
Address G. H,, This Office.
8-1
as

or

man

a man

per pair
$7.00 to $14.00

Swiss Lace Curtains

on

vember 10,1887, at 3 o’clock p. m., is hereby
postponed until the next day, FRIDAY, Noy.
llht, at the same hour.
By order of the Chairman.
nov8dlt
GEO. C. BCRGESS, City Clerk.

eJear^Rbown

P. O., This Office.

Address

»-l

live young man with some
WANTED-A
business In him,
local reporter. AdWANTED.
City Marshal’s Office, 1
Antique Lace Curtains.
Biddeford.
TIMES,
dress,
8-1
POKTL.HI>, NOV. 7, 1887. 1
of twenty-live dollars will be paid
Chenille, Turcoman, and Heavy Portiere Curtains. A REWARD
Wooden hoisting wheel. 8 to 12
for information that will lead to the arrest
WANTED—
feet In diameter. Apply to LYMAN H.
Franconia Curtains in very elegant colors and
conviction of any person
W Al.KER, Can Shop Long Wharf.
persons guilty of
6-1
pat- and
chureli In
breaking glass In any public building
White
Domet
this city.
terns have just arrived.
EZRA HAWKE8,
for the United States
novsdtf
WANTED—Recruits
City Marshal.
Army; able bodied, unmarried
as

or

In this city, Nov. 7. Harry IT., son of
Emery C.
nd^Ellza A. Chase, aged 19 years 0 months.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
In

c

rrciiioiii riace.

Deeriug, Nov. 7,

Anna

Margaret Hoi well,

rtdow of the late Nathaniel Deeriug, aged 82 vrs.
[Funeral service Tuesday afternoon at 2,30
’clock, at her late residence, in Deeriug. Burial

1 rivate.
In Falmouth,
t

George O. Knight, aged 77 years,
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,

or

These goods

Fall patterns and at

t convenience of the family.
At Chelsea. Mass., Nov. 6, Mrs. Mary
f Nathaniel Ellsworth, (formerly of
■ged 90 years 23 days.

pair.

at a bargain and
are of the latest

customary low prices.

ice will be announced

Wednesday moruiug

In England, Oct. 14. of heart disease, at the re
idence ot his son-in-law. Eric Gray, Esq., E. 1.
Slden, foimerly of Maine, U. S. A.

[The

service of the late Mrs. Wm. F
will take place from No. 95 Park street
his Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
funeral

j afford
:

Catarrh

lay affect any portion of the body where the mu< oils membrane is found.
But catarrh of the head
u by far the most common, and,
strange to say.
t he most liable to be neglected.
It originates in
cold, or succession of colds, combined with injThe wonderful success Hood’s Sar1 ure blood.
s aparilla has had in curing catarrh warrants us in
lrging all who suffer with this disease to try the
I eculiar medicine. It renovates and invigorates
• be blood, and tones every orgau.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

owing

new

in

a

Perfectly

Ventilated Full Dress Glove for
Gentlemen.
Shades in stock suitable for Eve-

branches using so many goods that our
purchases
have increased three-fold, which enables us to have ning wear.
at all times not only the
LARGEST, CHOICEST,
FURNISHING
but the NEWEST goods as they are
constantly
and
while
our
changing,
customers can purchase of
us goods of any
quality, we, owing to the immense
quantity we buy, can supply our customers at wholesale prices.

OECNRTINENT.

ALLEN&COMPANY,
245 Middle St., Cor. Plum.

oct28

CHAMBER SUITES

dtf

and
STANDARD

CHEAP.

WANTED—Everyone

Remnants
12 1-2ct.
White llomet
8 cents yard.
5 cases 15ct. Cotton Flannel, to be
sold at 10 cents yard.
4 cases 16 ct. Cotton Flannel, to be
sold at 12 1*2 cents yard.
3 cases 20 ct. Colton Flannel, to be
sold at 13 cents yard.
Today we shall sell a lot of good
embroidered Flannel at 50 cents per

flannel, short pieces,

3-1

to

person bavins
good drivW ANTED-AI1V
ing horse that is souud, kind and all right,
a

for sale at

a

low price, may hear of
with particulars as to

by
addressing
weight, color,
age and price, CASH, Press Offlee.
2-1
a

customer

to see the neatest and
WANTEB-Customers
11
nobbiest line of Ladles' Rubbers to be
found Ip this ettv. Prices as low as the lowest.
2-1 WELCH, 421 Congress St.
8-1
■

to Inform the Ladies of
have nice rooms, aud am
to cut and make dresses In flrst-class
I cut by Prof J. W. Livingston’s tin-

I wish
WANTEDv T
Portland that I

yard.

Also 1 lot Embroidered Flannel at
7o cents yard.
1 lot $1.25 Embroidered Flannel at

prepared
manner.

T
Iiuiir 561
r.7.7.*,. 4 " P»rwci
A. J. PRAY,
Vi Congress 8L

$1.00 yard.

shall offer grand barToday
gains In White Wool Flannels and
Cotton Flannels.

vu.

mra,

1-4

Highest cash prices paid lor cast
>'<* clothing, ladles’ or
gents’; or exchange
rag». Pleas* send letter or postal to
52r
JESykhUJ
M. DEG ROOT. HUj Middle Bt., PortlamL^l-2

WANTED

salesmen to select
WANTED-Twenty-live
territory in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

RINES BROTHERS.
HASKELLS JONES.
I10V7

size

call and see our
Rubbers. We have the Very Best Quality
made. Those who buy of us will have no eause
•" '"mpUlH <’f poor Rubbers.
Try us. J. P.
IV m 11. 421 Congress street.
3-1

Regular floods Reduced in Price also.

head, indigestion, and general debility. I
ever had faith in such medicines, but concluded

kind,

state

Address THE
MANFG. CO., 63 Luton St.

we

l“F'or 25 years 1 have been troubled with catarrh

mont, Massai-husetts, Rlnxle Island and Connecticut, for the sale of the Excelsior-Self WrlnglngCal1 or "ft* to
K. HANGS, }®‘l1887■
factory and salesrooms 207
Af-1-EN
Middle street, Portland. Me.
Butterlck Pattern

U2t

Rooms.

jy_4

hisiei.iavkois.

the

try a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It did me
io much good that I continued its use till I have
t liken five bottles.
My health has greatly hn.
roved, and I feel like a different woman.” Mrs.
B. Adams, 8 Iticlimond 8t., Newark, N. J.
“When I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla
atarrh troubled me less, and u»w I am
entirely
ured.” Jane Hinky, Luinberton, Ohio.
o

Cures Catarrh

“1 suffered severely from chronic catarrh, arisig from impure blood.
It became very bad,
1 ausing soreness of the bronchial tubes
and a
roublesome cough, which gave great anxiety to
1 jy friends and myself, as two brothers died from
1 ronchial consumption. 1 tried many
medicines,
i ut received no beueflt. I was at last induced
to
ry Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I am not the same
'an in health or
feelings. My catarrh is cured,
ly throat is entirely well, and dyspepsia trouble,
, rtth sick
headache, have all disappeared.” £.
, I. Lincoln, 35 Chambers
Ht., Boston.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

>00 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

SICK HEADACHE!
byfl
fZL' fl
»'

'.Positively Cured
i'fGQ these little Pills,

jp
(Wrtlil Ll\0
_

£ 1 hrL,
■ \f F
R V
«

thegS

llwsv*

Mouth, Coated TongueB
Side, &cB
They regulate the Bow
fls and
Consti-B
Pain Id Uie

prevent

y.
doee. 40 in a vial, Purely
Price 25 cents. 6 vialshy uiailfor$l.(k

Only one pill
•table.
Bold

Veg-B

a

bRTS5raD-Srti 00,1

r°P’rS’ Nbw Vl,rk*

js]

B

ParlonDrawing-RoomFurniture
far exceeds any of our previous
displays in this particular branch of our business,
consisting as it does
of a large variety of suites in all
woods; also an artistic line of Divans, easy Drawing Room and odd Fancy Chairs, in white and gold, mahogany, cherry, walnut and ebony, covered in the newest
designs of imported fabrics, such as brocatelle, plushes and hair
cloth, etc. In conjunction with this extensive line,
we carry a large assortment of Arm Chairs and
Rockers in the different woods, and covered in plain
and ornamented leather, plushes and
tapestries.
We wish to call especial attention to our

REED AND RATTAN DEPARTMENT
have now on
some handsome Reed
and Rattan Chairs, beautifully decorated and
upholstered in cushions, which in harmony of colors

as we

exhibition

will not

of our

THE INDEX SOAP
AND

PURE,

IS

ONLY FAMILY

78 years ago, and was graduated from the
Medical Department of Botvdoin College in
1840. Dr. ltichards practiced for some time
in Bowdoinham, and has always stood high
in his profession.
A widow and four children survive him.
Kev. John Bapst, formerly of St. John's

THE
SOAP

WHICH LEAVES THE
HANDS

SMOOTH.

octlO

YOU

IF

—

] Life

4tliptf

ARE
OF

$30.00 upward.

AND

SOFT

A

—

Crayon

f

yourself, your friends,

the

give

full

descriptions

_

Sewing Machine Given Away!
Until further notice

or

Colored Pieture
or

in one store, under one roof.

ONE RENT! SMALL EXPENSE! SMALL PROFIT!

BOOTS AND SHOES

that are solid, durable, stylish, well selected and reliable, cheaper than
in any other store in Portland.

WHY ?
Because our rent and expense enable us
to sell good goods less than others
keeping a similar stock.

Fine Goods

a

Specialty!

A complete assortment of all kinds or
Rubber Goods for Ladies, Gents,
Misses and Children.

BROWN,

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT,
461 CONGRESS

STREET,
Market No an re.

Cloak Sale!
We shall offer for the coming week

a

few

Special Bargains.

chine with every
to get a Sewing
uov8

we

shall

100 Ladles’ Outside Jackets in Jersey
and Rough goods at $2.25 each; regu*
lar price $4.00.
100 Children’s Cloaks at $2.00 each;
they are broken lots and must be clos*

>pp. the
sep28

HASKELL & JONES,

dly

E. D.

sepS

girl to do housework for two In

family. Apply to No. lo Gray

[Iris,

street or
7.1

In want of competent
Johns. Scotch or Irish

private families, to know they
lau be found by calling at
my Employment Office,
.4-4 Middld St., over Staple’s Dry Goods Store, up
wo flights.
MRS.
3-1

Congress Street.
<Uf

PALMEB._

Fall
Silk
Hats
$2.50!
For the above price you can call
FOE, THE HITTEK, and
have a fashionable hat made to
order.

HEAP.

Brackett street.

YYTANTED-Those
.American, Saint
for hotels and

BUILDINC.

LANCASTER

470

17

iecu,"

WOODWARD, n«y

YVANTED—A
a

TO

'I'O

AST.

No. 2 Remington typewriter, with
kuee-sblft and copy-hohier complete. In good
and small letters; apply to W.
ULMER,
Middle street, Cana/ Hank BuildIng, Portland. Me.
7-1
I.ET

—

A

capitals
eondltjoni
E.
188

HE NT—At No. 839 Congress street, a
suite of rooms, on first floor above the parlors* lias the sun all day. hut and cold water, heatsd by steam.open fire place; the best suit of rooms
11 the house, having been
occupied by C. l>. Brown
Ksip, for the past 0 years. The appointments 01
he house makes It oue of the best family hvimes
n the city. Excellent bath room
accommodations*
frainage perfect. Call at bouse.
6-1

IjSOK

AET -Furnished house, owner to occupy
a few rooms, and board with the
family. To
party with a small family a farorable arrangenents will be made. Weil and pleasantly located
m a ulce street.
N. B. GARD1SKB, No. 40 Exdiange street._
5^

ro

I

___

ron;i“7.rhi,,ttroV!,.r;rv.m2^s
UAIIlW.
^Exchange street.1*"*^*
*

i»

197 Middle Street.

ro

AET-House No. 022 Cougreas St., for 0
ParUy ,Un,,!"ieu 11 desired.

i.»MEB
I

aTe’nnV

r°.&s7Smsusk*' a

r'mtMKS^Casan^t.’w^,,,1^;1^ ut ”f“Fe.K^sTS? n°"*! P"‘ «>< bouse 127
1
I

!
I

dtf

s&Tf.'a.i' saa
g«aif:sps

ireeiur 130

tom mere ul street.

F. A. SMITH.

*'r,'e street, a hrlelt house, eonrooms; suitable for boarders. Aptly to JOHN,V?
K. EKOCTOlt, Ceuteimlal Block.

Dressing Cases in Plush and Leather, for presentition or travellers’ use. Nothing so compact, neat
ind convenient. Cheap at
L insOU’S Jewelry
store,

give Sewing Ma$50.00 purchase. Now is the time
Machine for nothing.
a

uct2Gdtt_

eodtf

THURSTON,!

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Hotel.

the market; now being adfor the next two weeks. Call
Hotel, ind
rour territory; also a general agent to handle
ither agents and sell goods.
'2-IdAw
m

____11

exhibition.

Falmouth

sst selling article In
vertised (n Portland

EE.Vl A I.E

SHINE'S NEW YORK STORE,
nov2

WANTED.

ED.-Agents, male and female, to call
WANT
and satisfy themselves that I have the fast-

j

498 Congress Street.

4.J

AUKNTN

We have received and are now
for inspection, our new
Fall and Winter W oolens, to which we Invite the attention of all in want of Stylish Oarincuts of best material and workmanship. Please call and look us
over.

and $25.

STUDIO,
on

tlKKHERr.

opening
styles of

Heavy Fur Trimtred Dolmans at $5,
$10 and} $15; former price $S, $15

SAMUEL
and examine those

lt,TM"T End Laundry, 253 Bracket; Btrect, la
v T
now In fine order and will do
fancy or pUtn
laundry work In first class style at short notice at
[he lowest prices. Gents’ Collars and Culls 2 etc.
tape Collars 2 cents each. E. A.

DEPARTMENT

IS.

I n

Middle Ml reel.

$1.00 JUT8!
COE.

inent.

ican lielief Association
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President—Charles McCarthy, Jr.
Vice President—Frank D. Melaugli.
Recording Secretary—Edward H. O’Brien.
Corresponding Secretary—T. E. Hartnett.

Inches long, most desirable according to
lolls,
[he latest fashion plates of 1887;
price 50 cents.
Bu»t>«» *6 eenla Belling fast by C. E.
BEAN, 549 Congress Bt.
5-1

50

The sole agency of this world renowned instru- !

of the Irish Amerlast evening, these

TAILORING

eii.

your children, call at

I. A. R. A.

Is Invited to our Satlne Cov
LADIEN’.ittcntlon
ered Bustles, variety of colors, 6 vertical
25

ou

THINKING^

HAVING

Size

permit

us to

Dining Room Furniture. We are offering Dining-Room Chairs, in cane, for $1.00; and leather
seats from $3.00 upward.
Pillar Extension Tables from $12.00, and beautiful
antique finish mirror-back Sideboards from

IS

St., Market

_£?v3_eodtl

Space

Dr. Lemuel llichards, for over 23 years a
prominent physician in Kennebuuk, died
yesterday morning. He was born in Bristol,

461

Clapp’* Klerk,

will suit the most fastidious.

City.

BROWN,
Congress
Square,
Gentlemen'sGoodsILadies’Goods!

They also relieve DisB
from DyspepsiaB

feet remedy xor Dizzi-B
ness, Nausea, Drowei-B
s. Bad Taste in

DBS 8 Cl

b

shown to a better advantage. We have
them made in all woods, and of modern
designs,
ranging in price from $15.00 to $600.00.
were never

trees

Indigestion and TcoB
Hearty Eating. A per-B

ITTI JF

c

Something

iy

MINTS

Gants de Luxe.

Our Fall Stock is now complete and we are offering better bargains than ever possible
heretofore, in
all departments.
This is
to our several

/a

WANTED—Offlee desk,

ASK FOR

FURNITURE.

tween

OTTOS HAMELS

All

A., relict
Portland)

[Funeral service Wednesday, May 9th, at Ever
i ireen Cemetery.
Kelatives and friends are invit
d to attend wiihout further notice.
Hour of ser
!

1
1

our

bought

men, bethe ages of 21 and 35 years, are wanted for
the Cavalry. Artillery and Infantry; good pay.
rations, clothes aud medical attendance; hearty
young men are especially wanted for the cavalry
regiments, both white aud colored. Apply at
427a EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me.

AND-

CJr~Advertlser and Express copy.

his late residence.

bout 85 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
t the house of W. If. Neal, Saccarappa.
Burial

;

are verv desi rahlp whprp heauu rlron.

enes are to be used, were
can be sold for $22.00 per

luSaccarappa, Nov. 7. Mrs. Hannah, widow of
‘ lie late Abner Johnson, ot South Windham, aged

Waldron accompanies the party to Kansas

Treasurer—James Connellan.

anTPORTIERES!

CURTAINS

MARRIACES-

Among

Board of Trustees—Thomas McGrunnen, P. B.
Hughes, Frank Cunningham, E. J. Logue, P. T.
McKeever, James Melaugli, Frank Ryan.

$100.

Newspaper

Index Soap.

Cumberland Mills, Nov. 7, by Rev. E. M< Jouslns. Ivory C. Tracy and Miss Mary F. Rowe,
1 10th of Westbrook.
In Auburn. Nov. 2. Harry K. Stetson of Bath
t ,nd Miss Flora M. (loss of Auburn.
In Fryeburg, Get. 22, Chas. E. Smith of Denmark and Miss Emma E. Chadbourno of Frye-

newspaper

Bookkeeper—James Hollywood.
Assistant Bookkeeper—James White.

we

In

the
number were Mrs. Bial Somerby, Mr. Chas.
E. King, Mr. James Hodge, Mr. H. C. Leighton, and Mr. Adams of Saccarappa. Mr.

meeting

State,

Reductions will Prevail all Tlirougli This Department!

and Diamond Island bur;laries. He went back and arrested Charles,
nd asked the judge to give him a light
entence on the Lynn business, so that he
ould get a long sentence here. Marshal

Kilby

Catholic church, of Bangor, and afterwards
of Ellsworth, at which place it will be remembered he was tarred and feathered by a
mob, died on Thursday last at Baltimore,
where he has been suffering from mental
trouble for the past two years.
Father
Bapst was, the Bangor Whig says, of Swiss
birth, and he was a man of fine education,
and strong moral force, and exercised a great
and good influence which lived long after his
departure from Bangor.

this

burglaries

age

Janl

sisted of about twenty people.

At the annnal

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds:

engage

in

been equalled.
CAN and WILL do better than we
ever thought
possible, we quote a few prices on the
LARGEST, CLEANEST and BEST selected stock
ever shown in New
England, and for this week only.
Axminsters
$1.50 to $2.00 per yard
“
1.50 to
Wiltons, with Borders,
1.75
11
Velvet, with Borders,
1.25
“
Best 5-Frame Body Brussels,
1.25
11
Brussels
from 50 to 90 cents
Taoestry
All Wool 2-Ply Ingrains, 50, 60, 75 and 80 cents.
To show that

1 hat this same Charles was the third man
vho was engaged in the Cape Elizabeth cot-

every success.
Tire Waldron excursion party from this
city for the West left yesterday, and con-

ment.

Real Estate Transfers.

win

We wish Mr.

Same

Last!

as

Mdiierns max cannot oe aupncated
and for beauty of designs have never

here, after Ferguson, that
t was Ferguson’s brother Charles that he
ranted.
The Lynn inspector said that
Charles was in Chelsea, and he also learned
nspector

at

We have decided to do this that our many out-oftown buyers may receive the benefit of the extremely low prices. We have received for this week’s sales

named William Fer1 ;uson was arrested here and held for the
.ynn officers, as it was thought he was the
1 nan who stole an overcoat,
gold watch and
hain in Lynn. It turned out after the Lynn

The New York Times chronicles the marriage in that city, Oct. 5th, of Rev. William
Alonzo Swan, formerly of Augusta, to Miss
Clara Louise Millett of New York.
Mr. C. H. Kilby, who has been connected
with the Press as one of its suburban correspondents for the past three years, in
which position he has shown himself exceedingly active and capable, will move to
Hartford to-day and thence go to St.
Paul,
..uv*« uo

Prices

glars Caught.

PERSONAL.

work.

Continued This Week

MAI.lt—The largest assortment of Unto
her Boots and Shoes In Portland. Ten different styles of Men's Rubber Hoots. Fifteen
styles Ladles'Rubbers. The superiority of our
Rubbers win he
to all buyers. J.
1. WKLCH, 421 Congress street.
3-1

FOK

For

re.

Mr.

A

Klizaone
city.
with to
sunny and convenient, with stables and
three
acres
hennery'also
of land with voiniir orchard, falll let to right party
cheap or
cheap or cash. Address D. H.
NflLtfH PoUce
BlailUII,

a

The death of Prof. Spencer F. Baird of the
Smithsonian Institution was officially anlounced, and appropriate resolutions, drawn
> ip and presented by Itev. Dr.
Hill, were
I iassed.
Another of the Cape Elizabeth

1110.
South

rooms,

CARPET SALE

society.

he

What it (is and how it is done is a mystery.
It seems to be an optical delusion of some
kind. Life like and speaking figures are

brought on the stage in
and disappear a» suddenly.

high

K’ H HARFORD,
PwtlandaMe’r
RACK OK TO |.IT-I„ CaDe
pOK
M.
mile from the
I»eth,
House

2 |

The subject will be continued at fuure meetings.
Dr. Wood is anxious that
he heavy snow falls of the coming winter
hall be
at different places in the
j itate andexamined
vicinity, and the sediments sent to

GARDEN.

PARK

R. Dyer farm, at South Portland. Those wisha home within three miuutes walk of
Perry
Boat with live thousand feet of
Land at

ing

wlll*sell

f ions.

*

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

in the A retie

crown

heavy
perfect fitting Itubbers, High Button
Halters and Wool Lined Overshoes, all of the
very best quality. J. P. WKLCH, 421 Congress
street.
g l
Ladles’

House Furnishing Co’s

the natural history of the Volvox glolator, a somewhat similar growth, yet quite
nlike in many phases of its development,
loth were shown by Mr. Fuller upon the
! creen and in the microscope, aud it needs
hese illustrations to understand the matter
J horoughly. It should be added that the
! folvox under
consideration was found in
resli water pools around Portland, while
:
he Palmella found in the snow sediment is
have

i i.k

s

Fsok
Overshoes lu the city, both light and

in.

1 raced

to

RAIB-1 horse 8 years old
PWK
weighs 1
J.
160, chestnut; perfectly sound and kind for
a lady to drive; has a record of .40.
Also harness
and a Zenas Thompson sleigh ami phaeton.
Kor
particulars address •’Z.” Press Office.
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WAI,K—Within the next two weeks we
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shall close out all the building lots upon the
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’?,A*‘*t~A small Baxter engine. Inquire
r1®**
W. B. W1LBON. C'uinlrerland. Centre. 7-1
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KOB RACK

The remainder of Cloves left from last
week’s Special Sale will be on the conn,
ter and sold at very low prices to clean
up this stock. In some styles the medium
sixes have beeu sold out, but Ladies who
wear small or large sixes can secure
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A
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Hr. Wood then read a paper about the red
of the Arctic regions.
It may be reuembered that the great snow storm ol
larch 5th and 6th, 1887, contained the conervoid growth which give these snows their
olor, as was stated at a meeting of the socl1 ty last March.
{After reciting what has al1 eady been done by the
society in examining
now sediment, I)r. Wood gavo the natural
| listory of the Palmella, which is the name
f the microscopic coloring growth. He also

nvoniit in

train men and

CLOVES.
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Superintendent’s

Treasurer—T. P. Shaw, Paymaster.
A board of directors of eleven members
was chosen from
different sections of the
road. They are E. A. Hall, Geo. E. Whitney, H. H. Towle, Geo. P. Haskell, Geo. A.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

V. O. BAII.BV.
marlA

largo number of donations were aulounced, received during the summer, con1 isting of the
publications of home and for! ign scientific societies, books, minerals,

are:

President-E. A. Hall, Train Dispatcher.
Vice President-H. H. Towle, General
Baggage

luetioneers and Commission flmhanti

Society of Natural History.
The Natural History Society met lasteven1

CO7~?.

F. O. BAILEY &

At a special meeting of the Soldiers’ and
iailors’ Monument Executive Committee,
leld yesterday afternoon, it was voted to
bandon the Fassett design, as the estimates
xceeded the resources of the association,
nd the Bodwell design was accepted.
It is
inderstood that eleven of the executive comnittee were present, aud that the vote for
he change stood 7 t* 4. A vote of thanks
vas extended to Mr. Fassett.

ent

com-

mittee favor the extension as prayed for,
and the construction of a street
facing the
Oaks, and recommend reference to a committee to procure plans and estimates of the
work.
The following ordinance to amend the
ordinance on streets was read twice and
passed to be engrossed:
Sect. 14 of the ordinance on streets is hereby
amended by adding thereto the
following words:
“And no excavation made in accordance with ihe
license so obtained, shall be refilled until the connection made by the side or private drain with
the public sewer lias been inspected and
approved
by the city civil engineer or some one by him authorized for that purpose under a penalty of not
less than five or more than twenty dollars.’’

In Common Council.

Readings

The people of Portland, especially those
who ar# most interested in the development
of the harbor and city as a summer resort,
will be glad to learn of the good prospect
that a new Ottawa House will bo erected
immediately. The articles of incorporation
of the Cushing’s Island Hotel and Transportation Company have been filed in the
office of the Secretary of State at Augusta,
and tlie officers of the company have been
elected. Mr. Frank A. Pitcher will be President of the company and also a director. His

Health.

ples.”
The first of the eight readings from Browning’s Poems will be given by Mrs. John A.
Bellows, at No. 0 Brown’s block, this afternoon at 4.30 o’clock. Mrs. Bellows’s lectures
are very highly spoken of by all those who

Plans ot

Ahead.

The regular monthly meeting of the
City
Council was held last evening.

Kehago Water Shut Off.
Klsber’s Shoe Store—2.
Wanted—Young Mail.
Dog Lost—E. smith.
City of Portland—2.
wen. Moore & Co.
Situatlou Wanted.
House to Let.

Important Change In the
the Committee.
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wnntlnn to Invest n dolhat run net one of coil,
worth double the amount, as Hits
lull he will sell one with Silk
I'riinniluns and Kuurnntee it to be
ill Wool.
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I.sct.—A lirst class tenement of six rooms,
rlOalso
small house with uardeu.
Enquire of
a

1

h t

Woodman. ti>6>j Exchange
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•'—A cottage In rear of 61 North St.,
*■
six rooms; terms reasonable. Apply to 61
SOUTH ST.
1-2
_

EMBROIDERY
We hare one of the Hnest lines of Fan*
J Work we hare e»er had, and would
urite the Ladles of Portland and Ttelulj to examine before going out of town
o make their purchases.
One lot ,,r
selling *t 3 cents
,.i..
t-r
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